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Rotterdam 
*A wily Dovzhenko 
peasant' 

If the 17th Rotterdam Film Fes¬ 
tival tended to excel mainly in 
nmtu-n duy-Umg Film 
numt' discussion held among 
chattering tropical birds at the 
Rotterdam /*»> a ten-hoar Kir**- 
ImuAi1 which alter nuicd gour¬ 
met dishes with hi ms about 
eating-the moat memorable of 
these wtu. »urely the eleventh- 
hour appearance or Sergei Para 
(h*nm‘, making his fin*t trap 
iihriiiid mik* hts lift torn year* of 
imprisonment. 

Arriving in the lobby of the 
Luxor Theatre after a screening 
of hie H#tfi short Aru/vw/u** im 
the Pinmmani Theme a lovely 
if slight poetic revene on can 

<d the (iiMirgUn folk 
painter, complete with evocative 
sound effect* and tableaux 
i’icvnh resembling *Ju»eph 
('ornoil boxes-the short and 
energetic film maker wan moved 
to tears after o little girl prv- 
jwnt««d him with u bouquet of 
tulips and festival director 
Hubert Bals warmly embraced 
him. Giddy and gray-haired m a 
manner which improbably sug¬ 
gested a Soviet version of Robert 
Crumb's Mr Natural, he iW- 
rlarvd in RunMun. Tve lived 
under a number of dictator* If 
my art in to epecml. why did I 
have tii *4uv in prunci for so 
long**., Now I have all the 
freedom I want, but alar, at tUi 
I’m no longer an strong an I tewd 
to te, although fortunately I 
have friends to help me.’ 

Speaking of the SOU sketches 
he had drawn dunng hi* long 
ianlation. currently on deploy m 
Armenia, and the many un- 
fllmed kYiwnctt ho still hod to 
realirw - *23 are at home, and 6 
are in my mind' - Parades not 
ea rned to he brimming over with 
pnijects. particularly a Ijrman- 
ten fairy tale sat in a Turkish 
castle which hr had just finished 
shooting, and a version of the 
historic Lay of Ignr pro¬ 
posed by the Ukrainian* which 
hr plan* to embark nn next. 

At a press conference the next 
day, he elaborated on hia 
own ifiiaai-tanciful aiubroqoo*— 
eluding questions about his 
early Alms, which he dismissed as 
rubbish, singling «it Kaeolmi as 
a film-maker hu admirod (while 
labelling Bunuel, Bergman, 
looeltinni and Tarkovsky as 
maker* of bourgeois tiltnei; 
pronaiig the diversity of Rotter¬ 
dam architecture; lamenting the 
excising of shots of naked women 
from fus short The f/»wi*•* of 
Kiei\ Despate many allusions to 
Essenatein, the overall impress 
town wax of a wily Itewhenko 
peasant. 

Another director present from 

PnftO Healey ot Su Lnetiricb m Dunum*J if loo Ouitt 

the same tradition was the 
Armnium Arthur IViechian de* 
Hcntwd by Paradjanov as ‘juwt ait 
ordinary genius'. Working m 
part with archive footage, he 
harks bark lo the rhythmically 
charged montage of the silent 
Soviets in his lyncoj black and 
white short* The bent of these 
that I saw, TV SeouMt*. man- 
agio* to uoe such shopworn tie- 
vice* as slow motion and Vivaldi 
to create a haunting mint-epic 
nlsiut men moving sheep and 
haystacks framed by sequences 
in which men Hutching sheep 
slide down rapida and a *n«w> 
hillsidi*- 

Another link with the silent* 
was provided by M*iw*H dr Oli* 
vetni’* first film, Duu/u, Muuw 
yUuuii ' 19301. shown in a Purtu 
guese reln»fqK<tivH In contrast 
to He Oliveira's recant and dis¬ 
appointing Sice. A Prnpo* <i« 
V'lgo, thi* documentary about 
the* river Douro b worthy of 
comparison to silent Vigo in its 
shaping of stark nun Action into 
peroonal amt Hubv^ive poetry 
But the two Latest tUin> of 
Rotterdam favourite Raul Ruiz, 
La Chouette Aiengte and j> 
prrfeAeeur Tamnn*, pa ltd in 
comparison to last year s Manure 
dm apparent** and Mam mam* — 
offering respectively a nar* 
exhaustion tone hope* temporary I 
of his Arabian Sight a mode 
and a Mill-tentative foray into a 
new pluioo of chamber -drama * an 
Adamov play with a notating 
coat of eleven • 

The half-dcBcen films shown hy 
American independent Su Fried¬ 
rich approach the stuff of dreams 
from several direction* In the 
to lent short Coal Hamit, Warm 
Heart and the sound feature 
Damned tf Yarn Don If, lyrical 
ketvwin fantasies rub ihnuldrr* 

with documentary dnvt excur 
morve in Scar Tonne, the cam* 
ura* encounters with pndcwtrum* 
perform a series of rude awoken- 
ingi. In Gently Down the Stream 
and Hut Nn One, verbal aavnint* 
of actual dreams are physically 
scratched alongside images 
which represent them And in 
T'he Tie* that Bind, a portrait of 
Friedrichs German mother, the 
dream might be cun-trued as 
the nightmare of history. nod 
the Him-maker's prupd Iwium* 
an attempt to monale her 
personal and political links with 
the pa*t 

Unlike Pelcchian. De Oliveira 
and Friedrich, Godard didn’t put 
in a personal appearance But he 
wa* visible in different guiocts in 
King I war. Smgne to droit*, 
Meet in ff'A llin tmii vid#«v|;«ped 
encounter with Woody Alhuif 
and Dura* Goiiard *an hour lung 
chat telecast «wi mu'i fAenni^uet 
late last yean. In the brilliant 
Dolby separation* of Lear, which 
are all but required to make 
the film'* polyphony roropw* 
hvmdblc —mkIIv missing from 
the mainly mono screenings it 
ha* received in moM 
i* at hu moat intractably per¬ 
verse an Prnlewroc Pluggv, and a 
certain owliMi recalcitrance uluw 
(*roe|a* into the Allen interview. 
IVrhaps it’s the presence of 
American movie star* that 
make* him dnfensiw In Soigne 
to drmie he's mainly as mild 
arid mellow as Hulot tat one 
point, he dive* through a car 
window with the define** of a 
KewUmi; and in the mutual 
admiration that inftme-. h>- talk 
with Dura* about Aim-making 
versus writing, he u as benign 
and cheerful a* his able spurring 
partner 

JONATHAN HT4.SHM W 

Australian 
television 
Hard times for the Special 
Broadcasting Service 

The future u not looking giaid 
fur Australia's audacious expert 
ment with multi-cultural tele- 
veain, the Special Bruuileuetiug 
Service »stiM. It has survived one 
attempt tu merge with the other 
Mwt4«-uwi*d channvl, tlo* Austra¬ 
lian Broadcasting Corporation 
(aim I, and will prtduddy cling to 
it* Moparate existence for a yetu 
or two more, but there seems 
little doubt that it will eventu¬ 
ally succumb U« those in the 
lederal government who view 
two independent channel*, each 
supported by the tax puree, a* an 
extravagance the nation cannot 
afford. Their cause in abetted by 
a vocal lobby gnwip who argue 
that uu> should bo transformed 
into a local version of Britain's 
Channel 4 and u*e cummen ial 
revenue to fund AustruJum &lm- 

fixsking 
When it begun in October 

19qMI, h»h wo* a rontarkable 

depirturu for Austniliaii tide- 
vision. The commemal channels, 
of which there are thro* in most 
•tale capital*, rvly on hUmding a 
high proportion of A me neon 
programmes with loniJIy mode 
gnm*' shows and uxas* audience 
servos such as Prisoner, while 
the adc supplemented its sub 
stnntial pn>grunime output with 
a range of British matirrml from 
Are You Being Servedt to Th* 
Singing Detenu*. 

Althcoigh sms was eonorivod a* 
a service for Australia's migrant 
population, the Mat ion'» re- 
fearch show* that alaiut half the 
rvgular audirniw is made up of 
English speaking Australians. 
Half it* ndwdul* is in Knglteh, 
while all foreign language pro¬ 
gramme* are Hibtitled The 
main point wg* that it brought 
tii Australian screens niateriul 
which was exotic and unusual 
soap operas from Argentina, 
«lapun and Grot<e, feature lilmo 
from Lgvpt. Poland and Turkey, 
an well as the more familiar 
French and German cinema, a 
nows sorvicv which conrontruled 
on events outside Australia, and 
boon* of Hoaer, a rporl largely 
ignorint by the other Mdwtwka, A 
night's viewing chowen at ran¬ 
dom illustrates the eclectic tex 
lure of **h*v a cartoon serve* rremi 
HnlUnd, worid iuwh, a German 
ctvmody series, a British docu¬ 
mentary on The Lning Body, u 
drama wvial from fVomiirk, 
Kh rnard Levin retracing Hanni¬ 
bal’s Footsteps and Kurosawa's 
Yojtmbo 

Th* pniltkm Im* bui-n that too 
h-w people watch the station -or 
so the ratings way It rale* about 
two per ivnt of the viewing 

. 
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audience a figure which i« aw»- 
stantly quoted l»y ih»w wU 
it tiwrukd owsr to the juk to man 
age ** another Channel 4 
or m*’i depending upon 
Yet l»y world -inml;min the 
vice In absurdly cheap about 
£1 fi mtlliun a year. 

The root of the problem In Unit 
many In fh' citie* Klmply 
marmot receive the mii* signal 
Unlike the iw and ihe commer¬ 
cial nHwirkt, which transmit on 
vMf , son haa been re legated to 
the mr band, and *o ran be 
nfwvwl tiy idmiit half the otU 
In use. The fact that rat in cm are 
rucnpalcd by mean* of dinner 
which eliminate* tin* nuui> »m- 
grsnt> filth Honing miti* English, 
daw* not help. In June thin year, 
there will be a tent period with 
meters attached to w**U. which 
may reveal a higher audience for 
the station 

Thp Federal Government an- 

niejnoid eartv in 19K7 that m 

order to save* money *n* tele¬ 

vision was to he merged with the 

A® itwonuim were given that 

t In multi-cultural nature of the 

channel would be pre*erv«d. but 

the migrant community leaders 

protected so loudly in the weeks 

leading up to the federal election 

that the deoiwm wjw over¬ 

turned anil ***tiranf«tt« given 

that the slat ion would continue 

as a separate entity 

Now another departmental 

commitu* is studying the organ¬ 

isation of public television, bn*h 

r*tVM and Mm The industry view 

is thal it U» mhio for the 
government to be seen to hr 

going hack on its pledge to the 

migrant leaders. but that within 

o year or two merger could lie 

p»»ihlv. Certainly, the* Channel 

4 argument hag gamed many 

adherents, and the** are said 

to include the Fnkral MtnuOer 

bar Comm unirat ions. Senator 

Gareth Evan* 

The Head c4 Televiaion at *e», 

Paddy Conroy, U not itpt»*od to 

commercial* on his station - in 

fact he would quite welcome 

them a* a rotation to hi* money 

probtaiii* — but he disntiror* the 

Channel I argument: the station 

could never raise enough rev¬ 

enue to Imi aide to commiwuon 

the quantity 'let alone the qual¬ 

ity of programming duiwn on 

Ihe Britixb channel and pro- 

due«d by independents Hut he 

did argue far some outside form 

of revenue and believes that Ihe 

federal funding should le sup¬ 

plemented hv »fK*iMic>hip of 

programme* If the politicians d«* 

not grapple with the question id 

ftioney, then son will never be 

able to capture a tugger audi¬ 

ence. 

With additional ttmuio the 

station lould atTurd English-tan- 

guage movie* which would tiring 

a wider Kitglfh-spooking audi¬ 

ence. Coomy <itw ily Httiubful 

Laundnlte a* the type of film 

he would like to buy The 
minority imignvrmne* would he 
shunted off to non-peak times 
'Take Turkish filmic for which 
there is a Mmol I demand, wsid 
Conroy ‘I'd rat I ter programme a 
festival of Turkish films on 
Saturday owning-even ten of 
them in a row - rath*# than run 
a limited number from tinsr to 
time at H.30 in the evening I see 
no point in running rotten 
nuivtas just to give ethnic weight 
to the schedule ' The other prong 
of ihe audience attack would be 
more Australiao-maiir ifc« unwm- 
tanev with a heavy emphasis on 
miilti-niltunil Umie* 

< criairtl v, th*- drama a*rvv 
which sns tom so far pndurod 
have reflected the concerns of an 
aodU'imv* not normally repre¬ 
sented on Australian tv lev boon 
The feature TWauxa/i port raved 
the devastating effect* liquor 
has had on the Ahuriginss*, while 
In BiYicirn captured the adiust- 
men In that nfupM« from South 
Hast Asia have had to make in 
Australia One popular sene* 
Hie Girl for Steel City, was 
woven around a young snman 
from n ooutham European back- 
ground whose acceptance «il 
Australian ways won not wel 
cvirned hy bar pa renin—a *ilu- 
atiun in which many thouroitd* 
of young Australian* have* found 
llenveliw 

Yet, for All that siis lias dune 
and its willingness to explore 
new and often difficult ewbyret* 
it aionot ignore the reality of 
the age where public broadcast¬ 
ing is under attack throughout 
the Krygliah-spraking world 
Conafldtnng that both ('amuii.m 
and Now Zealand state owned 
networks survive by commercial 

income, Australia winw un¬ 
likely to la* aide to Miatain not 
one, but two. national television 
networks free of advertising. 

At thin stage, advertising nr 
MpoftMieNhip Msfos the only 

course Ihe Alternative is being 
merged with I hr much larger 
sir which, for all its arttiovo- 
menU him never been able to 
come to grips with Ihe multi 

cultural nature of Australian 
Mnrwdy, and which has recently 

indicated that it wantn to reduce 
the quantity of Bfilidi material 
being shown in Autrslirt In 
favour nf more Austral urn-made 
programme 

son ion nun 

Wanda 
Clee*e, Crichton and 
manmanage men t 

The Oxford location af a new 
Briudi coeneily. A Finh CoUfd 

Wunda, Manned under firm con- 
tml but unusually friendly Get¬ 
ting comedy on screen is often 
ii grim tuiNim-M*. John Mww. 
the star en-wntar and n>- 
diroctor. put it down to man- 
management. and he actually 
know* wImi he Is talking aIniuI, 
stntv for several years duw hn 
has headed an innovative com¬ 
pany, Video Arts, which make* 
sward-winning management 
training films, with such titles 
as Cos You Spare a Moment* 

and If Look* CMd KiU Thank* 
U> those ho is ultns-aenNiuvo to 
Uip matter nf working environ¬ 
ment 

t iling u rrvw i* of key im¬ 
portance. according to Clm^, 
and on this film pcoplr were first 

C tuirivM i rvhlon nnd John Cleese- 

cheeked lor a lembncy to wtigf 
Wo have also boon artivolv 
trying to knock down all the 
umial territorial Imundane* thal 
con deg; a film sat.' Mao manage 
moil. Cleese nvAintams. also 
means having someone firmly at 
the helm whu knows whal he is 
doing, and tin ro-director of A 

FioA Called ftaoiiu. is. in the 
star’s opinion, the beM he has 
nw worked with. 

Im rvallv not co-diroctiixg,' 
Cleese sa»d Tutting up ray name 
is nNMHtinim for the Americans 
that shooting ivoild go on if, 
say, Charlies bock got had.' 
•The principal financier is wai, 
the production company the 
Pvthuns (Vominent Fratiirea i 
Charles Crichton is 77 and mak 
ing h remarkable comehark to 
leuturoii afba a gap of 22 year* 
An editor with Korda Thin#* in 
Come. The Thnf of Bagdadhe 
then lurnid itimrtor in the hey¬ 
day nf Haling, pioneering k»ca 
tion shooting on such enduring 
delights tie Hur aaif Cry, Th* 

/airiMkr HtU Afoih and Th* 

Ttlfidd Thunderbolt. The Sw ing 
ing fif1* did not look kindly on 
the middle-aged, and Crvcflloti's 
caiwar m (uuturvn doctmail, any 
Iftollvwood afipirntKins he may 
have had probably evaporated 
when, mg H*emg eye to eye with 
Hurt Lancaster, he was fired 
from Birdman of Aiatfmr 

Cleese is baffled that Crichton, 
whom to* liruugtii in to dmiH*t 
Mivvfal Video Arts subgets, has 
hern awny from features for so 
long Tve always thought this 
l»]Mrw"u< was w*vwn-eiglitbs mod 
fNaipkr ore forever trying to dis- 
owtf ‘exciting new directors”. 
When it cumes to dirtfetion. I 
simply do led underWHtid the 
advantage of youth It's a pheno¬ 
menally difficult job roost excit¬ 
ing young directors simply don’t 
know what they're doing Char¬ 
lie Crichton docs. That comes 
from having edited for 14 years 
and *hot film for another 40 It's 
not a question of how >*ou get 
someone from a demr to a desk. 
It’s how you do it best, given the 
context and meaning of the 
Ncenr At that point you are no 
lunger operating on logic. It be¬ 
comes intuition and every shot 
fo'came* thal bit Mtrr * 

In his unfettered admtrsu*m 
for Cnchtnn. who prowls the srt 
pwnhng his wnlking-*4irk pnf- 
natuvvdU M oo-sUr* Kevin 
Kline and Jamie Lae Curtis, 
Cleese perhaps tends to play 
dem-n his own key role in the 
enterprise He and Crichton cun- 
axtis) the Alary of A h ixA CaJUxl 

Wando isomething to do with 
thievery, greed. Anglo-American 
anUtrxiAt and a gntdfah with the 
same name as a gangsters moll • 
ww time ago; Clecwe then 
wrote u Afipt nod MLskod the 
project with £KHI.CKM) of his own 
money The idea was to retain 
niAtnil for as long ns pn-eilde. 
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'I wanted in he in a position tn 
go to the studio and say: We've 
got a director, Mart* *iwd u pro¬ 
ducer who utn talk studiocsc 
iMkchnrt Shamberg of The fax 

Cyfhtha!'i the deni, It 
to have worked Once we started 
shooting, mv strength was that 
Td writtevi the dialogue tirtd 
could (•‘Hutp* work ijuiU cloudy 
with the actors and basically ero 
hroidcr about ten per rent, while 
Charlie wa* actually getting the 
picture made 1 don't really enjoy 
the process «r filming. There 
were wimr good nvuitHitx on the 
Python* and, nay. Sdierodu. 

However, this is the first time 1 
can soy I’ve enjoyed it through¬ 
out* 

gUKNTIK r ALK 

Alejandro 
Agresti 
Wine mixed with 
lemonade 

Alejandro A greet i i*. at *JD6, une 
nr Argentina's youngest diret 
lor* Ho was certainly the 
youngest at the 19b7 San Soho*- 
tinn festival, where hi* iwoiod 
bluch and whit* (nature film Si 

Amor t% umi .lfu/rr Gonfa i/^oie 
/s a Fat Woman l— won the <-IgA 
priii* tex-*Hqi*>l in thw Open Sec- 
tkm When only 22. he wrote and 
directed his find feature, K! 
Number <jne (ion*i lu Ha*jo I The 

Mon Who Gained ifaatr** >, shout 
a man a ho reaiiim he cannot 
write his novel. until he ha* firwt 
found himrell 

In FI Atbna Ifgjrr 
(ktt\la, the ’hero'. Jo** is bIni a 
writer, feverishly jmaarupled 
with finding the truth. He's a 
journal i*t on a conservative 
paper, reporting on the HhonUng 
of n mammoth him about 
pwrty in Buenos Aires., by on 
important North American 
director. When Ju*4i 'powerfully 
played by KU» Mur chi 1 loudly 
voice* his disgust at the direc¬ 
tor's exploitation of the poor, and 
the dichotomy between the sub 
ject of the him und the tug- 
budget production. heV firvd 

Evicted by bis vociferous 
landlady - tor wasting time writ¬ 
ing, instead of working and 
paying the rent-ha roam* the 
<rteh, -nmolline* accompanied 
h> his friend Cufentts. a typfcrul 
Argentinian mmhialn and tango 
fanatic. Dwnng lhm« wander 
mg*, he encounters a cross- 
MKrtlon of Argentinian society. 
Port of Jour's querd id to find his 
girlfriend, who ho* mysteriously 
‘di^oppuarvd. According to 
Agnsiti, dose's character is also 
typically Argentinian. 

Ha. too. is marhrmfo and full of 
contradiction* He Uw«wi»*c*. but 

it's inatlfict which eventually 
dominated He looks for kive, but 
only finds sex. heV against the 

00 

American director, speaks up 
and loom* hi* job for his prin¬ 
ciples, dorant like what he sees 
around him. but he dmguim 
reality He know* that people 
dlHUppMUf, urv killed, but whan 
tu* girlfriend goes missing, he 
lies to himnHf and nays she hu* 
nan oil with another man. That* 
the A/gvntmuin contradiction 
But f hove hope rn young people, 
this t* a >«smg Him. I (mil that 
the country is beginning tu 
change Since I've lived in 
Europe. I understand Argentina 
much butter. I was in Holland 
Idnvcn there by government dis¬ 
pleasure? for a yaar and a half, 
them I went hark tn Argentina's 
raality. I was shocked by many 
thinjsi. Two months later I wrote 
the scrip! * 

fWcauM of many similarities 
his youth, m lyrical use or 

block und white photograph) 
the Meini-autobiogniphKa] sub 
/act matter, the constant pre¬ 
sence of Elio Marcht a* hi* hero 
and alter ego in both tllm*. bis 
original music score i where Bach 
und Billie Holiday, rather than 
samba* and tangos. dominatci 
ilive b» strongly reminded of Jim 
Jarmusch and law ("arax. espe¬ 
cially the latter Like their film*, 
Agnail's have also been made 
on threadbare budgets for hts 
second, he borrowed 175.000 
'Argentinian dollars*, using hu 
house as security. Agresti's eve* 
cation of m half-deserted Bueno- 
A tree lu utterly tV«uii. In fact, 
Himum Aires-with its lost souls 

eternally wandering the bleak 
streets haunts one's memory 
long after the story i* forgotten. 

Agroai. however. is hardly 
aware of Carax’s existence A* 
fur Jarmusch, he only dlscmorad 
him alter he had made his films. 
There is somr similarity; in the 
photography, for example But 
his infWfii** come* to me 
Indirectly, through his director 
of photography Rchby Muller, 
whom I know well In a way, it’s 
a niattsf of belonging to the 
same generation I like to work 
with light and isaipsium- 
Muck and white suits me. I'll be 
using colour far my next film, 
Martian* atul (IvrtdoA, shout a 
science-Art von writer who is also 
writing a novel He gets con¬ 
fused between reality and llw 
plut of the novel. .. lake the 
i haractei* of my films. I'm also 
trying to find myself The 
is my real inspiration, I was 
robtod on the streets, everything 
1 put tn my films is hi*H»d on env 
experience of Ufa on the streets.* 

y,i Amor «* atm Muter Garda 

hu* threw important elements, 
however, which set Agrusti opart 
from Jarounch and Carax. Its 
inherent peuonmivi about I he 
human condition lecharo of 
Argentina’* roeeitf and appalling 
political regime». an absence of 
wiOfulnos or »elf-indulgence, 
and a strain of tumrwr tutdo • acid 
humour», a weapon against what 
Agiestl terms 7d viaor nw-iJirj 
confnrnuttfn 

Agre-ti ha* a Southern Italian 

background. What were the 
greatest mltuenre* of hi* hi*" 
‘Vittorio Up hies and my grand 
hither Bicydr Thmvn, Mi me ft 

m Milan I wo* toad alsiut 
I Ml tan neo-real t*m When m> 
mother died —*h* wmh htirii in 
Carchcntavak ia and asm* to 
Argentina a* a child, with her 
parents- my father went to 
work in America and my Itulian 
grandparents took uwr. No 
t'oeaA’ola for me. it was pasta 
un Sundays and wine mi tod with 
lemonaiV I'm Argentinian, but I 
fiv) Italian.’ 

r;n ims*. Mia * mu i 

Crusoe 
A shipnret'ked #/dve* 
owner 

While researching hi* lurth- 
cnming adaptation of ReAua 

$tm Cruaor. Caleb Deschancl, 
the Amervrun nrtematiigraplwr 
tUTnrd director, looked up 
IVloo's source book. The Journal 
nf Alexander Selkirk eontaiewd 
utve ixuiiivnt which p*mniLarty 
htruck. him. Selkirk's island was 
inhabited by cat* which tire 
marooned Sn*ti*h *aikir trainod 
in dance for his entertainment 

Had Deschanel coneidered a 
return to .Sardinia, where his 
mn4 famous film as a camcru 
man, Carroll Ballard's The BUuK 
Still iton, had Men photo¬ 
graph vdV Nu, for Cn/sae he had 
wanted something entirely dif 
forent. and the ungtnal start 
date, January 19H7 ruled out 
Europe. The Seychelles offered 
singularly photogenic rock 
formation- What he hail not 
reckmwd with, however, was a 
Yugoslavian crew torertime in 
dollars' unuw.nl to American 
pnsclKV* ur hour*, let alone the 
debilitating heat of the Indian 
Ocean and a Steady diet af fmren 
r*sl Mnapjwr Vive pnsiuetjon 
which tunic in at some fbm. ran 
into consider a hie turUib-me. 
with ih' nreult that the oampla- 
tioci guarunlurs were forced to 
step m to the director'* relief 
and with ultimately Hati*f*rtory 
reMilt*. At the time of writing a 
lununur release is planned, 
through Island 1‘icture* and 
Virgin Visioti 

Although Sr*ikirk’s cats did 
not make it into the finndied 
version of trim**, scrip tod by 
Walon Cirscn iTAr Wdd HumA* 

and the port rivrt*io|ih««r Uigur 
Iffmugr MmutoA), thgro i* u gouf 
d«*«l wlurh r* arresting and new 
in thl* by nu meaner prettifvd 
recasting of the old tdory Por 
one thing. Cm** ' Aoisn Quinn, 
a rnngv young man seen most 
recently in Britain an the 
pnychopctlh in N/okrocrJi i* an 
uttxeivtiniental Amt*rKiin slave 
owner, and for another ‘Prvday’ 
is not lo be fiajnd in I he 
cuetlv-t - though there l* an 

kll AmtAf IS us* Ifiper <H»nria EUs Mart tv*. 



unnamed Wamor. There- t*. 
of enure*-, thut old compelling 
tWmstion with tK* meeting cd 
alien mind* ' Dcachsnel said 

tMrhanel is an alumnus of 
John* Hopkins, where he Mud ted 
art history, and of thr golden age 
of the d» film school He was 
approached shout a Crusoe pm* 
)*ct in 19h5 by producer Andrew 
Braunnherg with whom he had 
pr»*v hmihI) worked iin r*mem 

man on the Peter Sellers picture 
Being There Deactianrl wanted 
to nmeulidiito hi* move to direct¬ 
ing, after hi* debut film, TV 
E%cape Artist <1990), from David 
WsfNM^I rotuic novel almut the 
coming of of* of throe teenager* 
If Crusoe has an antecedent in 
Drachm*)'* work, however, it ia 
undoubtedly the nieetnerically 
beautiful Rim* St ait son, another 
tale of shipwreck and self- 
duwwty, and one whxh taught 
Dourtianel a good deal afcuut 
working with animals, of which 
there are severs I in the new 
film, from a taking mongrel 
hound to a somnolent giant 
turtle 

A carefully spoken man m ht- 
♦ariy forties. Deschanet belongs, 
fudging from his private man 
ner. to the stodioudv calm breed 
of directors. Ho learnt his craft 
as a cameraman partly under 
Gordon Willis, and made a Mart 
a* a director on us government 
information film*, including one 
recreating the Hattie o4 Valley 
Purge Hi* notable camera 
credits include The Ruth! Stuff 
119*11 and TV SaUirat <19841, 
an well h* second-unit plx»bv 
graphv on Apocalypse Now. TV 
Ku'ape Artut, which has yet to 
receive a theatrical release in 
Britain, came to him via Francis 
Coppola, who at one time in¬ 
tended to direct it himself 

What attracted DeaHianel to 
Crusoe? A simple plot, unques¬ 
tionably the beM lor telling 
MnriM* on film. ‘ There is no 
drama in the original, oner 
Crusoe and Friday become 
fnviuk So change* were made 
The cannibals in their long boat* 
were retained, though the inter¬ 
rupted sacrifice was given a new 
significance. There was, too, the 
challenge of the shipwreck lone 
of the great sequence* in TV 
Riot A Sialtian had been the 
night-time sinking of the liner, 
shot in the tank at Cinecitla* 

Deschanol cast Aldan Quinn 
for his street-fightmg quality he 
dwt not want an immediately 
likeable hero. Muoy actum still 
turn you down for this reason *) 
He was losing no sleep, howevvr 
over the quantum of fidelity to 
the anginal a film is a film, 
after nil, and most people only 
had ‘memories* of Robinson 
Crusoe 'And Selkirk, remember, 
was not washed up; be had asked 
to be pot ashore having had a 
vision of a shipwreck.' 

MS IN l-VM 

Clermont- 

Ferrand 
Short* festival turns 
international 

The lights dim a* the audience 
jostli for a place on the step*, a 
seat on the floor With over 
25,000 tickets sold in a week, the 
mam complaint at the < Vrmont- 
Ferrand festival this year was 
lack nf space From humble be¬ 
ginning* as a University Film 
flub running a week of short 
films in 1979. Clermont-Ferrand 
ha* herum* an event of national 
and, this year, international im¬ 
portance The team. "So uve qui 
(ietit Is court metrage', remain* 
largely the same, cinephiles who 
have worked hard to put this 
festival on tho cinema map 
Their work with local audi¬ 
ences schools' screenings^ a 
children’s programme and free 
afternoon ticket* tor oajw—has 
paid off and this year they 
turned to welcoming inter 
national visitors with a salactinn 

I of Gy films from 38 countries 
plun 70 French films 

The btaa was towards short 
fictions which some criticised as 
truncaiod feature*’, but thr best 
of them displayed the qualities 
of a wall-crafted abort story, 
enabling vuu to empathise with 
characters art a moral dilemma 
Thus there wore few happy 
‘alme-of-lifo* films (single parent* 
with problem children a re¬ 
current theme arming the Frenchi 
though tliere was a tendency to 
upt for a pat ending 

Though the Grand Pnx for Le 

Voyage i«r* U Fils I Vladimir 
Tunaev, tml was disputed, the 
camera’* roving eye beautifully 
reft acted a widow's growing un¬ 
ease as she prepares to visit her 
grown-up win and bewak the 
news of her pregnancy. Another 
wall-told story, The Beet of 
My Raton* <Car! Wast, 
Columbia • bald the audience in 
suspense to know if the revotu 
tionary barber would have the 
courage nf hi* conviction* and 
kill bis client, the bloodthirsty 
general. Vtrtude* Bastion 'Fran 

Avixanda, Spain! counter- 
pointed parent* hypocrisy m 
shutting up their children in a 
bread oven with their unthinking 
gKieroeity towards a beggar, and 
managed a Bunuetesque atten¬ 
tion to detail One of the must 
sinking Abort story film* 
Presence Feminine (Enc 
Rochant, France!, was a power¬ 
ful piece of fantastic cinema, 
creating secret worlds inside two 
suitcases which arrive to disturb 
a writers peace 

Alongside traditional narra¬ 
tive* were films which attempted 
to break conventions and play¬ 
fully question the medium it¬ 
self. Landscape with Stranger 
•Thomas Thnnmm, ikiI. at first 
Night a Hassle American road 
movie, proves otherwise with thr 
complex interrelation between a 
radio story and some stunning 
visuals. Noiuiap (Kart Palyakka. 
Finland! plays ■ spiralling gams 
of ‘what if, with character* 
finding a gun at different points 
m the story, changing the course 
of the film The full eirrU* de¬ 
scribed, however, was ultimately 
disappointing La Sauteuse 
(de Tange i Pascal Aubier, 

Cannibal warrior la C rusoe. 

France' plays with technical 
breakdown to turn an 18th cen- 
Uiry strawberry into a £0tk 
century diver, while V.O. 
• Christophe Dolmas. France! 
gives suhtitlas an active role in 
the narrative. 

Films claonfM as documen¬ 
tary took real profile or place* a* 
subjects but through their treat¬ 
ment rendered them as art 
object* allowing the viewer 
spare to imagine their signi¬ 
ficance Thierry KnaufT* 
Abattoir* > Belgium} refilmed 
black and white Milts to give a 
powerful, poetic insight into the 
walls of a slaughterhouse and 
their memories ol suffering, amt 
Daisy lamothr * Deiani it Muj 
iFrance! took an ex monk who 
spend* his doya walking the 
frontier between the spiritual 
and social worlds, an outsider 
waving at passing care, and 
rendered him symbolic through 
the rigour of har film-making. 

Quasi documentary was used 
more that once to make aheur- 
dtM fiction. Thr RaUtUcher 
tAndrzej Ccamecki, Poland! de¬ 
scribes an exterminator’s battle 
of wits with a colony of rata and 
his final confrontation with the 
chief rat and a fishing-rod Black 
humour and political satire 
combine to moke a great film 
in the raU-SA-poliUcai-metaphor 

tradition begun with Joyce 
Wietand’s Ral tafe and thei ... 

and continued by another Polish 
film-maker in The Cage <Otaf 
OU/vwhKh. which won igontaa- 
oous applause as the rat 
gnawed it* way through the bar 
in a rage only to reveal but 
to tell more is to qxiil 

ruune uaswku 

HI 



TW mnlmr of fmnuM pU\mf a njtim!) pari in (Kr film 

Trivandrum 
Hackles raised by 
S'ihalani’s ‘Tamils' 

Then* could hr no more heautt- 
Mil, or suitable. a place to bold a 
him festival than the South 
Indian *4ote of Kerala, where 
palm tmfk stretch for miles 
dinner the coast and those who 
live among them boast the high¬ 
est literary rata in India They 
are also uvid Almgorrs. able to 
sustain not only popular fare but 
also the more rigorous work of 
their two mu-t famous local film- 
makerAd (Mir (jopnlakmhnan 
and Aravtndan 

This was the paritdiue-liko 
ronu# for Filmotanv 198*—the 
non competitive version of 
Indian annual festival It was the 
aerotid organis'd by the able and 
pomonablr Mrs Urtnilla Gupda, 
who run into flak straight away 
by presenting Mike Radford's 

Muir Ninthj«V' n the opening- 
night attraction The film was 
seen by over 4.000 people al the 
o|ier>-air tdudhim and Mr Inal 
Son. the chief guest along with 
the Chief Minister of thin 

-dominated State **mn 
made do MtffK nf hfc* dfcftllke of 
it. lie called it 'inconsequential' 
in h prere statement but. in a 
(date which still does not allow 
kissing on the screen, it was 
generally thought that the vis¬ 
ual fun and game* in Kenya's 
Happy Valiev wait the real prob¬ 
lem for the strait laced, os the 
K™*< »Uj K □poor, who much 
e?wytd the film, whh quick fa 
notxw i didn't sac anyone leav¬ 
ing early,' he said pm n ted I y 

Charles Ot«rtnr and Sarah 
Miles, the (hied foreign dr legates 
for the occasion, played straight 
bats at their prere conference 
almost as well os Boycott. hut it 
was not the most auspicious of 

openings. The finale, with even 
more people sitting in front of 
Bertolucci a Tin* La$t ICm/arrir, 
was a different, much-applauded 
matter And finally Filnmtsav 88 
wmm adjudged a floccew for Mrs 
t «upi a who hod mounted a huge 
selection of films and been re¬ 
paid with good uudirncw as well 
hh controversy 

Towards its and. the Festival 
was rather overshadowed in the 
!>*•*«* by the furore nrvet Govind 
Nihalam's Taotus, a five-hour 
television film in sis parts set 
during the* time of Partition 
which rat*»d *•> many harklre 
that a watcher (ought an injunc¬ 
tion against it in the Bombay 
High Court after the third 
weekly cpt*odo Me iMtsnUy 
won a ruling against any further 
showings on the state'run tele- 
viHiftti channel This judgment 
was quickly rescinded on appeal, 
much to the first judge's chagrin, 
and the case went lo the 
Supremo Court In Delhi After 
several days when everyone con¬ 
nected with hedh television and 
fhe film world held their ccirpo- 
rate breath the highea court in 
the land pronounced in favour of 
Tumor What mattered, said the 
judge, whm nut what wae shown 
oil the screen but tlw* nwwaage 
the film was trying to convex*, 
which *an clearly again*! vio¬ 
lent* of any sort 

Nthalam'* film its English 
title a Ainkai—ia one of the 
hml thing* till* director, once 
Shvunn Henegata regular cunwru- 
man, has accomplished It ia 
not an much a history of Parti 
turn an the individual -lory td* a 
Hindu untouchable lOm Purii 
who moves from Pakistan during 
the etnfe. part of which he hue 
unwittingly uf«-l»e*trated wlieti 
ordered to kill a ptg and leave it 
outside n Muslim mosque Fnim 
than on ho gel* Inextricably 
caught up in violent^ Nthaluiu's 

purpnre w» clearly not U» encour¬ 
age the reopening of old sec¬ 
tarian wounds but to warn how 
skilful political operator* cen fan 
the Aaron* of religious bigotry 
and communalism- The him 
states straightaway that Thoor 
who forget history are condem¬ 
ned to repeat it' and while 
naming no names succeeds in 
identifying the roots of the vio- 
Urn* that is Mtil I an everyday 
occurrence in India 

Turnae certainly provided 
much better than usual faro for 
Indian television which tends 
In avoid controversy like the 
plague and regard dullne** as an 
ubwolute virtu* It was also con 
stderabi v more challenging than 
till hut a handful of the new 
Indian It lists shemn at Film- 
otsav's Panorama. The Parallel 
cinema, largely financed by 
the Indian Film Devetof intent 
Corporation, la apparent]v going 
through a crisis with the 4rengt H 
ening hold of television on the 
subcontinent 

To make it* money hack, any 
thing other than a frankly pngiii* 
Ur him has to 1st shown on 
tdwiuim, mdc* there is no cfToc 
tire oltemotive circuit in India. 
But if leleviMim is to vthcii H, 
cuutuui in the making must pre¬ 
vail The resulting feeling of 
constraint could be broken by 
t*levi**<m‘* Muawufiil act of 
courage- with Toma*, and also by 
Shram Benegal's forthcoming 

I historical epic, 7'Ar fhmr*yn of 
huitu, based on Nehru's book 
and easily the largest thing in 
scale thnt television has ever 
mounted in India There will tie 
42 hour* of Him ail told and it 
will keep Bcnegal busy* for the 
next eighteen month* 

The only Indian Him lo come 
up to Ttfnu*' mark in the Panor 
nmn wa* from Gcipalaknehnan. 
who won the art Award lor hi* 
Icy diasoction of a Brahmin land 
owner in Hat Trap. The new 
Him. .Ifnwn/ngiie, shorn* that la* 
has loot none of his control and 
delicacy of crprewuon In fact, 
technically .Monologue 13 prob¬ 
ably his brat work to date 

The monologue in question 
comes from the writer of the 
•dory The protagonist is a yroing 
man wImik mother left him afU-r 
childbirth and who has been 
brought up as part of th* local 
doctor * latmlv In the* first part 
of the Him, he is tharartertm-d as 
n bn Diant pupil at *rhonl of 
whom the*n» are high hofw*. tfu* 
envy of his Iru-nd*. though not 
much liked lor his brilliance. In 
the second, all is different Now 
the hoprw have hren daefvd an 
the young man become* stolidity 
more introspective and deprewi- 
ed. »n love with ha •trpiinilhrr’d 
silir and unable to find any 
meaning in life 

It is very much two stone* ,n 
one film and <'apalakrisHitan 
MUgguata that there rcukJ even 

| be more Right at the end of 
| .tfewu/oguc, we see the young 
■ man a* a small boy again, jump 
J mg down Home sffepa near a 
v river s adg* First, it is two, lour. 
! six. eight, and then he jumps 

again-one. three, five, seven. It 
I he a hi 01 about narratUw and 

storytelling but, more impor 
tnntly. about the difficulties we 
have m distinguishing U'Uw»i 
truth and fantasy, if indeed it is 
possible or even right to do so 
i*ipninkn*hruin * achierement 
is atyludically wren more ax- 
tnaordinary than RaJ Trap but 
perhap* larks the name «luw- 
losmiug enadincuii forest Evan 
Hi. U is certainly the Him of a 
director who knows exact I* what 
hi* im doing 

Apart from this, tlu-n- was 
another good surprise from the 
tiny and beleaguered A«wnfnrt«- 
ciitMiata in Uia shape of Jolinu 
liarua's The CufaWnophc, the 
tale of a smallholder done out of 
hie kind by a rich neighbour and 
foreod into penury by hav ing to 
bnbe the local bureaucracy even 
to hear hi* cure M‘m a very 
simple, duvet film, with a 
superb perfumiame (Tam Indru 
Bania in the lead And for ail rte 
familtanlv it dnlie* lawoe 
pcrwvrfuily. thanks to the quiet 
detail of da obaervatMin and 
hunias ueloffiiMhingty tru«?- 
looking character tsat ion 

larrK malculm 

Gothenburg/ 
Belgrade 
.4 tale of two festivals 

The annual feottvaln in Got hen 
burg and Belgrade -hare one 
rery encouraging feature, imor- 
imxir audiences After only ten 
year*, the Swedish event has de¬ 
lighted and Mtirprired otuanvrs 
in a country where income from 
both cinema*ami video ha* hem 
falling 

Around 50.000 tickets were 
sold during the ten days at 
Oitheoburg in early February 
Atidienro* of 700 nr o» tn the 
main cinema provid intelligent 
and entbuffiaatic as well a* num- 
•toum throughout oarfi day They 
applauded Tony lluciton after the 
.Swedwh premiere of his fathers 
The /Arm], and resided With !■>- 
Ilia shock when he confesacd 
that hiv father hod looked nt 
Fanny and Atnnmi^r to find the 
right lighting fnr the dinner so- 
ijiiiMici). They gave a thunderous 
ovation to Jan TrneM's 3 hoar 
documentary on cnnlemporary 
Hindmi, The hvni 0/ /Jnvnwi 
which transornd« the limitations 
of the genre ihnnk>* tn a reful¬ 
gent vi hum I poetry, brilliant edit¬ 
ing, and a humanist approach 
that tpwfdSOMi the tenet* and 
fabric ci Swediah na-iety while 
at the sumo lime comprehending 
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I hr indlv tdual's quirks And 
aspirations. 

Mon* abrasive. but refreshing 
Uni tn it* criticism nf a ctonnd 
community. the Icelandic pro¬ 
duction HrAi^ Whalca, directed 
by Fridnk Thor Fridnk mow, 
U»ll* of two whollnf fishermen 
who decide to retrieve their 
place ashore in Reykjavik and 
♦•offer ahuw from everyone they 
oewflunter The main character 
ends in the deep end of a swim¬ 
ming pool. ml down by police 
IxilleU and unveiuped h> steam 
like some beached leviathan. 

Gothenburg prided itself this 
year on *Uigmg the Swedish ttlm 
world's biggest bash the Gold 
Buss’ party Held in a vast ware 
house nn the dock .Hide the ocai- 
elnn alk/wvd t*mtv 600 guest* to 
Applaud Max von Sydow for his 
poignant performance in Rille 
August* htiie the OmqwrrtM, 
And octogenarian Astrtd Lind 
gTcn, who received the Him 
traile* own prv/e for her scripting 
of him* from her much-loved 
children's books 

Scxnr in the atreeU of Gothen¬ 
burg but An unwonted spring in 
Belgrade that very aarne work. 
In a country where inflation 
rage* lit more than I2fl per cent 
ja r innum, and eight l’rv*id*fit* 
bicker among themselves, the 
annuo) Yugoslav rv.<r strike* 
one aa an inmiamely popular 
affair. The mam auditorium 
seat* 4*500 people, and attmc 
turn** like Harfit Atwl Full .Ifefir/ 
Jocks* went clean within hours 
As ticket sales reached 100,000, 
the organisers looked cheerful; 
UtuirrvUluhM.V so, for re- 
eeivae nut u dinar ci official 
subsidy 

The programme consisted of 
maiiWreatn far*, hut catching 
up with Yugoslav production 
was more intriguing Srdjan 
Karawwie, who 4iand the 
ilists>41 fVur At Cannes a de¬ 
code hark for The Scent of VI'ltd 
Flowers. has nm# tarfcfoJ the 
fettering rat sal and political 
kiwue of Albanians vs. Serbs m 
the province of Kuncxvo-known 
among the local intelligent*** as 
The Socialist Ireland' A film 
maker gets embroiled in the cun 
Iroverwy surrounding a mixed 
marriage in the region, and finds 
his own private life falling upwri 
in tandem 

Nearly rwv good Y ugustav 
him deals unemngtv with social 
temsons Nnt in a hectoring, 
didactic manner, but with a con¬ 
cern that lingers like a hat* line 
beneath the action and the dia¬ 
logue Unfortunately, only when 
tboer tensions an* enSw doe* 
tie Yugoslav unenia siicrvwl 
abroad lone remembers the 
Chum* Palme d'Or winner I 
hum M*t Htiftpy fcyfMirv. and id 

course Makavcjcv's spiky com¬ 
edies of love and death K 

The Irtumph of Knit Kuslur- 
ka's Faf/uv h Anns ijii /Lv*. u»*.ot. 

though, attracted the mtrfi^t of 
ih«* nujnr studnu After Cannes 
1965. Cannon bought rights in 
some key territories, and Ku*- 
tur lea's him will soon have 
reaped a million dollars from 
foreign earning* Thank# to 
Milos Forman KuOuntsn now 
screenplay caught the eye of 
David Puttnam, who committed 
Columbia to putting upfront 
money into the project, pro¬ 
visionally entitled Home for 
Hanging 

Th* suhj^t V of 
tourer and a plot line remtnis 
cent of Goran Panka|jrvic*« Hit 
in the Plrectanf Fortnight at 
Canna* last year, Guardian 
Angel. The clandestine traffic in 
gyps? children between Yugo¬ 
slavia and Italy c*uttinu%> in 
baffle the police Little Caesars 
arise deep within the gypsy com¬ 
munities and sell the youngster* 
tu Italian bwMs for whom thoy 
act as thieves and pickpockets. 
Kuaturira began ahrcAing I-**/ 
September but found the Italian 
border closed tn him on three 
occasions because some of his 
real-life gypsy kid* were alle¬ 
gedly on the wanted list. 

Kusturica persisted with his 
nonprufensinnal caul, praising 
their authenticity on screen 
They can make mistakes, but 
they can’t lie. When you we the 
rushes, they project feeling' 
Nam* fit* Hanging is nearing 
completion after 80 days in the 
studio and nr» local ion tn vanmi* 
gypsy camp*, and Kutturvr* 
hope* it will appear at Venice — 
the first time Columbia Pictures 
can have financed a film in 
which the language* ore 
Romany. Serbo-Croat and a 
smattering of Italian. 

Tigers 
Wildlife for Channel 4 

1/ you want to take pictures of 
tigers, you muat travel by 
ak>phant Tiger* do iuM nun 
themselves at the roadside. They* 
are. however, used to elephants 
making their way through 
India's national parks, and on an 
elephant you are reasonably safr 
from attack. 

The fledj brothers1 two tiger 
films must be unique in inrlud 
ing among the credit* the name* 
of the mahouts who rode their 
elephants into the Kanha park 
in Madhya Pradesh Bui the 
problem i* that elephant* do not 
stand still So fUjujit Bed! modi* 
a tripod which his brother 
Nareoh could lower from the 
elephant to keep hts camera 
steady Even this was not satis¬ 
factory Rajesh had to add a neat 

that Narvati could move id! 
the elephant on tu tho tripod, to 
a tiger, it would still appear he 
wa* on the elephant > back 

From the tripod, he go* a fin#* 
him sequence of a tiger chasing 
vultures from an animal it had 
killed Two elephant* were, he 
Llwught, bring kept steady be¬ 
hind him. but the sight of the 
charging tiger was tco much for 
them. When ha turned round 
they* had gone.. * 

The Bedi* established them 
Helve* a* wildlife film-maker* 
with their film of the Gauge* 
ghurial u type of crocodile uni 
que to India This film won 
Nareth the tmd cameraman 
award at the mu-matumal Wdd- 
screen Festival in 19H4. They 
sailed in ocsirch of ghanals along 
tfw Diavntuil rtver near Agra, 

through damn country When 
dacoita wanted to search their 
boat, they were saved by the 
boatman who **ud it mas a re¬ 
search expedition. They had hid 
den the camera equipment in the 
boat'* Mi *bire 

harv*h (Wdi won a gold medal 
ns best student at the Pooon film 
school He became a freelance 
plwtogruphrr fur Indian rv, his 
first assignment being feeding 
time of Delhi ®ao His younger 
brother Raje*h tieaiou* a pm** 
photographer for the Time* of 
India and the Smrev/non but was 
disappointed that piefumt are 
not much valued in Indian news¬ 
paper*. Then the National Geo 
graphic Maganne a*ked him 
for picture* of crocodilm, includ¬ 
ing the gharuil He said to 
Noresh: *V>Tiy dooY we do a film 
abnut itT* 

'At that time, little wa* known 
about its behaviour,' N tires h 
says Wr started wxirk on the 
film We a*ked the ass for some 
nwincy hut neither they nor any¬ 
body else was prepared to give 
iih any f kept working on Owt 
film, InvMsung my own mane} 
Then Ntm. German tv. oaid they 
would look after the post’ 
production root* So I finished 
the film in Germain It was the 
most difficult time tn my life ’ 

The German editor, a woman, 
thought the ghartal film *lmuld 
be all-aftMm But that isn't the 
reality Crocodiles are very slow 
animal* I wa* afraid Un-au** 
mure than four years’ work was 
involved If she just cut it and 
discarded the negative, that was 
the end of it Hcwe-ver. I got 
what I wantncl, by tigliUng and 
shouting/ 

After Germany, he offered the 
film Ui the Hlu and to Channel 4 
in Britain. The m* wanted 
change*. Channel 4 offered more 
nvrmey for the film unchanged, 
distributed it all over the world 
and asked what he proposed to 
film next. Hi* answer wa* tiger* 
imd elephants, and the Kkdi*' 
films on them have alao been 
shown by Channel 4. They 
attracted audience* of up to 
4 2ft million, double the t’tiao- 
nel's average far the time of 
showing. He is now seeking m 
npotSHir far them U» be *bow*n on 
Indian telovisioci. 

The fins Bcdi film. Swing the 
Tiger, covers a year in thr* life of 
a tigrem and her three rub*. One 
cub was injured and the film 
drew letters from viewers asking 
why the camera crew did not 
nave it Narv»h wrote to them 
that it was the rainy ceaaon and 
they found the tiger family on 
only a few occaeione; but the? 
did tell park official* about the 
cub The other film* are Afan 
eating Tigem and Eirphont Lord 
of the Jungfe. which wa* shut 
in the Nilgiri Hill* of Sxith 
India 

(lAVItl STASH 

nnx 4*4 is it, 
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The problem 
of the missing 
There is a long-term worldwide crista 
looming owr the whole bu*ine8* of 
showing films to public audiences 
in cinematheques, film societies, 
museum*, universities It i*n't the re¬ 
sult of a sudden drying up of suhstdy. 
nor of disappearing crowds willing to 
pav to we classic*, nor of decaying 
nitrate, nor of obstructive rights 
holders— none of the traditional scape¬ 
goat* can be blamed for this newly 
emerging potential disaster The prob 
lem liea in the increasing difficulty of 
finding acre*ible copies of him* in de¬ 
cent condition, and the cause is a com 
plex skein of factors none of which is 
easy to counteract And yet, a* film 
courses grow and improve, as public 
knowledge of world cinema increase* 
through television, cable, satellite 
video, the demand for the real quality 
experience is also increasing and with it 
the audiences expectation, almost as a 
right, of seeing first-cloa* copies of 
major movies presented under museum 
conditions. 

In Britain at the present time there 
doesn't exist a single decent copy of 
Bicycle TVwetea, Z. Stagecoach. Flying 
Dnuw tt\ Rio, \xi Regie du >hu. Thr 
African (fuevn, and many many more 
You could find in one or other of the tv 
organisation* perfect copies of «$uigu»* 
in thr Rain and Same Like It Hot. but 
you won't find them anywhere else in 
Britain. year the National Film 
Theatre in London, admittedly a large- 
scale consumer of Alms, showed just 
over a thousand 35mm film*, plus 
another 130 or so on 16mm. The 
National Film Archive was able to 
supply fewer than 200 of these, and 
some foreign archive* also helped out 
Television generously loaned sixty 
.qilrndid copies, normally reserved for 
screening electronically. But many of 
the archive prints were really not what 
the phrase suggest*, for they were 
simply the bred copies that distributors 
have made available over the years at 
the end of a film's useful commercial 
lifip. Today very few films get a multi¬ 
print release in Britain. and although 
the distributor* are often willing to part 
with used copies there are fewer and 
fewer of these available in the first 

film 
place Often a film merely passe* 
through London for a few brief weeks 
or months before being re-exported to 
supply the audience's needs in some 
supposedly Ins* discriminating place 
where used copies are all they'll ever 
see 

The audience* at vrr screenings, 
however, have seen more and more of 
their film* already on television and 
cannot understand why thr cinema rx 
penence can sometimes be so much lea* 
bright and clear than the television 
version the answer is that over the air 
it is pueeubie to make a number of 
adjustment and improvement* elec¬ 
tronically which do not affect the image 

Anthony Smith 
tm the print itself-such techniques 
cannot be deployed on a 'steam' cinema 
projector In any case, nor and m can 
afford to have their own perfect copies 
made in Hollywood and flown in, at 
least in the cose of film* which are 
likely to be screened again and again. 
Ala*, a further twist in the tale— 
increasingly tv companies are being 
asked to lake convertible video copies 
when they acquire tv rights in films, so 
that often no film actually enters the 
country at all 

Today the National Film Archive 
copies some hundreds of titles every 
year from nitrate and makes automatic 
viewing copies of nearly all of them, but 
the programme of restoration cannot 
tallow the programming needs of the 
npt nur of the score* of other screen* 
around Britain which may call on ar¬ 
chive prints Restoration work has to 
follow the priority of chemical urgency, 
and although the two need* to view and 
to preserve coincide, often the major 
priorities diverge and have to diverge 
In any caac, the overarching priority for 
the mpa is to safeguard films of British 

origin iwhile collecting copies from 
every film culture); and the film* most 
m need for viewing are those from 
Europe, America and, increasingly. 
Asia. Africa. South America. Japan. 

Fortunately, there exists in London a 
large entrepot and in easily accessible 
Amsterdam another, in which the major 
Hollywood companies store films which 
are en route for sale around Kurope, 
Africa and elsewhere National Film 
Theatre audiences are often the bene¬ 
ficiaries of this happy geographical 
accident, for copies can be borrowed. 
Amsterdam is wonderfutlv efficient and 
highly computerised One kvt audience 
lit 6 pm saw* a film the need for which 
had arisen at noon the same day, one 
telephone call and an aircraft hooking 
and the copy reached the gate with half 
an hour to spare. 

It cost* £80 to fly a film from Amster¬ 
dam. equivalent to the sale of about 
30 nkt ticket*. However, if it is 
necessary—and It often is—to bring a 
film from Hollywxnxl. the coot is £200 
each wavf equivalent to the income 
from selling the whole of NFT2. To hnng 
in film* from somewhere like Japan is 
now almost too expensive to con tern 
plate, unless a friendly diplomatic bag 
is available, or a commercial sponsor for 
the season or a Ministry* of Culture 
anxious Ui have its national products 
seen in Britain 

An account of the machinery of film 
distribution helps to explain the reasons 
behind the growing print shortage The 
economic value of films expires very’ 
rapidly, with new product constantly 
clogging the channels of distribution. A 
very large number of copies can exist 
for a few months, and as the title passes 
through all the various stages of a 
modem release the copies disappear 
faster and faster. The film starts with 
its theatrical release, then reaches the 
non-theatrical stage and then the elec¬ 
tronic sing** of video, tv, cable. At 
each stage all the exuding prints are 
hilly used, spare copies being constantly 
called in to protect the investment. 

For archive purposes, a copy is re¬ 
quired a* early in the life of the film a* 
pansibKc, so that the requirements of the 
audiences of history can be met, but in 
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the tarty months every copy is fully 
needed to get the mo«t out of the invent 
ment of the distributor, and of course 
the producer A copy which i* not being 
fuliy uaed is wasted money, an cnees 

ave load on coat* Until the film is 
dead* there is no ‘surplus' copy There 
are tinier when even the printing rrui 
terials themselvee it he negative or fine 
grain print i become imperfect and no 
perfect reproduction of the original ex 
pertence will ever be possible again For 
the vrr and for the National Film Ar 
chive, it isn't enough to have a copy of 
the film—there must he the possibility 
of a permanent flow nf copies and there¬ 
fore of a printing copy somewhere in an 
appropriate archive. 

A new and rather expensive process 
has been developed lor extending the 
lives of print* by coating them chemi¬ 
cally It is a wonderful development, but 
where it cannot or has not been applied 
the copy of a him u* highly vulnerable to 
wear and tear If kept on the same 
projector continuously in the same 
theatre, a print can last for sixty weeks, 
amuming 21 screening* a week—1,260 
uses tiut that drops to leas than half 
if the copy is shifted from theatre to 
theatre 

The Distribution Division of thr 
BFI holds a copy of The Searchers i the 
only perfect one in Britain/ which has 
been projected 35 times in throe years 
and which is still perfect. Its copy of 
Day far JVighJ however, which was 
acquired ten years ago, has been pro¬ 
jected 300 times tit arrived already used 
from West End screenings i and is now 
only in fair condition. It too is the only 
copy in Britain New prints can of 
course be acquired and made in our ow n 
archive, hut they cost £1,500 a time 
One way to avoid the expense is to get 
a copy donated by a generous video 
distributor—for often the video release 
takes place separately from the Lheiitn 
cal release and in that case the video 
distributor will have to have a perfect 
copy made, without any further use for 
it But that’* a stroke of luck when it 
happens 

In looking at the bra in cudgel ling and 
pocket-cudgelling problems of him 
availability, one finds oneself asking 
w hether it is a question of faulty supply 
or of unwarranted demand. Alter ail, 
the him huff is expecting something 
whirh the whole nature of the film 
distribution business is nut geared to 
supply An artist paints pictures to he 
shown in galleries or hung m houses. A 
writer produces books to be kept in 
libraries until the reader wants them 
But a him makers medium is a short 
term one, the very materials used, and 
the whole nexus of distribution, are nut 
built to suit the demands of hyper¬ 
critical audiences, decades alter the pro 
dwrtion, wanting to view the him in a 
perfect copy on a large screen. In a 
sense, the him culture is a flying in the 
face of nature, history and, most signifi¬ 
cantly, of commerce. Since the war the 
business of him study ha* opened up 

quite dramatically; festivals have 
sprung up in hundreds of towns and 
even villages, all fuelling an advancing 
culture and a correspondingly increas¬ 
ing demand Country alter country is 
becoming more conscious of its own him 
history, and that of other societies ton 
To supply these spiralling needs with 
good copies will require a massive and 
international effort and one far greater 
than that which film archives have 
made to date; for the archives have been 
concerned, rightly, with the business of 
acquiring and preserving, not or keep- 
ing viewing copies in circulation in 
specialised him theatres in every major 
city. 

Within the bfi, the tackling of this 
problem on the scale which modern 
circumstances demand is beginning to 
be a major priority Only the very baste 
principles of progress are being mapped 
out. far the task is so gigantic that it 
could easily consume the Institute’s en¬ 
tire resources and still leave srr Audi 
cnees unsatisfied. However, a decade 
from now the shortage of prints is going 
to be a crippling one, uni*** thr founda¬ 
tions of a major international policy are 
laid soon 

The policy is one which affects vi a, 

theatre and nn Distribution, for all 
have a part to play. First, one has 
to enunciate an important principle 
already recognised within the archive 
muvement—namely, that where a film s 
future is known to be protected inter¬ 
nationally. an archive can concentrate 
on ensuring national availability for 
viewing That is, if a reliable archive in 
Kuntama is looking alter an important 
Rumanian *ur American' film and has 
produced a perfect printing copy, then 
we in Britain for example, can go 
ahead and use our copy for viewing or 
acquire one for that purpose. There is 
no point in everyone going through thr 
process of preservation of thr same title 
(costing up to £30,000 to preserve a 
single full-length colour feature film*. 
But that preservation copy has to be 
accessible nut just now but permanently 
in future to producer a flow of viewing 
prints. 

Secondly, we have to step up the 
business of technical election of copies 
which wc do possess of films within our 
own Archive, so that appropriate copies 
can be net aside for viewing, Already 
the Nr a collection of viewing prints 
numbers nearly twenty thousand * mas¬ 
sively increased in the last decade), but 
it could be still higher if we could sort 
through the many copies we now pos¬ 
sess of certain works and release 
perhaps some hundred* more for view 
mg purposes in London and Die regions. 

Thirdly, we are pursuing a project 
which we call the '360 film list’-that is, 
a film for every day of the year; this 
project, associated with the new 
Museum of thr Moving Image, is dr 
signed to make available a flawless copy 
in full length of a long list of world 
cinema classics-all of which are fully 
protected at the n>a or some other ar¬ 

chive. The list will grow with thr years 
and many helpful donors and sponsors 
are now assisting in the creation of this 
special library. As thr first few hundred 
films are achieved, more will of course 

be added to the hat and the copies held 
in thr first instance for use at momi, 
complete with sponsor’s acknuw led a 
ment 

There is a fourth brunch of evolving 
policy which is complicated but very* 
fruitful The bfi1* Distribution Division 
has now acquired the whole Connois¬ 
seur collection of principally continental 
Alms and has built up a special relation¬ 
ship with what ussd to be Harris mow 
Glenbuck* Films, a massive 16mm lib¬ 
rary. These considerable collections and 
the others already in our nrhit are 
collections af rights, often with screen- 
able copit* attached By dint of more 
detailed long-range planning, it should 
be possible to acquire rights *and fresh 
copies! for the npt and out-of-London 
theatres or to extend rights or acquire 
special i'M related sub-rights mi tts to 
recycle cash more rapidly over the 
years. By turning over the resources we 
do have more rapidly, the rate of 
acquisition of copie* can also be 
improved By identifying the really 
long-range projects many years in ad¬ 
vance it becomes possible for tho Nr* 
«and its overseas colleagues! to collect 
and preserve copies, for mi Distribution 
to acquire a selection of right* and for 
the ntt and other venues to schedule 
seasons in same kind of concert The 
cuats and volumes are very great, but 
the benefits of this long-range planning 
<by which I mean five to ten years 
range I could be considerable. The 
Archive is now mounting m Pans a rea¬ 
son of nearly four hundred British films, 
prints which were originally prepared 
for screening in New York in 1985 It 
has cost prohahly millions and it has 
taken the best part of seven years to 
select and preserve and produce copies 
of this vast collection 'The films are all 
to be shown at the Nrr in 198<J. a decade 
after the project began i 

If all these plans work, we shall still 
be unable to satisfy the need, but we 
Bhall at least have laid a path through 
the decades of lost movies along which 
audiences or the future can pick their 
way. Perhaps aome new projection tech¬ 
nology will still save the situation on a 
larger scale New preservation tech¬ 
niques may yet help to reduce the cost 
nf restoring and preserving old copies. 
Airlines might decide Lu Ay films to 
cinematheques free of charge in pursuit 
of some intangible business advantage. 
But film will never nettle down to a 
narrow uflkiaJ canon of work, there is 
no academy to dictate which of the 
3,000 movies made every year around 
live world should be kept permanently 
visible to specialist audience* However 
much we manage to improve the How of 
perfect viewing copies into the archives, 
we shall still he a long way behind the 
volume and quality demanded by our 
audience. ■ 
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IMAGE 

Prodtirlion and exhibitmn Neal Pollrr'» atilck t»f Ui*» Oclixin hxHiKu 

IVrhapt*, in the lost analysis, thr 
Munich Filmtnuseutti ho* got the right 
idea It is certainly the simplest The 
term museum in used in its strictest 
sense, as u temple of the Musee, and in 
this case the Tenth Muse is venerated 
entirely by the showing of works pro* 
duced under her aegis. No displays of 

early equipment or explanation* of how 
the magic is achieved, not even any 
pretty piece# of pre-cinema, though 
there is some of that in the next-door 
Photography Museum which also forms 
part of the Munchnrr Studtmuseum 
Quite simply, the Filmmuseum shows 
the films And it is arguable that that is 
the best thing a film museum can do, 
since the films are the cu&ntial, and 
all the rest subordinate or peripheral 
By that argument thr National Film 
Theatre would be the best and the only 
film museum we should ever want. 

In practice, of course, it is hardly ever 
possible to take such a loftily ideal line. 
Even as we enjoy visiting the gallery or 
reading the poem, we generally nourish 
a desire to know more about the painter 
or the poet, to have xinte idea of the 
techniques they used, to place them in 
some historical perspective. And that 
is a fair enough target for a film 
minium—provided it never loses sight 
of the fact that it is elucidating thr 
process rather than the product. Cer¬ 
tainly the forthcoming Museum of the 
Moving Image, due to open on the South 
Bank ac^acenl to the National Film 
Theatre at the end of June, cannot he 
accused of neglecting the product in 
favour of the process a vital part of its 
operation will be the year-round run¬ 
ning, in its own cinema, of a repertory 
of standard classics which will play at 
eight o'clock every evening. One can 
argue till kingdom come about which 
an- the 3ftT> indispensable classics, but 
with the nki next door it seems unlikely 
that the choice can go too far wrong 

Mom fruitful argument will no doubt 
be engendered by the role of film itself 
in the miwum as a whole Thi* ta an 
area w here a lot of film museums round 
the world cume unstuck Whether from 
shortage of ca#h to install the neeeoaary 
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BUILDING 
John Russell Taylor 

walks around London s 
new Museum of the Moving Image 

which opens at the end of June 

fncilitjew, or from some mure abstract 
notion of what a museum in general, 
and a film miwvum in particular, should 
be, moot seem to find an inherent dif¬ 
ficulty in integrating the filing in per¬ 
formance with the elucidations of how 
they were made and the dream?* once 
worn by Theda Bara, the original draw¬ 
ings by* Moling and whatever Tho trick 
ls probably not to be too tricksy, but at 
the game time avoid undue fear of the 
vulgar The movies, after all, have 
generally been, even at their most kifty, 
an entertainment medium. A bit of 
flaunting showmanship is entirely in 
the spirit of the thing. 

How the integration i» supposed to 
work nn the South Bank is something 
like thia The visitor find encounter* 
film, of a sort, actually working, while 
he or she queues* for admission The new 
museum, opart from obvious practical 
problems of establishing optimum flow, 
alao has to cope with the requirements 
of the 1953 Cinematograph Act, which 
insists that however high-tech your 
form* of projection you still have to 
behave as though you were showing 
nitrate films: consequently, among 
other things, a maximum occupation of 
the building set at 1,100 peoplr As in 
any case the best number of people to 
have in at any one time, from the 
museum's point of view, is about 700, 
there should hr scope for queuing 4 they 
envisage automatic signed adntijtdon, 
like a car park, so that as three go out 
three more are allowed in). Those 
watting will be entertained with kmeto- 
scopes. aoetmpos and such, as well as 
provocative questions to ponder and 
graphic diagrams uffilm history. 

Once in. everybody is directed down 
to the undercroft an eight-foot high 
hosrmrnt which until pretty latr in tbe 
duv was possibly going to remain a car 
park That deals with the pre-history 
and early history of the cinema up to 
approximately 1918 to be precise. This 
is the part whore most of tho artifacts 
are displayed, though of course there 
will be demonstrations of the various 
pre-cinema machine* in action Otko up 
aloft, passing through a Temple of the 

Gods ‘Mary Pickford. Rudolph Valen¬ 
tino, Muster Keaton and such), the visi¬ 
tor begins to hit the real stuff. By way 
of the Agitprop Train 'complete with 
one of the actorguard guides—of whom 
more anon handing out relevant liter¬ 
ature in Russian and English’, visitors 
arrive at sections on German Expres¬ 
sionism (a dash of RaskoJmhir, hut 
mostly MctnyhjJis l„ with extracts, und 
the avant-garde of the 1920s, particu¬ 
larly Surrealists with magic moments 
from L'Age d'Or and La CoquiUe et le 

Clergy*min playing away on a small 
television screen imbedded in a Surreal¬ 
ist eye. 

The next thing to come up is the 
demonstration of projection techniques, 
ingeniously taking place in the pcojec 
lion booth which serves in one direction 
a tiny theatre devoted to Grierson and 
British documentary', in the other a 
room provided with a Pans skyline in 
which we meet the fateful French cine¬ 
ma of the 1930s Extracts in both, so 
that one can see bits of Dnflem or Lr 

Jour se Lere. or both, according to taste, 
ami at the same time see how they are 
projected 'in 35mm) while they are 
being projected The next direct experi¬ 
ence of film comes after the animation 
section Iwith do-it-yourself facilities*, 

and is lurking beyond a ‘perfect replica* 
< reduced, presumably* of the front of tbe 
Muswell Hill Odeon Here there is a 
screen an which t* projected a sort of 
history of Hollywood told in key mo¬ 
ments from key film*, cut together m 
the manner of Magic Image* or the 
1987 film celebrating the fortieth 
Cannes Festival. 

After that, and a quick round-up 
on the early history of televtalon in 
Britain, abruptly stopped by the out¬ 
break of war, and a panorama of Image* 
of War in 330 slides rlike The London 
Experience, hut with more taste*), we 
will come on rapidly to the cinema 
auditorium. During the daytime, it may 
he showing anything or nothing, any one 
who want* to sit down can do so and 
take pot luck, or maybe get some in 
Bight into how a projector breakdown is 
dealt with—which does not sound so 

much fun as watching highlights from 
silent comedy or interviews with film¬ 
makers or whatever may be the order of 
the day. except, perhape, for machine- 
fiends. Rut for any such, the cinema's 
three kinds of screen and wide variety 
of projection techniques should be en¬ 
thralling Even if only kids are actually 
allowed inside the projection booth to 
work the machines, while their atten¬ 
dant grown-up* look on through the 
gloss wall at the back 

By this time we are up on the mexra- 
nine, the top level of the museum iw* 
climbed up through the cinema1 Here 
television takes over, with, it is 
planned, a dramatic demonstration of 
the film fighting hack as a couple sit* 
ting costly watching Thai Was the Week 

Thai Bos is suddenly blasted as their 
living-room walls di**nlve to reveal The 
Rohe or Setvn Bride* for Seven Brother* 

in the splendour of Cinemascope From 
there, hv way of a glance or two at 
youth culture ijuke-boxes and ao on) we 
get dixwnstiiirs again to the working 
television studio, soap*. Coronation 
St/rvt, soeiatyiolitical coverage (maybe 
getting a little trenchant around a 
mock-up of Number Tenl. and thence to 
images of the future, posaihly to be 
scripted by Arthur C. Clarke Cp again 
to the 266 square metres on mezzanine 
level set aside for changing exhibitions 
l first, movies in Henson land, then a 
repertory of a duzen shows rotating in 
the course of a year) and so out into the 
light of common day. 

In principle it seems like a valiant 
attempt to integrate some eyes-on ex¬ 
perience of the film itself with the more 
usual apparatus of the museum Indeed, 
if it all work* as planned, it should do 
this more effectively and consistently 
than any other film museum Most of 
the others ao far go determinedly one 
way or the other, or k<*ep the exposition 
of film history and technique carefully 
separate from the showing of the films 
themselves The Cinematheque Frnn- 
l'ai*e has its theatres, serving much 
the name function as the npi in London, 
and it ha* its museum at the Palais de 
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Chiiiilot, but jpart I'mni an occasional 
cross-reference belwwn the items on 
show and the subject of thr current 
iMMwm, there is virtually no connection. 
The museum is still more than ten 
years after thr death of it* creator. 
Henri Langlois. a I must entirely a 
mirror of his highly personal preoccupa¬ 
tions, but it is also, in an odd way. a 
very traditional kind of museum, full 
of relic*, memorabilia and original 
machines- original costumes, original 
designs. Though it is definitely about an 
aspect of ehowbusmeas, it does not 
own attempt itaelf to be part of the 
show. 

If the South Bank Museum of the 
Moving Image look* resolutely in 
another direction, that is partly because 
of the twin dangers, fleshiness and stuf¬ 
finess, the latter is apprehended to be 
the worse Of course it is intended to be 
educational, and will have its data¬ 
bank* to prove it (acceee. as at the 
Mover d'Orwv. through computer* visi¬ 
tors can operate themselves to find out 
anything they want to know about, say, 
British cinema i. But it sound* a* 
though the air of being educational is 
firmly resisted Apart from the early 
cinema machines downstairs—which 
presumably, being machines, are mil 
considered too highbrow—there seem* 
to be a definite reaction away from the 
Hollywood Wax Museum view of things. 

Relatively few personal relics, even in 
the Temple of the God* it will only he 
in the immediately neighbouring shop¬ 
front dedicated to Chaplin that such 
memorabilia will be much in evidence. 
Fair enough, m that Chaplin-asMtciutcd 
images are likely to be familiar even to 
the kind of visitor who does not really 
like film* very much, and therefore 
make a suitable token representation of 
nostalgia. But perhaps not enough lias 
been done for those who would ru*h, 
when m Rio, to that curious concrete 
bunker which houses the Carmen 
Miranda Museum, or react with delight 
to the idea of the Will Rogers Ranch in 
the hills above the Getty Museum. They 
may be besotted, hut a measure of be- 
sutlednetui is part of the film fan syn¬ 
drome, and that certainly ha* to be one 
of the things the new museum is about. 

Though the question doe* arise what 
is a museum, any museum, meant to he 
about thrse days? ‘We don’t want Brit* 
am to become one big museum,' people 
say to prove their distrust of the whole 
‘Heritage’ state of mind. Going back to 
the root meaning of the word, one might 
wonder why not: what could be nicer 
than a country entirely given over to 
the worship of the Muses? But now the 
word ha* assumed, almost automati¬ 
cally, the association of embalming the 
past, rejecting change and any dynamic 
principle One wonders, given that that 
is so, why any new institution should 
assume this label, except that it prob¬ 
ably wants to take on the aura of 
respectability it provides and hopes to 
do so without tiie corresponding taint of 
stuffiness In that respect the title 
Museum of the Moving Image is prob¬ 
ably useful —the forthcoming movie 

museum in the old Aston a Studios, 
New York, ha* come to the same 
conclusion —in that it does imply mo¬ 
tion and dynamism, even if the purist 
might complain that in fad the image is 
the one thing that does not really move. 

But the term museum can some¬ 
time*—as in Hollywood Wax Museum — 
he no more than a high-sounding name 
for a show. Pavilions in world’s fairs 
may w*ell be admirable and informative, 
hut they are not likely to be museum* 
in any true meaning of the term Any 
more than The London Experience is. 
And there would seem a possibility that 
London’s Museum of the Moving Image 
could foil into that trap. It is surely 
significant that it has a designer, but no 
curator, a list of audience-objectives but 
no list of actual objects in the collection 
It is surely an essential part of a 

museum that people should go back 
again and again, as they do to the 
Victoria and Albert or the Science 
Museum, but hurdly to Madam** Tus 
suud'x. The management of the Museum 
of the Moving Image are of course 
hoping that people will return, but thr 
main draw seem* to be the repertory of 
standard cla*eica m the cinema, to 
w hich one will be able to buy a season 
ticket. There will aUo be the rotating 
programme of temporary' exhibitions 
and corresponding slight modification* 
in the material on view elsewhere (the 
role of women in cinema, or special 
effect*, for instance, may be emphasised 
museum-wide). Which b fair it is prob¬ 
ably the constant succession of short¬ 
term exhibit Urns at, say, the Tate 
Gallery which primarily keep* people 
going hack 

Neal P«iM*r'» dniwui|| of U* Atfil prop Train with guned^uitlv in 

Th# train u*ut*r rnnitrurtinn at KirafiUm WmIImt Ltd in Rri&ttm. 

PWotogm*ihr David WSmd. 
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But before all else, the Museum of the 
Moving Image will be an experience 
which you pas* through in a certain 
order, at a certain speed. It will be 
possible to go faster or dower, to niah 

through to something you particularly 
want to see or spend tour* having a go 
at animation, and it is &«&umed that, 
'being British. visitors may well indst 
an doubling buck on their tracks. But 
really it is a story told in chronological 
order, with one thing leading to another 
and not much lending itself to static 
contemplation In other word*, more of 
a show than a museum. Or at any rate, 
a lot nearer to parte of tile Science 
Museum than to the Theatre Museum 
over the river 

Perhaps this is what is required, or 

has to be. What the museum ‘has to be* 

is governed in large measure by econo¬ 
mic necrsawtv It has hewn, up to now, 

entirely privately linunced. and though 

there is a reserve fund to cover the 
first year of presumed uncertainties 

and hesitation*, it needs to be self- 

supporting from the word go. That 
means that 435JOOO people have to pay 
at the turnstile* every year admission 
around £3 per adult head, with the 
usual concessions for the young, senior 

citizens and so on). Which means that it 

must he directed at the intelligent 
sixteen year old student*, and must 

answer what are understood to be his ar 

her needs and interests. Those would 
not seem to be very historically 

oriented as in the other museums most 
frequently cited by the management, 
Lhe Wigan National Heritage Museum 

and the Ironbndge Museum at Telford, 
history is sewn os something visitors can 
be lured into by judiciously dramatic 

presentation, rather than something 
they might already care about 

Hence, no doubt, the paucity of relic* 
behind glass an the South Bank— you 
need a bit of built-in knowledge and 

concern to respond to Stroheim s mon¬ 
ocle or even yet another pair of ruby 
slippers—and the large number of parti 

cipation games There are not so many 
os originally planned lor even. I think 

as in Bradford's National Museum 
of Photography, Film and Television, 
opened in 1983), since three things can 
come very expensive, and budget limita¬ 

tions have to be considered. The under¬ 
croft section, dealing with pro- and early 
history, may nut be so different from the 

most recent direct parallel in the 
museum world, Frankfurt's Deutches 
Film musea in. opened in 1984. but 

Frankfurt's presentation is much 
at aider and more static, depending on 

existent interest, where London thinks 
that people can become interested in 
early cinematic equipment only if they 
can actually use it themselves, or have 

it clearly demonstrated to lliem tow it 
works and to what effort. 

It is saddening, at least lor people 
somewhat over the crucial age of six¬ 
teen, that this hesitancy about the via¬ 
bility of history for its own sake seems 

to include the whole of the cinema a* we 
have known it True, the South Bank 

museum will have its miniature evoca¬ 

tion of a classic Hollywood studio, with 

all the rntyor departments ranged round 
a tiny shooting stage you too can sit in 

the make-up department while images 
come at you through the mirror—and 
its replicated Odeon, with Odeon carpet 

and an old-time Odeon commissionaire 
But the real meat of the thing sound* to 
be in the working television studio, the 

demonstrations of video trickery and all 
the possibilities for direct participation 
on the visitor's part. Economically this 
is understandable animation apart, it 

would he much less practical to give 
visitors a role in the slow and compli¬ 
cated processes of making an old-time 
traditional cinema him than amid the 
instant electronic wonders of video 

Direct involvement is one thing: the 
overgrown schoolchild in all of us loves 
making machines work far ourselves 

Artist's proposal for the 
tivfnpl# of th** mImi! god*. 

and generally having a go But ft i& 
interesting to notice also that there is 

not m clear division between the diy 

museum und the historical museum— 
provided only that history can be pre¬ 

sented as 'heritage' History is supposed 
to be solid and factual, bused on physi¬ 
cal remains and therefore by definition 
dull Heritage means imaginative re¬ 
creation, summoning up with whatever 
means are going to make the maximum 
immediate effect to the non-expert a 
vanished way of life or of doing things 
This is where what are likely to he the 

moat controversial inhabitant* of the 
new museum come in: the guards-cum- 
guides. half of whom will be actors and 
half technicians 

These will all hr in costume at all 
times, and well drilled m their role* so 

well drilled that they can improvise 
freely within the character and the 

period, to answer any questions that 
may be asked in the right spirit and 
with the right vocabulary. The techni¬ 
cian* will be doing tilings like master 

minding the workshop in which the 
special effect* of Mvtmpofui are elab¬ 

orated. or teaching animation techni¬ 
ques in the centre of the Brighton Pier 
bousv housy' set-up where visitor* 

actually get their hands on the equip¬ 
ment The actors will be handing out 
leaflets an the Agitprop Train, playing 
an Odeon commissionaire or a Holly¬ 

wood make-up anise or whatever the 
need of the moment may to. Since it is 

supposed that they will get restive in 

their roles, they will be called upon 
frequently to change them, probably 

doing quick changes in the Hollywood 
costume deportment, or retiring some¬ 
where behind the scenes for more radi¬ 
cal overhauls of appearance. 

At the Wigan National Heritage 
Museum the customers *oem to love it, 
and that h* where the idea basically 

tame from, No doubt there will alway* 
be a few awkward customers who find 

the whole business too knLie-edge tor 

comfort, hoping'feanng that the mask 
will drop and we shall realise all too 

dearly that an extra In a cat-suit 
always looks like an extra in a cat-suit. 
At Wigan there are those - the major 

ity, it seems—who like live idea of being 

caught for o couple of hours in a auccee- 
»on of commercial* for wholemeal pack¬ 
aged bread or country-tasting margar¬ 

ine l*with occasional grimmer touches 
from a classy not docudrama i, and there 

are that smaller band who think it a bit 
silly and patronising 

At any rate at the Museum of the 
Moving Image it will, in principle, be 
all go. Moving targets are, they sav. 

more difficult to shoot down, and one 
cannot argue in principle with the idea 

of depicting a dream factory* through a 

dream factory, or elucidating the world 
of showbusineos with a show in its own 
right. A show that is really a show/ 

Sends you out with a kind of a glow. .. 
And, very probably, a resolution to 

come again. Of course a museum-type 
museum can do that too The only 
trouble is that no anr has bothered to 
write a song about it yet. ■ 



'Among (he thousand* of reporter 
{in Washington) to rover the Summit, 

the official Soviet government preM 
machine —also called the “propaganda 

machine". It’* got a new party line on 
relation* with the USA.*—Dan Rather, 
anchorman of CBS Evening New** re¬ 
porting on thr 'glrntmoMt menage nr\ 

The American network riv cover* pre¬ 
parations for the Washington Summit. 
The lend story* trkrainian and Afghan 
emigre groups protest Soviet First 
Secretary Gorbachev's presence in 
Washington for the disarmament talks, 
A t -shirt with a hammer and sickle i* 
set ablaze Then a change of tone, a 
wink and a nudge from the rns anchor¬ 
man. And million* of the network'* 
Evening New*s viewer* are told that 
Soviet television is gearing up to cover 
the Summit in a concerted effort by the 
Soviet ‘propaganda machine' to ‘self a 
'new party line’ to the Soviet people 

It Is in part been use of the advanced 
Mtage of exhaustion that ha* overtaken 
western media—evidenced by the tired 
tactic* of the above report — that we can 
appreciate the dawning sophistication 
of the media in the Soviet Union. In 
part, too, analyst* in the Went have 
eagerly seized on this sector of Soviet 
life for study because, in a world 
brought to us by the media, we can b«Bt 
understand a society through it* tele¬ 
vision. Innovations in Soviet broadcast¬ 
ing can be scrutinized for hints of 
development* at other level* of Soviet 
society, politics and culture, and—as is 
increasingly the practice on American 
television — we can take the documenta¬ 
tion right off the Soviet TV screen 

But the didi net changes taking place 
in Soviet media have been put to more 
advanced uses than prime time commie 
bashing by network newscasters Ameri¬ 
can think tank* and Soviet studiee 
centres, from the conservative Rand 
Corporation to the liberal Harriman 
Center at Columbia University. have 
long monitored Soviet television for 
strategic purpose—and with increasing 
internet in the lad two years, a* 
It become* an ever dearer window on 
the uhhr and a more useful too) of 
Kremlinology, 

Soviet affair* analyst Alex Alexiev. 
writing recently in the /Lot Angclr* 
Time*, referred to the pre-Summit 
broadcast on Soviet television of a play 
by Fedor Bulatakiy. The piny depicted a 
tug of war between a shrewd, innova¬ 
tive Communist Party leader and an 
unyielding old guard ideologue opposed 
to rash reform For Alexiev. the broad¬ 

cast represented a frank, albeit ‘coded* 
portrayal of the clash between 
Gorbachev and Party number two 
Yegor Ligachrv, and the current conflict 
between the progressive Politburo and 
the conservative Communist Party 
Secretariat. 

Western observers also spent a good 
deal of time reflecting on the meaning 
of Soviet television's rebroadcast of Mr 
Gorbachev'* interview with the Ameri¬ 
can network xw The interviewer's 
questions about the limit of Gorbachev’s 
discussion* with hi* wife Raisa, us well 
as Gorbachevs response, 'We talk about 
everything', did not appear on the 
Soviet broadcast. Could that be an in¬ 
dication of official disapproval of the 
Soviet Final Lady's prominence? Or i* it 
just a matter of broadcast formats and 
time restrictions—such a* those that 
have always limited the scope of west¬ 
ern commercial television? flow' trans¬ 
parent are the new Soviet media? 

'Television reflects life.' answer* Hen- 
nkiu* Yushiavitshis. vice-chairman of 
the item State Committee for tv and 
Radio iGctdelradio). ‘And as life be¬ 
comes more interring and complex, bo 

doc* television * Since March 1985, the 
date of the 27th Congress of the Com¬ 
munist Party of the Soviet Union that 
launched current programmes of re¬ 
form, Yushiavitahis' organisation has 
been working overtime to reflect the 
interesting and complex development* 
that have been taking place in the uwx. 

Gostelradio, the Soviet broadcast 
authority, is a ministry’ sort* with a 
member of government at its head and 
employs more than 82,000 people Its 
operating budget is over 2b roubles 
<$3b», of which more than 1 4b rouble* 
i$2 1bl goes to the Soviet Union's two 
national television channels. These 
channel* reach 90 million tv Beta 
spread over the mi ten time zones 
(by way of an efficient satellite relay 
system) in 4ft language* The first 
channel covers 90 per cent of the 
country, broadcasting three hours a day 
of general interest programming mews, 
sport, drama, films, musical and 
children's programme* i The second 
channel also after* nationw ide coverage, 
but with only 48 per cent reach and a 
programme variety similar to that of 
the first, supplemented by material of a 
cultural nature from the local networks 
in the republics. Frequent satellite 
exchanges with other socialist nation* 
also add to the selection 

For a long time, Soviet television con¬ 
jured up association* of interminable 
black and white broadcast* of folk- 
danctng from the far-flung republics 
But since 19K5 Alexandrr Yakovlev. 
Soviet Propaganda Chief (hi* official 
title!, ha* been pushing for both new 
content and a nrw look Recent pro 
gramme addition* like Twrlflh Floor or 
the leningrad-hased .1fwaical Ring. 
talkshowK intercut with rock video* and 
live performance* aimed at young 
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people. represent an attempt to capture 
audience* long alienated by bland, in¬ 
stitutional offerings Two current 
events lalkshows. Problem*, Revearrh, 

Solution* and What* When? Where?, 

have startled even the mast cynical of 
Soviet televiewer* by offering inter¬ 
view* with moderate and libera) intel¬ 
lectuals, even leaders of agriculture and 
industry, who are subjected to probing 
call-in question* from viewers at home 

The character of new* coverage — 
especially of the nightly news pro¬ 
gramme Vremya <Timet — has changed 
even more markedly than entertain¬ 
ment programming since March 1985. 
The unrestricted and unedited telecasts 
of addresses by Margaret Thatcher and 
American Secretary of State George 
Schultz during their trip* to the uteot 
give an indication of Uie extent of tin? 
new openness to foreign opinion The 
advent of 5-minute international news 
updates called Studio 20, or routine 
report* of diiut*1ers and battle* from 
Afghanistan. provide still more con* 
voicing evidence that ftlasnwst in Soviet 
television is leas a public relations ploy 
for the benefit of the West than an 
attempt genuinely to inform Soviet 
viewers of world events Likewise, tele¬ 
vised debates such as a 7-minute ex 
change between a former ,V«i» York 

Time* Moscow correspondent and prom¬ 
inent Soviet media figure Vladimir 
Doemer. or satellite link ups with the 
West such as tin* ‘Citizen* Summit’ 
featuring Posner and American talk- 
show host Phil Donahue, have given 
new range to televised public discourse 
in the uam« 

But Soviet television has perhaps loot 
its former bleak but distinctive charac¬ 
ter less through such programming, or 
the increased number of western films 
programmed on Thursday evenings, 
than through Gostelradio's new concern 
with cutting up and repackaging broad 
caM time and space, of recreating the 
cadence perfected by American tele¬ 
vision. Soviet television is working to 
reach out to and hold a domestic audi¬ 
ence it has always taken for granted, 
and to do so it is adopting the proven 

method* of western broadcast tech¬ 
niques developed through competition 
for ratings to vary the presentation of 
programming and tailor it to the as¬ 
sumed short attention spun of the tv 

viewer. The new presentation of ma¬ 
terial in a dialogue format, the uses of 
multiple points of view', man-in-the- 
street opinion and two-pen-on commen¬ 
tary are western techniques intended to 
create the appearance of pluralism and 
diversity of perspective within Soviet 
television Live broadcast*. use of com¬ 
puter graphics and attractive ram men 

tators, hand-held camerawork, rapid 
editing—all now make programme* more 
heterogeneous in appearance and more 
immediately engaging for the viewer. 

The use of programming and tech¬ 
niques frum the West appears to be part 
of a larger fascination with the nun- 
socialist world in general and the uba in 
particular that has seized the Soviet 
Union In the lost two years. In May 
1987. Soviet television surprised its 
critics by broadcasting The Pay After, 

a controversial American made-lor rv 
movie about life in the United States 
after a nuclear war -a war started by n 
Soviet offensive. After threatening re¬ 
prisals againat the sponsoring network 
amt a Moscow bureau, the Soviets gave 
daily reports of American reaction to 
Amenka, the notorious mini-series 
about n Soviet takeover of the itra And 
since March 1985 there has been three 
time* more coverage of the i»s oti Soviet 
television than of the ohk on American 
TV. 

Sov iet television'* treatment of the us 
penkrd in its reporting of the Washing¬ 
ton Summit bust December-which 
aaaimed a very different character from 
coverage of the 1985 Geneva Summit, 
when Vremya only ones reported an 
American officials wards. During Lite 

Washington Summit, Soviet tv cur¬ 
tailed its frequent news stone* on topic* 
like homelessness in the irtu, suhstilut 
ing instead feature* about American 
folk muiic. Even the American chil* 
drens show hoot Mister Rogers 
appeared on the Soviet kiddie broadcast 
(rood Night, Little One*, And this time. 

official statements from the American 
negotiators appeared extensively, 
together with complete and faithful 
translations, on largo video projection 
screens in central Moscow. 

The Soviets are seeking to develop 
other form* of visual media as well 
along lines that bear a resemblance to 
western model*—with some significant 
difference* A new state organisation, 
Videofilm, has been founded to spear¬ 
head video product ion and to minister 
to the owners of Soviet made Kick- 
trnnika and imparted vmh recorders 
• some 500,000 of which enter the 
country legally each year — perhaps just 
as many illegally). 

According to Oleg Uralov, hind of the 
organisation, Videofilm will huve pro 
duced 100 hours of material by the end 
of 1990. and by 1995 annual output is 
targeted at .TOO hour* This will oUo 
serve as a partial solution to Die peren¬ 
nial Soviet problem of shortage of raw 
film stock which hamper* the produc 
twin and theatrical distribution of 
feature film® Uralov indicate* that 
Vidoofilm advocate* the development of 
collective rather than individual view¬ 
ing habit* and vhb ownership He hope* 
that viewing will take place in large 
video hall*, of which 100 are already 
in place (outfitted, significantly, with 
foreign equipment!, with another 1,900 
expected to open within two years. 

Uralov aUo claims that 500 video 
libraries offering 800 title* have been 
promised in 1988, though currently 
only two can be found in Moscow , with 
500 Soviet and 100 foreign finu on 
offer Daily rental rates at present run 
at a whopping $7 70, but that price is 
expected to come down 

A* a result of such prices, an exten¬ 
sive circle of video owner* (many of 
whuwe machines are unregistered) cir¬ 
culate for collective viewing clandestine 
copies of films that are not available in 
the uss*—and charge Miff admission 
prices to spectators. But as a signal that 
this development, Loo. is now recognised 
and in the process of being addressed by 
Soviet public policy, the journal Litem 
tumayu Gazeta laat May printed a 
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letter U> the editor on the subject of the 
underground video market in it* rw*w 
column, ‘Videoclub*. 

Although innovations in television 
and developments in video have 
brought the Soviet media closer to it* 
western counterpart in appearance, the 
goals of this overhaul are decidedly not 
to mobilise consumer* or to put a Vi tt in 
every Soviet living-room. Tire author¬ 
ities are counting on their new modi* 
policies to facilitate their access to an 
attentive Soviet public. Finger-wagging 
observer* m the West who Argue that 
more open media is just a new* guise of 
totalitarian control mibt also recognize 
the risk that comes with Soviet emula¬ 
tion of western hrnodcast technique* 
and the intnxluctwn of demix*ralic 
mechanisms In a dosed, centralized 
society. They must recugnme, too, the 
great zueve** that Gostelradio has 
enjoyed with those techniques—to the 
detrimmt of the American networks. 

The deft Rit-vuan rozponze to the red¬ 
baiting series AntehktK for example, 
was an oiler to purchase* rights to the 
M .-hour mini-aerie* for broadcast on 
Soviet rv lan offer biter withdrawn 
because of its poor ratings in the 
od and to organize a televised FVikv 
Forum’ in Moscow with partio p* turn hy 
western celebrities. As am attempted 
unsuccessful I v to ruie Ute American 
wave of anti-communism for profit with 
its mini series, the Kremlin parlayed 
American knee-jerk rood win into inter¬ 
national prestige for the uem. 

In an effort to forestall another such 
Soviet cmip. the American media 
covered the Washington Summit in a 
dutifully accurate but cagUy anti¬ 
communist fashion which stressed 
topic* like the Soviet "media blit*' and 
addre<+*d not the content of Soviet 
proposal* hut rather their form. Sources 
quoted in the mainstream American 
press supported the much publicised 
thesis that Mr Gorbachov is hooting 
the “Great Communicator'*, President 
Reagan, at hie own game/ The press 
sought out such comments as one 
Reagan administration official's tests 
mony that ‘Gorbachev iz like a travel¬ 

ling salesman.' i was a little surprised 
at the salesmanship factor,' said 
another. ‘When a product like this |Gar- 
bachevl hits a market like thi* (the 
American medial/ confided yet another, 
"its automatic.* In thr words of rns 
Evening News. Xiorbocbev must cocne 
acroes looking like a million roubles to 
global television audience*.’ 

W’hile the picture that the American 
press painted of Gorbachev as corporate 
CKo and media hound in one is not 
untruthful, for all its cynicism, it fails 
to indicate that a figure who has risen 
on the strength of the media is now at 
its mercy another feature be share* 
with the Great Communicator And if 
it i* a calculated risk that Gorbachev is 
taking, it remains a risk with vrry high 
stakes. 

While Gorbachev cannot change the 
mandate of central control by the Party 
h<f has docidcxily changed its dynamic 
by finding space in the Soviet Constitu¬ 
tion to grant greater autonomy Pi indi¬ 
vidual initiative. Rut that development, 
together with policies of ‘openness’ and 
democratization’. can only succeed if it 
is accompanied hy the creation of an 
informed citizenry through a hitherto 
non-existent public sphere. Gorbachev 
ha* thus far succeeded in pushing a onr- 
partv system towards the social Ilf not 
the political i model uf social democracv 
so quickly hecHU** he has given media 
rrform equal priority with social re¬ 
form He recognises that such a model 
is moat effectively created through a 
transparent’ media that engage* thr 
participation of society in the free ex¬ 
change of ideas while at the same time 
limiting that participation and the 
scope of those tdeus. A vital, multi¬ 
farious public sphere in the Soviet one- 
party system finds it* 'Free World* 
complement in the combination of 
apparent diversity and essential same 
neaa of American television's dozens of 
channels 

The view that such changes in the 
Soviet Union are a tacit admission of 
the superiority of western ways would 
falsely imply that the West has n patent 
on indirect political control through 

mat* communication Western critics 
are closer to the mark when they con¬ 
tend that the principal goal of the new 
Soviet leadership is increased domestic 
and international competition or, in the 
words of one writer, 'not to export 
revolution eo much Soviet goods/ 
More than anything else, these reforms 
are attempts by the Soviet leadership to 
reap the fruit of western market 
methods*—hero a heterogeneous broad 
cast media and an uctivc video 
industry—for the benefit of a new 
Soviet managerial class The free dis¬ 
semination of information and the 
appearance of transparency in the 
media (what Marxist* have called 
repressive tolerance'; where everything 
i* permitted, nothing i* subversive' 
could nerve this class well, permitting it 
to experiment with the introduction 
of competition and capitalist methods 
into the Soviet economy while giving 
the appearance uf liberal lei ng Soviet 
society It is uncertain, however, 
whether 'open* media can exist in a 
centralised socialist state, or whether 
other areas of Soviet life, too, must 
eventually yield to the power of media 
that transforms society, culture and 
politics as it represents them 

Those who argue for a fundamental 
affinity between East and West on 
humanist grounds an* correct—hut for 
the wrong reasons TV newest link 
between the superpower* is the shared 
logic of an autonomous media that 
froclv creates a public sphere in its own 
image. Executive* at the American net¬ 
works and oppanUcAiki at Gostel radio 
alike must address themselves to audi 
ena» of countless nationalities and 
languages*. And juM as the American 
media can no longer dump its products 
on a non-competitive international 
market, the Soviet media can no longer 
lay claim to a captive multi-ethnic 
domestic nudicnri* In the post-Summit 
period, perhap* East West confrontation 
will take the form of a media war of 
non-cnmhaUmts: parity will no Longer 
lx? measured in terms of warheads, but 
b> television rating* and per capita 
penetration of video recorder*. ■ 
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Julian Petley 

l^ong before Spycatcher, British cinema 
and television had become sensitised to 
the conspiracy theme There has l**en 
nothin# to match, in acalc- or inherence, 
the tuinoua Hollywood ‘paranoia cycle 
\AH the President'* Men. Three Day* of 
the (%ondor% The Parallax Vieu\ Eiecu- 
fu»e Action, etc). But the lied few years 
have seen a remarkable number of works 
which, in their various wav*, have 
reflected doubts about central insti¬ 
tution* uf the British state. 

For example. Central Television* 
first major drama rerira, Muck and 

Braun 0982k, was a powerful expose of 
municipal corruption, a theme which is 
nt**i to the fore in The h»ng 11%uni 
Friday • 1979* and echoed m Empire 

State 0987) The Defective, a 1985 tele- 
vision seriew, this time from the mu', 
explored such themes as the covert 
growth of a national police force, illegal 
surveillance of the ewmy within* and 
corruption at high levels of government 
The growth of the ‘state within the 
state was the subject of the w* film hi 
the Secret Stale (1985. from Robert 
MflCnmlft novel» and also of Britain’s 
first fully-fledged contemporary para¬ 
noia movie, Defence of the Heaim 119851, 
Interestingly, the latter olno emphasise* 
tbe role of the media—os fwuieM inves¬ 
tigator* of corruption and as a means of 
keeping the public in the dark about 
shady doings in the corridors of power 
<a theme which also informs The 

Ploughman** Lunch t Defence of the 
Realm i* abo concerned with the effect* 
of the American military presence on 
the British system of government, a 
subject central to the most celebrated of 
the works considered hero, the disturb 
ing Wu’ series Edge of Dorknen*. which 
wedded worries about the nuclear 
issue to apprehension* about Britain 

Hj.v McAtfcsIly in A I'm Brtti*h Cnu;i 

becoming an increasingly accretive and 
authoritarian American satellite 

The 1987 film The Whieitektower, 
which concern* itself with ortut Chel¬ 
tenham. also raises <|ur*tion» about 
American involvement with the British 
security services, but Edge %4 Darknew 
nearest relation is actually the author 
Troy Kennedy Martins earlier MM 

aeries The Old Men al the Zoo <198*2». A 
considerable reworking of Angus Wil¬ 
son’* novel, this is a frightening parable 
of a sclerotic but still powerful and 
malevolent establishment pushing the 
country into a nuclear war And its 
post-apocalyptic finale, with the country 

a wasteland governed by a savagely 
authoritarian regime. retemWee 
nothing so much as the visions conjured 
up by IVivk Jarman in parts of Jubd\n\ 
The ixvit of England and his videos for 
The Smiths, The (J.u#v *i tx Dead and 
Panic. No one wxiuld describe Jarman’* 
film* as political analyse* of contempor¬ 
ary Britain, nor am they intended as 
such, but they do radiate a very power 
ful sen** of oppiv^ion. a e**nee that 
something is rotten in the British state 
Similarly, two very different films 
structured around journey* aero* con¬ 
temporary Britain, Fonts an Water 

H983i and ffocVfiMte 119B6>, both make 



considerable play with the ominous 
iconography of thr police state 

Are them? films and tv Berte#> rn’ith their 
shared preoccupations and overlapping 
landscape*, tapping into a national 
mootT What do some or the film-maker# 
make of it? Foe Lvnda Myles, producer 
of Defence of the Realm, ‘The real ques¬ 
tion is. why has it taken ao long for 
thcwr film* to hr mude given that the 
thing* they explore have been around 
for some time now? The script of Defence 
iif the Reaim actually date* huck 
to 1980. when si*me people might still 
have thought it wa* just 11 paranoid 
fantasy, left-wing conspiracy theory 
But it turned out to tie extremely 
prophetic The making and release of 
the film coincided with the TisdaJJ and 
Ponting case*, and it was almost as 
though the government were playing 
into our hand* Since the John Stalker 
and IVtcr Wright affair*. the public lire 
even more aware of official intrigue, 
and prepared to recognise that it dot!* 
indeed exist. Over and above tiiiiv. 
however, the English have always been 
completely obsc*#cd with spies I’m sure 
it's all tied up with that very English 
love of concealment, and the unwilling¬ 
ness or inability of the English to show* 
their real feelings 

Troy Kennedy Marlin ur^vies that in 
the past British television has hern 
unable to deal with such themes as 
much a* it would have liked because of 
censorship problem#, und compare# 
British rv s periods of silence over gov¬ 
ernmental wrongdoings with the con¬ 
duct of French television during the 
Algerian war ‘There have been huge 
changes in political life over the last 
fifteen years which have not been ade¬ 
quately reflected in television drama. 
And if these themes have surfaced it 
has tended to be in prestigious one-offs, 
not in sene* or other forms nf popular 
television. It was not until people like 
Jonathan Powell came along and began 
to do series like the lr Carre adapta 
tians and The Old ASen at the Zuo that 
people stopped being defensive and 
snobbish about the- sene* format And 
there have now been some useful 
changes in the structure of the riu 
which mean that "serious" drama is no 
longer seen as being solely the province 
of tile single film.' 

As to the nerve that Edge of Dnrkne** 
struck for its audience: it dealt with a 
conflation of worrying trends—the In¬ 
crease in official secrecy, the growth of 
the nuclear industry and the power of 
Whitehall. In our story we show that 
plutonium ha# become a mean# where 
by civil servants can mam lain und 
increase their power base, and this 
produce* a momentum which leads in¬ 
exorably toward# thr growth of the 
state within the state.' He adds: Lr 
Carr* blurred the distinction between 
"them" and "u*T in international terms. 
The old, traditional enmities that lay 
behind bo many spy stories have finally 
been played ouL Now people are 
warned about other thing# about the 
centralisation of the British stall*, about 

the way in which the country ig gliding 
towards the status of' a Balkan republic 
or a mere satellite of the United State*, 
about the influence of the war in Ire¬ 
land on civil liberties on the nut ini and, 
and of cuursie about the absurd, bizarre 
secrecy regulation*.' 

I)er»*k Jarman perhaps has more 
cause than most to feel paranoid, given 
the obscene phone call# and death 
threats that followed the Channel 4 
screenings of Sebntdiam* and Jubdee, 
and the extraordinary difficulties which 
he has faced in tiring to fund his films 
At the time 1 spoke to him. he was aU#» 
preparing a respoiw to Norman Stone # 
vituperative attack on The Ijint of Eng 

land in the Suttday Time* 110 January. 
19881 In Jarman*# view, the current 
spate of conspiracy films and series is to 
he seen as a direct response Ui govern¬ 
ment action# 

‘The Torus are hellbent on tighten 
mg the reins and dismantling the state 
as we know it. In particular they want 
to smash all the liberalising achieve 
men Is of the 60s, especially in the area* 
of aexuAlity or culture, There i* a delib¬ 
erate. coherent ptun behind individual 
items of legislation, an attempt to put 
the clock right hack At the moment you 
cun #cc this particularly clearly in the 
appalling Clause 28. which threatens to 
take away the civil right* of gay people 

The English 
have always been 

completely obsessed 
with spies' 

There is nothing in The Last of England 

and Jubdee that you can’t see around 
you today We’re no longer dealing with 
the "nice old Tory party—it ha# been 
taken over by Little Englanders and 
Poujadist* of the anted rabid kind The 
Left, however, has also failed abys 

mu My. and the lock of an effective uppo- 
mturn make# it easier for the Right to do 
its dirty work, and further encourage* 
people s sense of helplcwnes# and para 
noia For far tut* long in the 60s and 70b 
luihnur gave lUelf up to short-term 
pragmatism All it was really interested 
in woe staying in power. There woe no 
long-term social planning, no convic¬ 
tion. no sense of overall direction, and 
certainly no interest in cultural politics 
So the problem# wt» face at the moment 
stem frum the failures of the Left, as 
well as the successes of the Right’ 

Although set in the near future, Chan¬ 
nel Is lorthcximing sene* A Very 
Rrifiuh Coup, tin* latest entry in the 
conspiracy stake*, also carries echoes of 
the WtLson/Uallaghun era to which Jar¬ 
man refers so disparagingly It is based 
on the novel by labour Mr Chrii 
Mullm, which was written in the late 
70# and put fleedi, in fictional form, on 

some of the rumour* and allegation* 
about plots to destabilise the Labour 
government, which were then generally 
dismi&tfd a# mere paranoia on the part 
of Harold Wilson and his associates. 
The prime minister hero of A Very 
firi/i*h Coup, however, is no latter-day 
Wilson, but u committed left-winger a 
former steel worker ftntn Sheffield 
heading a Labour government elected 
with a large nuyont v on a radical ticket 
and pledged to repair the ravage? of 
Thatchensm Those* who didn't vote for 
him however, are determined to bring 
his government and indeed his whole 
life tumbling about his ear* 

Cynic* might choose to see A Vary 
Rrittth Coup as an attempt to cash in oil 
SpyetUcher. But in fart this project* like 
Defeme of the Realm, ho* luid u long 
gestation period. As the series’ co¬ 
producer, Sally Hihhui, point* out., the 
Spycotcher furore actually made life 
mote difficult. ‘When Spytatcher came 
out. we really had to rethink the whole 
thing Our original script was in a wav 
quite gentle, and os the Wright allega¬ 
tions emerged we realised that the real¬ 
ity was much harder and tougher than 
in our adory. We then had to make it all 
sharper ’ 

At this point, it wo* still hoped to 
make A Very Rnlinb Coup us a feature 
film, und indeed the original script 
money had been raised from the 
National Film Development Fund 
However, this was not to be. At first all 
concerned w*cn> disappointed, but then 
realised that they could turn the situ¬ 
ation to the Htory's advantage A# 
director Mick Jackson i/.i/r Story, 
Thread*. People from the Forest, A 

Guide to Armageddon • pul it We 
realised that our story would be nodi 
better for the change to television. A 
movie has to have international appeal. 
*) you ain’t assume a great deal about 
the audience# Imhuc level of political 
awareness You can’t have glancing 
reference* to Joe Gortnley or work-to- 
rule*, you can’t play on the niceties of 
British politics, so you lend to lapse into 
crude simplification* * The aorta* script 
writer, Alan Plater, agrees: Once we 
had agonised for a while, we did feel as 
though a load of chain* had been ait in 
the way# in which we could think about 
the .stop*. We no longer had to aim 
everything at farmer** in Wisconsin/ 

Mick Jackson also feel* that Spy- 
catvbrr has lieen something of a mixed 
bleaung What once might have aerated 
far-fetched and speculative to umw 
people l* now* in danger of becoming old 
hat. At one stage* we felt we wen* 
reading the latest draft of our script in 
the Sunday papers Part of the film is 
about what happens when a British 
government trie** to get rid of American 
nuclear lw#r# and the making of it 
coincided with the Keagan-Gorbuchev 
arms talk# There is also a sterling 
crisis, and the filming coincided w'ith 
the October stock market crash So all 
the tune we have had to wcond-gxien# 
event# in the real world For instance, if 
we show a cruise mimic being dis¬ 
armed at Greenhorn, will we have been 
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trumped by the real thing happening on 
television nrwu a few day* before? And 
would there still be any nuclear nun 
alien for Labour to get rid of? As Hamid 
Wiloon said, a week in a long time in 
politics. These are the dangers ntf topi¬ 
cality, but then again A Very British 
Coup is meant to he n dangerous series/ 

Sally Hibbm thinks that the current 
vogue for films and senee about con¬ 
spiracy has something to do with the 
publics changing perceptions of the 
state Until Thatcherism, there wasn't 
in most people's minds this thing called 
“the state” which was separate from the 
country ** u whole. It was something 
that was just a part of the country, like 
the health service. What Thatcher ha* 
done, and nowhere more clearly than in 
the Panting and Tisdall casra, is to turn 
the state into something which is iden¬ 
tifiable as an organism, something more 
obviously there. 

Tn America you have bodies like the 
Cl a which operate quite openly, so that 
it is much easier to identify the manipu¬ 
lations of the state - hence the early 
appearance of the political thriller 
there In Britain the idea of the state is 
only just becoming part af people’s 
thinking, which la why Peter Wright'* 
revelations of dirty deeds by the secur¬ 
ity services still shock so many of them 
'Hie appearance of the state os a force to 
be reckoned with in theae moviee also 
has In do with the breakdown of consen¬ 
sus politics. While consensus existed, 
the workings of the state were part of 
the consensus, even if there were nasty 
things going on secretly behind the 

scene* But at least there were areas 
where l^ft and Right agreed, and this 
made the operations af the state seem 
“natural" and taken for granted Once 
you hreak that consensus, the battle 
lines are fundamentally redrawn, and 
then the working* of the state become 
at once more obvious and more contro¬ 
versial 

The co-producer of A Very British 
Coup is Ann Skinner i The Return of the 
SoJdier, The Kitchen Tata). ‘Most people 
simply haven't yet taken in the enor 
mity of what Peter Wright is talking 
about, namely the security services 
trying to undermine a democratically 
elected British government And if they 
haven't taken this in, that is at least 
partly the fault of the press, since most 
paper* have actually taken precious 
little interest in this aspect of the whole 
affair. So we think its important to 
dramatic these things in an interesting 
and entertaining way on television Not 
that A Very British Coup is in any 
sense a dramatisation of Spycaleher, 
though it doc* cover some of the same 
ground, albeit from a very different 
point of view, in fictionalised terms and 
projected into the future.' 

‘The Torle* have put themaelven into 
the frame by their insistence on se¬ 
crecy,* says Alan Pinter ‘This attitude 
implies that there are lot* of vital se¬ 
cret* lying around and that if they were 
released the sky would suddenly turn 
black with Russian paratroopers. Not 
unnaturally, people wonder what there 
secret* are and start to look for them In 
my opinion, the government's deter¬ 

mination to keep things from people is 
an example of an over-developed “them 
and us” attitude. Politicians live in a 
self-enclosed world Perhaps it would 
help if the seat of government wen' 
moved halfway between Leeds and 
Manchester.' 

Plater alao agrees with Lynda Myles 
that the English are peculiarly obsessed 
with stories to du with intngue and 
spying. ‘It all stem* from the public 
school system. Many people who have 
been through it never really escape 
from it, and never really mature 
emotionally. The network of M15/M1&' 
Whitehall is a projection of the system 
into public life, and all the rivalries and 
battles in this enclosed, exclusive little 
w*orld are really like house matches.' 

Mick Jackson takes a slightly dif¬ 
ferent view of the conspiracy cycle. 
‘There i* a vogue anxiety, a feeling 
deep down that thing* are spiralling out 
of control, that the rule* of the game 
have changed It is an inarticulate, 
unexpressed feeling, hut it i* definitely 
there. Films like A Wry British Coup, 
Defence of the Realm and Edge of 

Darkness help to legitimise such feel¬ 
ings. They help people to realise that 
they are not alone in their worries, 
that they are not crazy or paranoid, and 
that there really is a hidden, unanswer¬ 
able face af authority beneath the 
acceptable public mask In other words, 
the meosagp from A Very British Coup 
and its predecessors is that in a country 
that ha* spawned Peter Wright and his 
cronies no one con justly be called 
paranoid: it's all true. ■ 

A Very NrMi+h Coop Mick Jicluon icewlrei *n«J Ka> NeAnally. Photo* Db*mI Applvb> 
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Titkut Follies 

1 
THJcui Frederick Wuenmn's 
by now legendary documentary about life at 
Bridgewater State Hospital, Massachusetts, has 
been banned for public screening since It was 
made twenty years ago. Now, once again, 
Wiseman is lighting to free him film 

/ 

Predrrtrfc Wiseman 

I t the time of writing, Frederick 
Wiseman’s film Titicut Fotiir* i* 
the only work that has had re- 
stneUon* placed on \ts use by a 
United State* court for reason* 
other than obscenity or mttnmuJ 

J security I say 'at the time of 
writing’ because, twenty years aftrr the 
film's completion and the furore that 
resulted in the Supreme Judicial Court 
of Massachusetts imposing a worldwide 
ban on its public showing, Wiseman is 
ih the middle of legal proceedings to get 
the restrictions lift id on the ruK'ma 
write documentary of life in Bridge 
water State Hospital, a facility for the 
criminally insane It isn’t the first time 
W inf-man has gone to court over the 
film, but the time may finally be right 
for Titicut FoJlte# to be shown New 
scandals at Bridgewater last spring 
have resulted in court rulings ordering 
MnauichoKctt* to make change* in long¬ 
time practices then*, i think there's 
some hope, although how much 1 don't 
know, that the film will he sprung some 
time over the next few months/ Wise¬ 
man told me last December 

Wiseman’* choice of phrase — ‘sprung’, 
slang for being freed from jail—is re¬ 
vealing Bridgrwjitrr is. for all essential 
purpfe***, a prison It is run by the 
Ma**achu#eti* Department of Correc¬ 
tion*. and at the facility civilly commit¬ 
ted mentally ill patients, many of w hom 
have no criminal record, are housed 
with the criminally insane According 
to a report in the Banton (ilohc 
<18 September 1987;, Massachusetts is 
the only state that still follows such a 
practice. Bridgewater is patrolled by 
Department of Correction guards and 
inmates wear prison blue* Of the scan¬ 

dals that have periodically emerged 
from the hospital over the yearn, one of 
the most disturbing was th* vmd-tiOs 
findings of an investigative committee 
of the Maa&chusetU Bar and Maa- 
Mchueotta Medico) Society that hun 
dreda of inmates had been detained 
there illegally, some for years 

Tt is one of the many ironies sur¬ 
rounding Tltwui Fax hr s that the film 
has come to seem another of Bridge- 
water's detainee* Not that it has been 
suppreoAnd illegally Indeed, one of the 
mast disturbing aspect* of the affair is 
that what has been done to Titicut 
FaUit* has h*«n done within the law, 
albeit with Wiseman arguing —and 
several judge* in lawsuits against the 
film concurring that it is fully pro¬ 
tected by the First Amendment, which 
guarantee* freedom of speech But 
although the state ho* acted legally, 
and though it has always maintained 
that the action* it took were in the 
interest of protecting BnitgrwaUr* in¬ 
mates. the effort has been to eschew 
accountability, both to the inmates for 
the poor quality of care they receive, 
and to the public for what is occurring 
In an institution supported by their 
tflXCUL 

These actions have also raised the 
spectre of the state censoring material 
that is potentially damaging to it, a 
practice many uf us prefer to Lhink can’t 
happen in a democratic society, Mae- 
sachusett* officials would probably deny 
that the film has hem ocnsmvd, citing 
its availability ^according to the ruling 
of the Supreme Judicial Court of 
MasHacbmorttsi to “legislators, judges, 
lawyers, sociologist*, social worker*, 
doctor*, psychiatrist*. student* in these 
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or related fields, and organisation* deal* 
mg with th© uncial problem* of custodial 
care and men La) infirmity / 

That ruling. However, la particular^ 
iwmnou* for a film maker like Wireman 
who, in documentaries* such an Hospital. 
Wei fare. Lou* o*d Order, Hi#h School. 
Juvenile Court, ha* dealt with the hed 
rock institutions of society and the wuv 
the individual interacts with them. His 
work has often aroused controversy, 
though none on the scale of Titicut 
Follies. Had the uproar interfered with 
the making of his other films'’ 'No * 
Wiseman says ‘Outside of Massa¬ 
chusetts people fell, “Well, why 
shouldn't Titicut Follie* he shown? 
What’* wrong with these poop!©?*' The 
answer can be given in une word ~ 
politics The Tituut Folfies Follies fca 
a parade of amhition*, protective 
manoeuvres, grandstanding and mis¬ 
information that, were the First 
Amendment and the right of the men¬ 
tally ill to humane and competent care 
not at iaaie, might be the stuff of 
satirical farce Rut its it has played out 
over the lost twenty years, the fame 
isn't funny, and the curtain has taken 
far too long to dosrond Before Fred Wiseman came to be 

regarded as Americas finest 
documentary lilm-mnkrr. he was 
an attorney teaching at Boston 
University Law School His sub¬ 
ject* included legal medicine and 
psychiatry and the law. both of 

which emphasised criminal case*. It 
was during this time, the late 50*. that 
he first visited Bridgewater. *1 thought 
it would be more interesting, for the 
course as well as for me/ Wiseman 

remembers, if 1 took my students on 
visit* to places that, either as pro¬ 
secutors they might be sending people, 
or us defence attorneys their dienta 
might end up. So I took them to trials 
and parole board and probation hear 
ing*. and to mental hospitals and 
prison*. 1 still quite vividly remember 
the first time 1 went to Bridgewater.' 
What sticks in his mind? ‘Lonely, 
isolated men, inadequate medical and 
psychiatric facilities Buildings dat¬ 
ing from around 1865. poorly heated 
and totally inadequate for that kind of 
care But mainly isolated people with¬ 
out any contact with each other and 
desolate, wasted faces/ 

In the years that followed, Wisenum 
began his first forays into professional 
film-making In 1964. he produced 
Shirley Clarke's The Cool World, and 
when, a year Later, he wanted to make 
a documentary. Bridgewater seemed a 
natural subject In those years, the 
superintendent at the hospital was 
Charles Gang ban, whom Wiseman 
knew from his visits. Gaughan hod been 
trying to persuade the state to allocate 
more funds to Bridgewater to upgrade 
the buildings as well a* the quality of 
care When Wiseman approached him 
with the idea of a film, the superinten¬ 
dent thought it might be just the thing 
to focus attention on condition* at the 
hospital and win the long-sought fund* 
He agreed to support Wiseman s appli¬ 
cation to the Coramifwoner of Correc¬ 
tion*, John Gavin Gavin considered the 
proposal fur a while before rejecting it 
in fall 1965 

Wiseman was not giving up so easily. 
In January 1966. through a friend. 
State Representative Katherine Kane, 

he w as able to arrange an appointment 
with Elliot Richardson, then lieutenant 
(Governor of Massachusetts Wiseman 
remember* the meeting well. ‘Richard¬ 
son called Gavin in my presence and 
said he thought a movie about Bridge 
water would be a good idea About a 
week or ten days later, I got a letter 
from Gavin saying that 1 could make 
the movie on condition that I get an 
advisory opinion from the Attorney 
General saying it was ok/ 

Wiseman wrote to Attorney General 
Edward Brooke, whose advisory opinion 
was that picture* could he taken of 
'consenting inmates. As Wiseman be¬ 
gan shooting in spring 1966—29 days in 
all, over a three-month period—he had 
no idea that this question of consent 
wa» Ui be the linchpin of the state's 
allegations of invasion of inmates' 
privacy 

Wbeman explained to the Cwd Liber¬ 

ties Hevkw iSummer 19741 how he 
obtains consent from the subject* of hi* 
documentaries: ‘1 don't get written re¬ 
leases, but I do get consents Either 
before the sequence is shot or just after. 
I explain to the participants that I'm 
making a film that* going to be shown 
on television and generally fo the pub 
lie. both nationally and in the commu¬ 
nity where the film is made I ask 
whether they object to my using the 
sequence in the film. And I tape record 
the question and the answer . if they 
do object, I don't use the sequence. But 
the objection ha* to he registered at that 
time. In othrr words, I don't go buck and 
look for people a year after the film t» 
edited and ask permission then/ 

In the letter first proposing the film to 
Gavin I August 19661, Wiseman outlined 



At no time in 

the 20 years since 

Titicut Follies 

was made has an 

inmate or relative 

testified or 

brought suit against 

the film. 

the approach he intended to use for 
Titicut Fnllies, and which he did urn? 
when filming began. ‘No people would 
be photographed who do not have the 
competency to give a release, the letter 
uvm. ‘The question of competency 
would in all cage* he determined by the 
superintendent and his staff and we 
would completely defer to their judg¬ 
ment * Wtewman recalls, '1 was always 
accompanied by a guard 1 assumed that 
the guard was acting as a representa¬ 
tive of the superintendent ’ He also 
points out that the fact of mental illness 
does not necessarily mean a subject is 
incompetent to give consent, in a nar 
row, legal way, the standard of com 
petency varies There s competeikv to 
drive a car. to be a witness, to make a 
will, and there's different language used 
to describe these various tests of com¬ 
petency ' As far as the inmates at 
Bridgewater were concerned, *1 wasn't 
making the determination as to who 
was competent, and they had to have 
presumed that some of the people there 
ware competent, otherwise why would 
they have let me in in the first place?* 
Wiseman obtained nearly eighty 
written releases from patients and staff, 
some of whom do not appear in the 
finished film 

Wiseman spent a year editing the 
footage. ‘I hud several conversation* 
with Goughan, who asked how things 
ware going. Hr never asked to see any 
of the footage, which I would have hern 
glad to show him ' When the him was 
completed, in Jura* 1967, Wiseman 
held a screening for Richardson and 
Gaughan Richardson expressed ndmira 
tion for the film, but he advised Wise¬ 
man not to show it to anyone in the 
state government- During legislative 
hearings on 7'iiicut FoJUe* in fall 1967. 
Wiseman testified that Richardson told 
him he ‘should in no sense give the 
imprrsMnn that (the state government! 
had control over the film/ 

Meanwhile, the film had been 
accepted by the New York Film Festi¬ 
val Reviews began to appear praising 
the film and condemning Bridgewater 
The real ruckus started when one re¬ 
view caught the attention of a woman 
named Mildred L. Methven. u former 
Massachusetts social worker living in 
Minnesota. What angered her was not 
that Wiseman captured footage of 
guards taunting and abusing inmate*, 
ur inmates held in primitive cells with 
only a bucket to serve as a toilet. No, 
what shocked Mrs Methven was that a 
film could be made in a MaOMchllMtt* 

institution which showed naked men, 
and that's what she wrote in a Iptirr to 
Governor John Volpe It was the first 
he bad heard of the film Volpe sum¬ 
moned Richardson. who had just been 
elected Attorney Genera) of Massachu¬ 
setts in a clow and bitterly fought 
campaign against Francis X. Bcllotti. 
According to Wiseman. ’Richardson got 
scared He felt that if his full participa¬ 
tion in the movie came out, without his 
moving against it. his political career, 
which was then in the ascendancy, 
could he jeopardised.* 

Richardson managed to get a tempo¬ 
rary restraining nixter from a Superior 
Court judge, preventing the film from 
opening in Massachuaettx By that time, 
it had hewn shown at the New York 
Film Festival and had begun its com¬ 
mercial run there. Richardson twice 
tried to obtain similar restraining 
orders in New York, first in the state, 
then in the federal court*. On both 
occasions, the presiding judge rofusod, 
saying the film was protected by the 
First Amendment 

On 11 October 1967, Richardson 
culled a press conference at which he 
charged Wiseman with ‘flagrantly 
violating every assurance* he had given 
about protecting the rights of inmates. 
Richardson hud reason to be on (lie 
defensive, since hi* role in helping 
Wiseman obtain permission had become 
public knowledge, and he wax under 
attack from Massachusetts Democrat* 
who saw a golden opportunity to grt 
back at him for the election charge of 
moral insensitivity’ he had levelled 
against Bcllotti 

Many of the attacks on the film came 
from State Representative Rnbrrt L. 
Cawley, the Democratic vice-chairman 
of a legislative commission that con¬ 
vened hearings to determine how Wfee- 
mon got permission to make Titicut 
FoUicM in the first place Cawley oim! 
other commission member* made a 
senes of headline-grabbing charges, 
none supported by evidence, the roost 
outrageous of which was that Wiseman 
had used a hidden camera Apparently 

t*nUt was too foreign a corwxtpt 
for Cawley to grasp, as was the reality 
of what most documentaries grossed at 
live box office A recurrent note in the 
proceedings was the charge that War 
mans reason for making the film was to 
earn some fas»t money with a Mondv 
Cbne-stylc shockumeutary During 
Wiseman V appearance before the 
commission, Cawley repeatedly alluded 
to the money be had lost on The Cow/ 
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World by call irk him ‘the producer ol a 
flop' 

The movie'* attacker* 4 including 
Richardson, who said it ‘callously ex¬ 

ploited* its subject* a^umed that it* 
biggest selling point was thr fact that 
the inmates are shown naked, as if the 
genitalia of the elderly and thr insane 
were an irresistibly titillating prospect 

As late os spring 19H7, at a panel 

discussion held to commemorate the 
twentieth anniversary of thr banning, 
(ieoege Caner, one of the twxi Special 

Assistant Attorney Generals whom 
Richardson hired tn present the state s 

case in court, reiterated this charge ‘He 
was repeating over and over again.1 
Wiseman says, ‘that the point of my 

making the film was to show naked men 
for profit on Seventh Avenue * 

Reading newspaper accounts of the 

hearings, it seems clear that one of the 

commissions objective* was to gamer 
publicity And it found a willing ally 
in the Ha%tnn Herald Traveler, which 

covered die hearings with front-page 
headlines like ‘nra.i ir* “ncwmi.i cmiftK* 
<*HAMCCO\ YllDtlKN < AMEfU HI MUh 

mu.iks* and ‘rit^t shock* mwislatii**' 
The reporter assigned to the story, 

IVter Lucas, managed to work a refer¬ 

ence to the film’s depiction of ‘inmates 
naked and in embarrassing situations, 
and also . . inmates trilling! of abnor¬ 

mal sexual relations’ tor some vari¬ 
ation I into almost every piece He also 
referred to Wiseman as *a Cambridge 

attorney', which in the vocabulary of 
the Herald was derisive shorthand for 
liberal’. Meanwhile, on the editorial 
page. Thomas C. Gallagher, under 
headlines like ‘beatniks An>rn, insane: 
AHfDsV, decried thr Civil Liberties 
Union of Massachusetts for safeguard¬ 
ing the right* of draft card burners, hut 
not taking any steps over Wiseman's 

‘glaring violations ol' thr rights of 
mental patients at Bridgewater 

Shortly before the trial got under war 
in November 1967, four Bridgewater 
guards filed suit against Wiseman in 
New York Federal Court, claiming that 
they had been libelled and defamed by 
the film The judge threw out the case, 
once again citing the First Amendment 

Later that month, a non-jury trial 

began, presided over by Judge Harry 
Kalus It was all in the hunds of this 

judge,' Wiseman suya* 'and it wa» clear 
that he hated me and hated the movie 
from the first day The moment the 

thing got started, I knew I was cooked ' 
Wiseman remembers KaluV hostility 
with *nme amusement. At one point. 

several enthusiastic reviews of Title at 

Follies appeared in the national pres* 
and Kalus announced, in all serious 
ness, that the reviewers must be 
Wiseman's brothera-m-law Ridiculous 

allegations were made against the 

movie—that one patient shown with his 
hand in his pocket was masturhating 
that another with his hand upraised 

was intended as a parody of the Pope 

But the state'* case came down to throe 
points: 
1» The film constituted an invasion of 
privacy of a patient. Jim. whom we see 
being led naked from his cell, taunted 

and slapped by guards as he is taken to 

he shaved 
2» Wiseman breached an oral contract 
giving the Commissioner of Correction* 
and the superintendent of Bridgewater 
final approval over the film 

3* All receipts from the film should be 

held in a trust for the patient* 
Since there were nn receipt*, the last 

charge was a moot point and was 

dismissed But in December 1967, 
Kalus ruled that the film was an in* 

vasion of Jims privacy and that Wise¬ 
man had breached an oral contract Hr 
ordered the negative ns wetl as all 

existing prints and outtakes destroyed 

No proof of an oral contract, however, 
has ever been found to exist, and Wise 

man suhmits that it is ‘impossible to 

contract away your First Amendment 
rights You'd have to be an absolute 
fool to do that. 1 mean particularly 

to three such undistinguished “film- 
maker*" as the Commissioner of 

Corrections, the superintendent and the 
Attorney General You'd have tn be 
totally out of your mind to give them, 
or anybody else, but particularly them, 

final cut ' 
Thr invasion nf privacy charge, the 

focus of thr film’s detractors, was even 

more absurd Before the trial, no nght 
of privacy existed in Massachusetts, 
either by statute or common law tradi¬ 

tion So Kalus’ ruling in effect recog¬ 
nised the existence of a right of privacy 

in the state fur the first time. Accord¬ 
ingly. the state legislature quickly 
drafted a right of privacy statute and 

passed it by the end of the session 
Ohe of the ironies of the charge was 

that, as part of a policy of making the 
public more aware of life at Bridge 

water. Superintendent Gaughan had be¬ 
gun to open the facility to visitors. ‘In 
the year before the lawsuit, there were 

something like nine or ten thousand 
visitors,' Wiseman says, *1 have in thr 
outtakes, lor example, a group of high 

school students who were being taken 

through Bridgewater by their football 
coach to ahow them the folly of a life of 
crime, and just by chance, one of thr 
cells they looked into was Jim'a. So he 
was obviously a star performer. I tried 
to get that introduced at thr trial and 
the judge said It wa* Irrelevant ' 

Wiseman and hi* counsel asked the 
state to appoint an independent guar¬ 
dian who could determine whether or 
not the film was in the beet interest* of 
the inmates 'My view all along is that 
the slate only cooked up the privacy 
argument as a way of preventing the 
public from knowing what conditions 
are really like . .. The privacy that was 

really invaded was the privacy of the 
state officials to run the place in the 
way it was run During the trial l used 

to get calls at three o'clock in the 
morning from a mother, cousin, sister, 
aunt, uncle of somebody who was in the 

film, saying they knew it wa* accurate 
Some of them had even gone to New 

York Ui see it. They wanted me to know 

1 had their support and they hoped the 
film would help their family member, 

but they were afraid to curne forward for 
fear of reprisal against the relatives ’ At 

no time in the twenty years since Titt 
cut Follies was made has an inmate or 

relative testified or brought suit against 
the film Lest this sound like paranoia, 
the 1962 book Scrrur: A Guard ‘a View of 

Bndgexeater by Tom Ryan supports the 
fears of the inmate* relative* The 
author, a psychology student who 

worked as a guard at the institution, 
records many incident* of guard* heat 
ing patients who had written complain¬ 

ing about their treatment 
After Kalus* nil ing. Wiseman began 

to prepare an appeal. In June 1969 the 

Supreme Judicial Court of Massachu¬ 
setts ruled that the film hod merit but 
could only be shown to professionals in 

the fields of law. medicine and social 
services. In addition, Wiseman would hr 
required to notify the courts and the 

Attorney General’s office one week in 
advance of any screening, and imme 
dlately after each screening file an 
affidavit stating that the people who 
attended were within the class named 
in the ruling. In 1976, the Attorney 

General» office broadened this to allow 
Individuals other than Wiseman to 
screen the film, if they followed the 

indicated procedure Wiseman then took 
the battle to the United States Supreme 
Court. He twice petitioned them to hear 
the case; hut lost both times bv a vote of 

4-3. 
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'Follies' Producer Blasts j- 

Richardson for 
foW'eS 

Hidden Came!j 
H exhibit 

•** Cohen 
of had m — 

I don't think 

Bridgewater is a 

unique institution. 

Places like it 

exist all over the 

world. 

Another lawsuit against Wiseman 

wap filed in 1971 by Gavin and 
Gaughan, in their role us guardians id 
the inmates of Bridget*ater, asking for 
invasion of privacy damages and $lm in 

1 acting lees. The presiding judge ruled 

that the film wa* protected by the First 
Amendment. 

i/jcu/ Fulltn* in by now legend¬ 

ary but more people have heard 
of the controversy than hove 
actually watched the film. If 
Wurman j& aucceaafuJ in his cur¬ 
rent hid, however, it will be 
widely seen for the first time 

sinco it was made How, then, <1oo- a 
20-reur-old documentary stand up to¬ 

day"7 Its efTect is still devastating. Were 
the film a muck-raking expose, it might 
now seem merely a dated document. 
But Wiseman U beyond self-righteous 

anger or telling his audience what to 
think, The moral dimension he presents 
is far more complex* the conclusions he 

reaches far moiv unsettling It ia oney to 
he angered by the cowardice of Elliot 

Richardaon and others id suppressing 
the film It is far harder to point a finger 
at anyone we sec in Title uJ Foil ten. 

Titicut’ is the Indian name (or the 

urea surrounding Bridgewater. 'Titicut 

Follies’ is the name of the chanty show 
put on by patients and guards that 

opens and closes the movie A line of 
men stand* on stage, dressed in clean 

white shirts, black bow tics and plumed 
marching band hats, singing ‘Strike Up 
the Baud' The number goes smoothly, 
and the guard who acts a* Master of 

Ceremonies — u jolly Joe w ho appear* 
later at an inmate * birthday party and 
entertains the men with an impromptu 
song and dance—encourages like audi¬ 

ence to show their appreciation But 
already something seem* amios The 
stage light* give a ghostly cost to the 

faces, faces that in doee-up are drawn 
and hollow, proceeding through a joy¬ 
less ritual It is the longwhot image, the 

image of the inmates as docile, 
obedient, obliging, that Bridgewater 
would like to present, but that image 

won't wash 
The shows cheery front is shuttered 

with u cut to a group of new patients 

being admitted, (fathered in u large, 

bare room, they are commanded in strip 
by the guard*, who refwatedly Uirk the 
order before the men have Lime to 

comprehend ur respond Disoriented and 
fearful they *uind there naked, not 

knowing what will happen next. It's 

almost embarrus&jng to have to point 

out that their nakedne**. bo ballyhooed 
by the films detractors in 1967, serve* 

as a fitting metaphor for their 
emotional state; the unprotected quality 
of men stripped of their dignity, barely 
regarded as human being- 

The absence of dignity i* visible in 
thr conditions in which they live in 

decrepit, dirty building with men iso¬ 
lated in dingy cells*; in the care they’re 
given ihuth* in tuhs of filthy watery and 
must of all in the treatment they receive 

at the hands of the -itafF. The guard* use 
their authority to taunt and abuse the 

men, as in Jim's case, but they are 
hardly the only guilty ones, Many of the 
doctors we see treat the men with their 

own brand of calluusneoa When one 

interv iews a patient admitted for raping 
an rleven-ywir-old girl, an inquiry into 
his mental state suddenly turns into an 

attempt to shame bun ‘Why do you do 
this when you have a good wife?’ the 
doctor asks. ‘She must not have been 

giving you much *ex satisfaction. When 
the doctor recounts the patient’s recent 

suicide attempts, live man says help¬ 

lessly. '1 need help, I don't know where 
I can get it* We can only share his 
feeling of hfipelesames* when the doctor 

answers. ‘You get it here, I gutting 

In another requeue*, an emaciated 
old man who hasn't oaten in two day* i* 
led naked to a room where the same 

doctor in forme him that he bad a choice 
of eating voluntarily nr being forrr-frd 
When hr doesn’t respond, four guard* 

hold him down by twisting towels round 
hia wrist* and ankle* while the doctor 
inserts a tube into his nose and duwn 

hid throat The doctor Chen rtanda on a 
chair and pours liquid down a funnel 
connected to the tube, ail the while 

holding a cigarette in bus mouth, the 

aah getting precariously longer. In the 
middle of the sequence Wiseman cuts 
to a shot of the man being shaved 
meticulously a few daye later, it take* a 
while fee us to realise that we are 

watching a corpse being prepared far 
burial. The body t* laid mil in a coffin, 
dressed m an ill-fitting suit; better 

cared fur, one might think, in death 

than in life 
Cinema writ* was still a fairly new 

concept when Fred Wiseman made Titi 

tut Follte*. and the term now call* up 
the undifferentiated vagnenuf* of film*, 
where there is no guiding intelligence 
at work. Titivut Foilie& abuwa what 
the technique can accomplish in the 
hands of a discriminating semuhility. 
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Wiseman may cut away from a ncrne, 

but he always returns Lu bring it to 
«)im* wrt of n»w>Uitkm. and what he 
cuts to usually makes what wo have 

been watching resonate in some new 

wa> Ho doesn't restrict 11* to one point 
of view —you may feel he has given viiu 

a chance to roam the comdors of 

Bridgewater and reach your own 
conrl union*—but he <*happ* the material 
like a dramatist The term cirtrmn irritt 

may have dated. but the film ha* not. 1 
don't «*c how it could ho any hotter 

made today 
What makes the deepest, most lasting 

imprrxMon is the texture which 
accumulates from the scenes of patients 

launching into incoherent Imran goes or 
staring blankly at the camera or even 
responding to it, like the old man who 

sing* ‘Chinatown, My Chinatown*. The 

grain! neat' of the block and white cap¬ 
tures the misery that hangs in the air 
and seems to emanate from the drab 

building* You emerge from the him in 
somrthmg like a state of low-level 
shock. Days later the atmosphere crimes 

flooding hack, and when it does what 
hits you are not the abuts** Wiseman 

record*, but the lechng of how 
dehumanized life is at Bridgewater, and 

how that dehumanisation is so familiar 
it has become banal Even people who 
are doing their best to treat the in¬ 

mates with sottir good humour and 

kindness, like the woman who conduct 
on inmate a birthday party, can't pre¬ 
vail against the misery* uf the place 

In a frw metnorahte scene*, we *<*> 
the frustration uf a young man who 
tries to buck Bridgewater He was sent 
there from a state prison for a few days' 

observation^ and the days have 

stretched into a year and a half Now 
the young man wants to return to 
prison where, with the use of the library 

and other facilities available to him. he 
can prepare himself for life outride He 
complains to u doctor that instead of 

therapy he hi given drugs, but the 
doctor assures him that he i* being 
cared for If lie were to return to prusm, 

he is toW, he'd lie back at Bridgewater 
by nightfall 

'Ihe patient has been diagnosed as a 

paranoid schizophrenic and he is mg 
without obviou* problem*—he believes 
that his food is being poisoned. But he is 
more lucid than any other patient we 
wee, and no doctor chooses to answer his 
questions alxiut how the aimless days at 

Bridgewater can take the place of the 
opportunities available in the prison he 

was taken from. In the films most 
pa infill sequence, w e see him appear 
before a review board When he ask* 
why be is given drug* instead of help, 

he i* asked. in return, why he doesn't 
Lake his medicine As his frustration 

grows, he becomes lew coherent, accus 

mg one doctor of wanting to harm him 
‘Well, that'* interesting logic,' the doc¬ 
tor says with a tight smile before 

guard.- lead the young man away It’s a 
bod joke when the doctor proscribe* a 
higher dosage of tranquillisers to ‘get 

the paranoid element under control’ 
Watching this sequence you don’t won¬ 
der why the doctor didn’t object to it 

being shown, he’s certain that what he's 
doing is in the patients host interest 

How many times have we reacted to a 
crazy person coming on to a crowded 

bus nr subway car by ignoring him? 
How does that reaction increase when 

one is surrounded, a* are the people at 
Bridgewater by irrational, incoherent, 
potentially dangerous men"' The doctors' 

condescension. like the taunts of the 
guards, is a form of the insulation we 
nil avail ourselves of from time to time, 

except that in the case of the doctors it 
has become a part of their uniform It’* 

far easier, and surely more comfortable, 
to label the mentally ill as freak* or 

oddities or a* something barely human, 
rather than to attempt to interact with 
them or acknowledge their humanity 

The doctors* assertion of their prate* 
sinnul statu* becomes another defence, 
another distancing technique at their 
disposal The must upsetting thing 
about watching the film is that we 
cannot be sure that, in the same posi¬ 

tion. we would act differently. Dn the twenty year* since Wise¬ 
man made Titicut FoJhcs, a new 
facility has been built at Bridge- 

water, but condition* seem to 
have changed little In spring 

19H7. the national press reported 

the death* of five inmate* Three 
of the five deaths were? suicides and 
were found to have been preventable 

They occurred in %eclu*ioci cell* where 
inmates are supposed to be constantly 
monitored by guards; the men were able 
to kill themdclve* because they hod 

bwn loft unnhfcorvtd In September 

1987 Massachusetts Superior Court 
Judge James P. Lynch. Jr ruled that 
Bridgewater discontinue it* practice of 
placing newly admitted patients naked 

in single cell* equipped with holes in 

the floor for toilet*, and that patients in 

seclusion must he monitored by trained 
personnel visible to the patient at all 

time* Judge Lynch also ruled that 
seclusion cell* should only be used in 
emergencies and that, despite repeated 
statements hy Bridgewater official*, 
the udmisaion of new patients did not 

constitute an emergency. 

The outcry over the deaths prompted 
Wiseman once again to begin fighting 

on behalf of hi* film. ‘There's some 

possibility that condition* wouldn't 
have been a* had a* they are* if the film 
had been shown twenty year* ago, ‘and 

gome changes might have taken place 
which might have prevented these 
deaths. He adds, ‘The altitude toward* 
rm* might have changed somewhat. 1 
have made a lot of other film* in the 

interim and I’m not seen as a porno¬ 

graphic Cambridge lawyer, The Follie* 
hnvr been legitimised by time.’ 

Should Tt tic ut Fatties at Last be 

allowed unrestricted showing*, how¬ 
ever, it would be another tragedy in the 
film’* history if it* continuing relevance 
were overlooked in a celebration of it* 
release lauU September for the first 

time since Wiseman made hi* documen¬ 

tary, a film crew was admitted to 

Bridgewater Ron Allen, a reporter for 
wvvu-rv in Boston, was a I low id into the 

facility, on condition that some inmate* 

have their face* electronically altered to 
prevent identification And what he 
found i* all too familiar, strip searches 

of new patient* conducted publicly, 
medication taking the place of therapy, 
buildings and stall inadequate to the 

patient*' needs The Moteachiisetts 
legislature recently recommended a 
fifty per cent increase in Bridgewater's 

annual budget, but many believe that 

isn't enough to equalise the current 

12:1 patient-eta fT ratio 
One inmate Allen interviewed, who 

look* barely out of his teen*, was admit¬ 
ted for killing hi* hnhy. The hospital i* 
able to let him see his therapist only 

once a week, which the staff acknow¬ 
ledge* 1* far from adequate *So the 
young man. who realise* that the *tate 

can do nothing to help prevent him from 
hurting the people he love*, t* taking 
hi* own step*. In thr exercise yard, he 
store* into the sun. which is slowly 

burning away his retina, causing him to 
go blind, and he dne* not intend to step 
there- ‘One way or another, I'll find a 

way to take my life/ he vows In 1%7 
Fred Wiseman said, *1 don’t think 
Bridgewater is a unique institution. 

Places like it exit* all over the world ' ■ 
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Toronto An hour after disembarking 
fmm a plane from Zurich, minute* 

after a leap through a hotel shower, 
Patricio Higtismith, 66. hu* sl*p|*d into 
*lacks and loafer* to meet the pres*. 
The author of Stranger* on a Train and 

other suspense iIummcii mode into 

movie* ‘Wim Wembrs1 Thv Aiwiasn 
Friend. from Ripley'n (tame, remains 
the best known European adaptation» 
introduce* beraelf guardedly 

'Call me Pat/ she says. shaking 

humL- She Id determined to he coopera¬ 
tive, though burnt in the post by her 

rare interviews, *1 only know that it 
takes week a to recover, as if one luid 

been in a car accident/ she wrote in 
1967 i think J D Salinger U correct in 
grunting no interview*, and in making 

no speeches.' Twenty years later. High* 

smith has agreed to take part in the 
Toronto International Festival of 
Authors, to read from her new novel 
Found in the Street and even to uptpear 
on a panel about bonks made over into 

film* 
This is a coup for the eight-yej»r-nld 

Toronto festival. No one cun rocall when 

Highsmith last left Europe to venture 

into the public arena in America High* 
smith sighs at the repeated pros* 
descriptions of herself a* a ‘reduce’ JtV 

hecau&e I prefer to live in the country 
where it'll quiet/ Where exactly she 

won't say. though it is in a two-street 
town in the Italian part of Switzerland. 
lhrre and a half hour* From Zurich 
'Woody Allen movies dubbed into 

Italian/ she says 
Born in Fort Worth, Texas, Patricia 

Highxmith grew up in New York City. 

She took a degree at Barnard College. 
Then came years of travelling about 
Europe Today she live* alone in Swit 

Zet land 1 can’t write if someone else is 
in the house, not even the cleaning 
woman I like to wnrk four or five hours 

a day I aim for seven days a week. 
I have no television — I hate it I listen 
to the nnc World Service starling at 2 

Shiiigih 
in the morning until 4 I switch off the 
light and listen in bed I don’t net the 

alarm to get up 1 get up when I feel like 

It/ 
She owns no copies of films made from 

her books, not even Alfred Hitchcock's 

1951 version of her first novel 8trongrra 
on a Train <I950>. ’It seem* to be 
entertaining after all these years/ she 

acknowledges. They keep playing it on 
American tv , ancient as it i*. \ few 
years ago, there were requests to me, 
“Can we make thia?" I said that I have 
no nght* Contact the Hitchcock estate, 
which won’t release it for a remake ’ 

Stranger* on a Tram was sold out¬ 

right for $7,500. with ten per cent of 
that to Highsmith’* agent A meagre 
recompense, some would say; hut High- 
sinith disagrees. Tliat wasn't a bad 

price then for a first book, and my agent 

upped it os much as possible. 1 was 27, 
and had nothing fie hind me I was work¬ 
ing like a font to earn a living and pay 

for my apartment. 1 didn’t hang around 

film* I don't know if I d even seen 
Hitchcock’s The tjady Vaniuhe*' Any¬ 

way. she heard that Robert Bloch was 
paid only $9,000 by Hitchcock for his 
navel l**yrhn. 

About Stranger* on a Train: she 
adore* Robert Walker a* the t**ycho- 
pathic Bruno fHr was excellent. He had 

elegance and humour, and the proper 
fondness for hi* mother*» Highsmith i* 
less pleased with Ruth Roman ns Ann 
Morton. Guy a love interest • ‘She should 
be much warmer** And oho regret* 
Hitchcock's decision to turn Guy * Earley 

Granger*, an architect in the novel, into 

a chumpionesliip tennis player J 
thought it wan ludicrous lt» even more 
ludicrous that he’s aspiring to he a 

politician, and that he * supposed to be 
in lave with that stone angel / 

She only talked to Hitchcock once*, 
while Stranger* on a Tram wa* in 
pro-production *1 wa* in New York He 
was in California. He rang me to make 

a report on hi* progress and sand. MFm 

having trouhli I just racked mv M^xind 
screenwriter.1’ ’ Hitchcock later hired 

Raymond Chandler to write the final 
script Highsmith never met Chandler, 
or apparently any other writrr of sus 

pense novels She doesn’t read them, 

ahe says, except, ovet and over again, 
the muster Dostoevwky AI*o Graham 
Greene, a declared Highsmith admirer, 

with whom -he exchange* occasional 
letter* ‘I have his telephone* number, 

but I wouldn’t drearn of using it. I don t 
seek out writers because we all w’ant to 
be alone*/ 

Highsmith has never oeen Owe You 
Kish a Stranger, a 1969 Warner varia¬ 

tion of Stranger* on a Tram in which a 

crazy girl iCarol Lynley) offer* to assas¬ 
sinate the chief competition of a gulf pro 

• Paul Burke* tf he will bump off her 
psychiatrist. 'God know*, it waa cer¬ 
tainly done behind my buck*’ Highsmith 
laughs, 'Strangers on a Golf Course ' 

Highsmith claim* she is not mad 
about* Claude Miller* 1977 lhte.% tu\ 
if lie fe / dime Arum her novel This Street 
Su:tme**> and she loathe* Frfith* Tug? 
hueh. the 1983 Went German 61m by 

Hans Gebaendcirfer, drawn from Rdith * 

Diary\ one of her few novels with a 
female protagonist In the hook, Edith 
Howland, a suburban Pennsylvania 

housewife, suffers mightily because her 
home bound «on, Cliffie, is so passive, 
unumbitious and mediocre In the 

movie, which i* set in Germany. Cliffie 
be* nines a psychotic who lusts allrr hi* 
mother Angela Winkler* ‘It’n dreadful' 

Highsmith says 'Making the ton in love 
with the mother is o lot of Oedipal crap/ 
She was taken abac k because Grisnrn* 

dorfer’s version of The Gtanu Veil (Die 
Glitter*ic Zetle. 1971) wa* a decent, aen- 
sitive film a notable portrayal of the 
anguish of a man (Helmut Griem) who 

mififiect* that hi* wife Brigitte Ftaaayl 
is enmeshed in a love affair. 

Several of Highsmith'* favourite ver¬ 
sion* of her works have been for tele¬ 

vision: a West German odxi plat ton of 
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Deep Water, and a Quebec retelling of 

several short stories. She thinks be 
Meurtrier i Enough Rnpe, 19tvti, from 

her novel Thr fWii^rnr 0954', is ‘a 

jolly goad him , and she is negotiating 

now to sell the right* for a remake She 
must choose between competing bid¬ 

ders, an Italian producer and a French 

director, Claude Chabrol 
‘Lately I ask for 4, 5, 6-pagr treat¬ 

ment!) fttini buyers uf my books. I turn 

down plenty of them because they aren't 
inspired. Lc Meurtrier. directed by 
Claude Autant-Lara. moved High- 
smith's New York setting to Southern 
France *1 hope this time it will be art in 

California.,' she aaya. A character in The 
Blunderer is a sadistic New .Jersey 
policeman who commute* into New 

York and beats up murder suspects as 

part of his investigation 'In a way. I 
mode a mistake/ Highsmith admits, 
‘because a New Jersey policeman can't 
operate that way in New York But in 
California, he con move between dif* 

ferent counties.' 
In 1952. under the nom dr plume 

Claire Morgan, Highsmith published 

The Pnct of Salt, a novel of lesbian 
love, notably radical in ita day for 
having a happy ending The heroine. 
Thereae, rejects her boyfriend *wha is 

given to quoting from A Portrait of the 
Artist as a Young Man) for a passionate 

new life in the onns of sophisticated 
Carol This was High smiths only 
overtly gay novel before her new bonk 

Found m the Street, which is set in 
the casually bisexual New York art 
world Critic*, however, have noted thr 
homosexual underpinnings of High 

smith's many tales of unlikely male 

friendship, particularly the four Ripley 
novels. 

Tom Ripley is constantly mistaken for 
being ‘queer lie likos to attend all¬ 
male parties and to masquerade in 

other mens clothes, particularly the 
garment* of those who ohm* him. In 
The TaJrnieti Mr Ripley hr develops an 

undeniable crush on Dickie Grrenlcaf 

When Greenleuf spurns him. Ripley 
kill* the young man By the fourth 
novel. The Boy Who Foi l ou r d Ripley, 

her hero ho? committed eight murders 
<by Highsmith* count) and got away 
with all of them 

i don't think Ripley is gay/ High¬ 

smith aaye adamantly in Toronto 'He 
appreciate* good look* in other men. 

Dial's Lrue. But he's married in later 
books. I'm not saying he's very strong in 
the sex department, but he make* it in 

bed with his wife* In The American 

Fnend. hi* idiosyncratic reading of 
Ripley'* Game, Wim Wonder* mode 
Ripley \Dennis Hopper' into a bachelor 
once again. ‘Ripley lias some nice 

friends though/ Wenders told an inter¬ 
viewer lies not a solitary* and he* not 
u homucM.'Xuul. Not explicitly. But the 

way he handles Jonathan has a lot to do 
with homosexuality.' When throe conv 

menis art* quoted to her, Highsmith 

counters. Ripley is warned And he's 
not lost. He has his feet on the ground * 

As for Wenders, HigbMiuth says, ‘He 

mingled two Ripley books for The 
American Friend—one of them he 
didn't buy.* • Wenders' frame storv 

concerns forged paintings, a plot 
fragment borrowed from Ripley tinder 
Ground' 

Highsmith met Wenders before The 
American Friend, w hen he tried to buy 
the lilm rights of one of her books. 

According to Wenders, the novels he 
was interested in, Cry of the (hcl and 
The Tremor of Forgery. were ul ready 

optioned. Highsmith suggested he read 

the one she had just finished writing 'ft 
was Ripley*s Game, and 1 liked it from 
the beginning/ And Highsmith liked 

Wenders ‘There's something about him 
that* nit Hi* artistic quality, his rn 
thuMusm/ The American Friend, she 

concede*, ha* a certain ‘stylishness’, and 
she thinks thr scenes on the train are 
terrific Also, she likes Pari*, Texas But 
she is confused by Dennis Hopper’s 

highway cowboy rendition of Ripley 

‘Those aren't my word*.’ she says of his 
philosophical soliloquies 

Highsmith thinks that the handsome 

Alain Delon was excellent a* Ripley in 
Plein Soled (Purple Noon, 1959*. Rene 

< "lenient'* adaptation of The Talented 
Mr Ripley* though she was jolted by the 
ending in which Ripley is caught after 
throwing the murdered Dickie Green 

leaf overboard But perhap*. she save, 
Stranger* on a Trains Robert Walker 
might have been the best Ripley of all. 

If he had lived 

Alas, Highsmith has become bored in 
Toronto talking about the movie ver 

sions of her novels. Finally, she says, 
film directors can do what they want 
with her books, once she has signed the 

contract Kspecutlly since she Lsn't 

interested in doing the screenplays 
herself. '1 startl'd screenplays two or 
three times, and I can a»ure you that 1 

failed I don’t think in the way a play¬ 
wright thinks So, if people have bought 

something of mine, they know* by now 

that I will decline writing it for the 
movies Anyway. I don't want to know 
movie directors. 1 don't want to be dime 

to them I don't want to interfere with 
their work I don't want them to inter¬ 
fere with mine * 

She rarely sees movies. When she 
does, it is usually to catch up. such as 
an a jaunt to the Locarno festival A 

decade ago. Highsmith was president of 
the jury at the Berlin festival. T was not 
particularly goad at it/ she remembers 

i hated cracking the whip, and these 

tunes turn into political thing* Some 
fellow from the Third World kept ham¬ 
mering for pnxes far a Communist film 

which was rotten.' 
An embarrassingly obvious final 

question. Does Highsmith have a 

favourite mime of all time'? 'No/ Not 
Citizen Kane or ('ataManra'* ‘No, no/ 
she says again, but then she smiles to 

herself Maybe Gone With the Wind— 
and it’s a great hook as well/ ■ 
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Jill Forhe* nought out Gabriel 
Axel. the Danish director of 

Bobette** Feaxt; and in London. Guy 
Phelps travelled to a Bother hi the 
warehouse to meet liichard Good¬ 

win and Christine Rd/unl. the hus¬ 

band and wife team who produced 
and directed Little Dorrit. 

RmIh-Ov * y*M*t F.njo> in^ tlwtr mral 

Axel’s Feast 
JtLU roomcs: It; Habelte * Feant a project 

vuu have nursed for a long time7 

GMuutt <\xr4,; Fourteen yc-niw I first 
suggested it to French television and 
they sani Yea straight away But the 

Danes said No. and I couldn't find a 
producer. Then two nr three yearn ago I 
went to the Danish Film Institute, 
which exists to encourage independent 
productions secured their agreement, 1 

found a French producer which enabled 
us to get the tuoaor scu recutU'fi from 
the esc and m came in with lVii 

million francs. Then I couldn't find a 
distributor, gave the whole thing up. 

went back to Denmark, found a I)«r.i*h 
producer, persuaded the Danish Film 
Institute to increase their participation 
and ki it Urn mo an entirely Danish 
production. 
—Facilitated by the success of BhxeW 

Dtnesen’s Out of Africa! 
— Not at all We got the agreement in 

July 19H5 and Out of Africa was not 
shown until 19*6 Hut of course it 

helped with the sale* subsequently. 

—What about Stephane Audran7 She 
agreed to do it even though there was 

no French sale Why did you want her 
lar the part? 

—She is Parisian, feminine, a -»tar. an 
angel of the house- And the right age 
She somehow* belongs to the same tradi¬ 

tion uf acting as the Danes in the film 

Jill Forbes 
It s important that all the uctors should, 

so to speuk. lie play mg in the same key 
-I would have said there was a re 
markable dissimilarity... 

—Yc*. of course She’s French She 
walks like a Frenchwoman, close* a 

door like a French woman. Everything 
she does is gracious, whereas the 
Danish women are wearing clog* 

But they’re beautiful 

— Yes. but they move like Danes It s 
not a criticism It * » fact. 

J F Tell me something about the 
religious backdrop of the story Km it 
important7 

G.A.: 1 was asked recently if 1 was a 
believer, if I thought the Church ha* a 
role. All I can say i* that in liakrttr * 
Ftiurl there % a minister, hut it's not a 

film about religion There’s o general 
but it's not m film about the army. 

There's a cook, but it’s not a him about 
cooking Its a fairy tale, and if you try* 
to over explain it, you destroy it. II you 

wish, it's a film about the vagaries 
of fate and a film About art becaiw 
Rabcttr is an artist She creates the 

greatest masterpiece of her life and 
gives it to the two old maids The 

moment you start to dissect tin* film It 

becofne* symbolic, and I resist that It's 
the love of her work and her knowledge 
uf it which affects people 
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— I thought 1 detrctid a certain nostal¬ 
gia for France in the film? 
— Perhaps, yes My father lived in 
France. I wax born in Denmark but 
when I was two month* old l came to 
France and I went to school in France* 
no French is almost my first language. 
Even no. I’ve never felt very French 
since I was brought up in a Danish 
household But in a film studio. I feel 
more at home in Paris than tn Copen¬ 
hagen It may be that I was drawn to 
the story because it * about an activity 
that seem* typically French. Neverthe¬ 
less, Karen Blixen makes some mis¬ 
takes. Far example, she refer* to Veuve 
Clicquot Itttitt Now the story takes 
place in IMS and champagne doesn't 
keep that long. After eight rears it 
begins to deteriorate 
— What about the raiiles en sarcophage* 

— Bocuse knows the recipe. In fact, he 
cooked it recently to celebrate two years 
of political cn-hahitntn>n between 
Jacques Chirac and Francois Mitterrand. 
—I take it you’re interested in food? 
—Oh ye* Hi a gourmet This year, 
because of the film. I've been to a few 
good restaurants, and this led me to 
realise in the end how simple Balletic'* 
meal in 
—It seemed pretty expensive. How 
much did she win in today's terms7 
-200,000 francs. 120,00ft. Between 
twelve people And don't forget she 
bought the silver and the dinner service 
and the linen us well. Any great chef 
will tell you that 50 per cent of a meal 
is the presentation. 
—So the meal is an end m itself? 
—Not at all The young Lieutenant was 
unahlc to explain why hr was leaving 
Alter the mml. we repeat the exact 
same shot but this time tbe General 
finds the words he ought to have said 
when he wa* young ‘Every day that 
remain* in my life I shall be with you.1 
And he realise* that he has wasted his 
life. So it's Babette's meal and her 
art which liberate* tbeir mind* and 
give* them all the strength to he them¬ 
selves. It* a him about right and wrong 
choices in life too 
—It's a rather cruel portrait of Dim- 
mark. isn’t it? 
—Karen Blixen says that spirituality 
and sensuality go together But the 
Dane* don't like thU. The him hasn't 
received a single award in Denmark. No 
one is a prophet in his own country'. 

J F : Could we talk a little about your 
earlier career 
G A : 'Hie only film of mine that ever 
made any money before Hobette wa* 
Danish Blue, which was not a porno¬ 
graphic film but a ftlm about porno* 
graph> as a result of which censorship 
was abolished in Denmark But for ten 
year* I mainly worked far French tele¬ 
vision. I directed adaptations of Balzac* 
U* Cutt iie Tours, Simmon's Antoine et 
Julie, Toumier* Le Cag dr Bruyerv, 

Maeterlinck's Le* Coloa/ur* du Curl and 
IVrrr MouMier's Un Crime de Sotrr 
Temp*. 

—How du you find tbe difference be¬ 
tween television and films? 

—In tv you have to ivork very quickly 
All these project* represented a year'* 
preparation, a month* shoot and a 
years post-product ion Whereas for 
Babrtte„ Tar about the same length of 
footage, the shoot wa* St day*. On the 
other hand, most of my tv work was on 
16<nm and the two that were done on 
video were with a single camera, not 
four a* in a tv studio I've also worked a 
lot far Danish television, mainly odap 
tatkotiB of plays—Moli*re. Cir&udoux, 
Salacrou, Musset, people like that, 
usually Frencb. 
—And your present projects? 
—1 wish to concentrate now on things I 
really want to do and on feature him*. 
My next project is the real story of 
Hamlet a* told hy Saxo Grammaticus— 
with a happy ending, very different 
from Shakespeare, and if the Danes 
won't do it I’m sure f can raise the 
money in England. It’s a story about 
peasants. When Hamlet returns fro«n 
England, where he was Mippnnod to 
have been killed, you see him come 
back to tl>e court, which i* far from the* 
splendid romantic castles we usually 
get, but one of those low*bulll Viking 
house*, full of smoke In those days a 
King wo* someone with filly soldiers 
and ten horses But there are simi¬ 
larities with Babette It’s a fairy tale in 
exactly the same way 
— 1 detect a theatrical tradition in your 
career7 
— I began life os an actor I went to 
the Royal Danish Theatre School and 
1 produced about fifteen plays* in 
Denmark Often adaptations of French 
theatre. Denmark, after all. hasn't got a 
modem theatrical tradition and it's too 
influenced by StnndbeTg and Ibsen 
This ha* an influence on the actor* 
When you direct Audran she under¬ 
stands immediately what you want, hut 
you have to explain the psychology* in 
great detail to a Dane All St4phane 

Audran said to me was, ‘Tell me what 
state I'm in/ Obviously, you have to find 
tile precise description. For example, 
when she’s in the procession, she *aid. 
‘Am 1 happy'/ *No.* ‘Am 1 proud7' 'No/ 
*So what am I?' ^Serene 1 And with that 
single dimcHon, she played the whole 
scene. 
— For me there’* a huge difference be¬ 
tween the poetry of Ihibette and the 
formalism of the French theatre. 
— I have the advantage of having an 
ironic view of both France and Den¬ 
mark. I'm u northerner, but I also 
understand the French In addition. 1 
admire the discipline of the French on a 
film set When we started shooting 
Babette. I wrote* aeven pages about the 
film and distributed it to the whole 
crew. Not one single Dane aevked me a 
question and I later discovered that 
none or them had any faith in the film 
And Stephan* Audran was astonished 
by the tack of professionalism among 
her Danish colleagues, who kept on 
leaving the set on some pretext or other. 

J.F.: l-rt me ask the question I'm sure 
everyone asks Are you a disciple of 
Dreyer7 Some scenes in Bafotte's Feast 
might recall Ordet, for example. 
G A.: I admire Dreyer for hi* sense of 
oampnkition and his rigour But rny real 
master is lsiuis Jouvet, whom I admire 
as a man uf Lhe theatre, for his simpli¬ 
city and total refinement. I worked for 
four years as a spear earner in Jouvet s 
company in Part*. 1 find a similar 
quality in certain painters, such a* 
Braque or Vermeer Nothing extra 
neou*. only the e&aential In a film, 
what I look for i* the actor’s face 
Nothing should detract from the actor's 
eyed, in which everything can be read, 
whether in long-shot or in doee-up. In 
ttahettr there’s hardly n story. It’s just a 
seritw of portrait* And that's my ulti* 
mate aim O 

/ >*«*- 111# 4.#rv*c»l Marl Kullai wnd hu» ln»* iHivgUt# FwUnpMl. 
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L+rtlc tJoerrt. Pstrkia Haves 4 Affre> i. 

Victorian Values 
1. Poverty 

The vitality and character of London's 
East End has always derived from the 
successive waves of immigrant* washed 
up in an area ideally placed to service 
the needs of the affluent West End But 
this unique conjunction of diverse com¬ 
munities was also home to unimagin¬ 
able degradation and vice, 'Like an 
enormous* black, mot inn In**, giant 
kracken, the poverty of London lies 
there in lurking silence and encircle* 
with its mighty tentacles the life and 
wealth of the City and of the West End,’ 
reported a journalist in 1891. Even as 
lie wrote, however, it was the City that 
was reaching eastwards, gobbling up 
the poorer areas and forcing the arti¬ 
san* and labourer* down-river, What 
nineteenth century capitalism had be¬ 
gun. Hitler s bumbo and the new Dock¬ 
lands development schemes have 

finished, transforming whole landscapes 
and. with unbiased indifference, des¬ 
troying joy and misery alike 

Pockets of the post of course remain 
One such surrounds the ancient 
Mayflower Inn the site from which the 
Pilgrim Fathers set sail. A few yards 
down Bother hi the Street is the Pump 
Engine House for Marc Brunei's 
Thames Tunnel af IK25-43. In between. 

Guy Phelps 
linked by an old iron bndgo. are two 
warehouses dating from around 1744) 
which form the ‘modern’ home of Sands 
Film*, a remarkable* family husincs* 
which unites traditional skills and 
'out-moded* working practices with 
the organisation of a quint essentially 
twentieth century art form 

It is now already a cliche to note that. 

in comparison with Hollywxiad. Moscow 
or Bombay, Britain has only a cottage 
film industry In the awe of iS-inds this 
term is perfectly apposite, for over the 
last dozen years its owners, Richard 
Goodwin and Christine EdzaitL have 
built up a small-scale, fully integrated 
Him making operation based on a blue¬ 
print more familiar fmm the silent cine¬ 
ma, or modern theatrr practice. Those 
two buildings house a complete Him 
studio—a large sound stage, workshops 
for carpentry, metalwork, plastering, 
painting, model-making, printing and 
costume product**!, editing suites for 
sound and picture, camera* acquired 
from the old mcjm studios at Boreham 
wood, projectK»n suite, canteen and even 
the Rotberhitbe Picture Research Li¬ 
brary, a reference collection run os an 
Educational Trust as well a* a superb 
research roanuire This complex is 
metaphoric home to a staff of 25 perma¬ 
nent employee* and literal home for the 
couple who brought it all to fruition. 
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Neither Goodwin iwir Kdrard. beget 
ten* of this positively Victorian 
arrangement, can he described a* local* 
Christine Kdxard wa* bom in Paris in 
1945. Her parents, one German, the 
other Polish, were both painter* 
Tlwugh they insisted that she acquire a 
degree in Economic*. she soon gravi¬ 
tated toward* the theatre, becoming 
assistant to designers Lila di Nobi Is and 
RoKtislav Doboujirucky. working on botii 
operas and play* It was di Nobili who. 
in 1966, persuaded her to go tn Rome to 
work on Zeftirellia Romeo and Jut re/ 
The films associate producer was 
Richard Goodwin, already a him vet* 
erau at 32 having been location mana¬ 
ger for Lord Brabourne on a film the 
latter had been producing in tiamhay 
(where Goodwin had been bocti and 
brought up» nine years earlier 

Goodwin and Kdrnrd maim'd and 
soon settled in Britain It was the period 
of Bryan Forbes’ ill-fated tenure as liead 
of production at kmi Elstree. fine of his 
successful projects was the ballet film 
Tales of Beatrix Rotter which Goodwin 
produced Kdwird nnt only spent two 
vears designing seta and costumes hut 
also wrote the script 

If Beatrix Potter proved to he popular, 
its success paled in comparison with 
that of the next production from the 
team of Goodwin and Brabourne, Mur¬ 
der on the Oruvu Kxpre%%, the first in 
the series of very commercial films 
based on Agatha Christies novel*, The 
profit* from this film enabled the Good 
wins to realise their dream, and one 
sunny Sunday in 1975 their search for a 
hose led them to kothrrhiLhe. Con 
verted at considerable expense, the dil¬ 
apidated warehouses allowed the couple 
to move in their existing toy and dolfs- 
house making business »an offshoot of 
set design' and gradually to add other 
skills and crafts, all of which were to he 
integrated into the grand final design — 
a film studio 

From the start it wa* conceived that 
Kdzard was tn direct, and she immedi¬ 
ately threw herself into a series of films 
that wvre both labours of love and 
learning experience*. Three short 
Andersen tales were eventually put 
together a* Storien from a Flying Trunk 
and included technique* a* varied aft 
stop-frame animation, live action and 
ballet. An animated short. The Sight 
ingaU-, took four years to make and waft 
followed by Ed/ard’s first real break 
through. Biddy (1983b a beautifully 
realised story of an English nanny ('a 
tiny gem of a film1- 5Hi/bK Made for 
$350,000 put up by the film-makers 
tbomsclvew. Biddy is only now getting 
near to covering it* costs, hut it gave 
Kdxard the confidence to pursue the 
realisation of a much more ambitious 
project, the Dickens masterpiece l.ittle 
Dorrit, always assumed to he too big a 
novel ever to be adaptable to film-the 
four early version* made between 1913 
and 1934 attempted only tiny section* 
of the story* 

In my new book I have been blowing 
off a little steam . .. but I have no 
political faith or hope. Dickens had 

written to a friend in 1855. A fulmina 
tion against the cankers at the heart of 
a Britain then at the height of her 
industrial hegemony. Little Dorrit had 
Ita origins in the authors personal ex¬ 
perience. Hi* father had been <M*i*ignod 
tn the Marsha Isea debtors’ prison thirty 
years before, a calamity that left a 
lasting impression on the young non 
The novel tell* of old William DonriL, 
incarcerated there for fifteen years, uf 
his stunted daughter Amy who wa* 
bom there, and of the outsider Arthur 
Clennum who helps to secure the re¬ 
lease of William, finally marries Amy, 
but alsn spend* time in the MnrshnUrn 
himself. The mam theme of the book is 
the destructive power of Money and ita 
reck lew pursuit, exemplified in the 
stock market collapse which ruins many 
of the character* Criticism is also 
directed at religion, at the law, ut blind 
bureaucracy and at the pervasive refu¬ 
sal to accept responsibility the working 
title of the bonk wa* ‘Nobody* Fault' 

Christine Edvard saw in Little Dorrtt 

not a brilliant period piece hut a work 
that i* ‘terribly close, in hundred* of 
ways, to today ‘ Dickens wrote at a Ume 
of growing public dissatisfaction with 
government, a time of riot* and high 
unemployment, when the rich were 
growing richer, the poor ever poorer It 
was a time of greed and speculation, 
epitomised by that Hocsky of former 
days, John Sadleir. the great hanker and 
financier whose empire crashed bring¬ 
ing disaster fur thousand* and suicide to 
the once 'eihtning wonder’ Dickens 
warned of the ’enormous Mack cloud of 
poverty in every town’ and attacked 
with all the venom of a former Com¬ 
mons reporter the ineffectiveness of 
Parliament and the ‘insolence* of the 
Prime Minister. His own ability to draw 
attention to three ills was, he felt, 
limited by the cloak of’horrid respecta¬ 
bility* that wu* suffocating the arts in 
this country. 

Undaunted by any fear of such im¬ 
potence and despite Richard Goodwin * 
heavy involvement co-producing A Pus 
Mge to India, the Sands Films team 
turned tn the new project. TV toy* 
making, which had kept oome cosh 
flowing to weigh against the £2,500 per 
week overhead*, wa* put aside and the 
skill* applied to their real purpose — 
film making Doll's houses were re¬ 
placed by miniature seta for slide super- 
imposition. Ail hand* turned to making 
hundreds of cuetunves (there were to be 
250 speaking parts alone), to construct¬ 
ing models and to designing seta for 
what Bd/anJ and her assistant, Olivier 
Stockman, soon saw would have to he 
two separate films: not simply due to 
length, but to enable the unravelling 
narrative to be seen from two different 
point* of view Thu* Part One i* seen 
through the experience* of Clennam. 
Part Two through Amy Do ml herself. 

The idea for this approach came very 
early on. ‘We brake the book down and 
we thought of several points of view, 
but we came hack quickly to two be¬ 
cause it U a very satisfying structure, 
and it is suggested in the book What I 

wanted to show* is that there are dif¬ 
ferent perceptions of the same reality, 
and that Dickens’ great quality is to ser 
the characters from two angles—in 
William both the abound, the fragile, 
the vulnerable and also the pathetic 
and lovable.' It was also soon apparent 
that both films would he long, though 
quite how long nobody could hit sure If 
early reports mentioned four or four and 
a half hours (rather than the eventual 
aixf it wa* ‘because we didn't want to 
frighten people too much.’ 

Buck from India, and bringing with 
him cotton for use in the cost ume*. 
producer Goodwin was having less luck 
with his side of the business, locating 
someone to honk ml I the dream The 
problem was less finding the money 
than finding someone who believed that 
the project was workable at the length 
it is.’ None of the usual source* either 
here or in America, where Goodwin 
tried uneucceaafully to create interest in 
a co-pmduction deal, met any more 
positive response than had greeted 
Dickens’ Mr Doyce in his effort* to 
finance his unbelted transmission sys¬ 
tem But. unlike Dover who failed to 
persevere 'and is the only person in 
Unit Dorrit to accept blame, Goodwin 
pressed un. despite mounting costa We 
had determined to make the film before 
we had any hackers and to get as far 
down the line os possible. We ended up 
taking a complete flyer and mortgaging 
the studio ’ By the end of 198-1 bank¬ 
ruptcy, if not the MarahaLsca, beckoned. 

2. Riches 

Salvation came in the form or Gan* 
Dartnali, head of Thorn kmi Screen En¬ 
tertainment. who visited Rotherhithe 
and agreed to fund the whole project- 
‘extremely brave of him in the circum¬ 
stances In fact true was in criais itself, 
with parent company Thorn nervously 
assessing ita brief flirtation with the 
unpredictable world of show business. 
Dartnali, about tn mount hi* own 
attempt at a management takeover, 
needed to have irons tn the fire to give 
the impression of a busy unit At £5m, 
Uttle Dorrit was not a giant gamble 

In November 1985 shooting started 
in Rotherhithe — and it.*e was put on 
the market. Gary Dart-iuilT* take-over 
foundered and the company was eventu¬ 
ally swallowed up by Cannon, the loot 
of it* great meals. By this time April 
1986, the film was m mid shoot, leaving 
Cannon too committed to withdraw ’In 
fart they were very decent They left us 
completely alone to finish. They were 
pretty puxxled by it.. 

Apart from film processing, every 
single stage of film-making was comple¬ 
ted in house at Grices Wharf Everyone 
contributed skills that only Edvard 
knew* they had An accountant found 
his forte in stitching waistcoat*. Edxard 
herself made same of the jewellery, her 
old mentor Doboujinsky came over from 
Paris to work on the garden sets, Stock¬ 
man not only helped edit the film but 
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v arm turn of the SchtifTlan prmenw to 

create the illusion of city streets. In this 
atmosphere Kdrard felt no qualms 

about taking on screen writing. direct¬ 
ing and editing, because they felt not 
like different roles, but port of the same 
operation it was possible because the 
people 1 work with are so close and 1 
know that they will he with me, not 
introducing different thinking. Making 

the him was a great joy and very 
civilised. 1 enjoyed everything about it.’ 

Lttile fiornl took nine months to 

shoot, precoded by a year of canting 
• with Alec Guinness. Joan Greenwood, 

Cusack. Ruben Morley, Max Wall. 

Derek Jacobi and Alan Bennett among 
the players), and a year of post- 

production. Until the pictures were 

almost finished there was no guarantee 
that they would ever be shown Only 

when Curaon were presented writh 

almost complete prints was a British 
distribution deal finalised, and even 
then nobody anticipated the chorus of 

approval that was to greet the films, i 
thought the films would work but I was 
surprised they worked so well, with 
good reviews not just from one kind of 
publication but from all from the tab 
ionfe to the punk magaxinee and the 

specialist pres*' 
In December 19H7, shortly after the 

collapse of stock markets around the 

wwld. Little Dorrri opened in London to 

packed and appreciative audiences. 

Goodwm and Edxard are currently co¬ 
ordinating distribution in the provinces, 
where audiences for anything remotely 

unusual are much harder to generate 
The director’s experiences talking to 
filmgoem around the country* have 

emphasised one fascinating feature It 
appears that almost every viewer has a 
clear favourite between the two ports, 

depending on their reaction to the two 

key figures ‘Some people have more 
affinity with Arthur and others with the 

character of LiUle Durr it and that 

makes them prefer one pert to the 
other, rather than anything in the 

structure Very few people can make 
the leap and identify with both ' 

In fact the paired structure of the 
films, telling the same story through 

different sets of eyes, allowed Kdzard to 
match an important aspect of the 

book — the way in which we are able to 

meet the characters in one context and 
then not juiat leave them there but come 

hack, meet them again and find out 

more from a different aspect ’ Or, a* 
Dickens put it in another letter, to have 
characters coming together, in a chance 

way. a* fellow-travellers . and to con¬ 
ned them afterwards, to make the wait 

tng for that connection a part of the 

interest' 
Nor is the attention to detail in the 

film merely a personal obsession. ‘What 

we wanted to do was to make Dicker** 

come across as real, as a journalists 

piece. That feeling that it is all about 

what you might bump into in the 
street - hence the detail, not for its own 

sake, but for the sake of reality and to 

give coherence Incoherence is unreal. 
What makes a thing real is making it 
believable and making it coherent. As 

soon a* something jar*, the audience 
jumps because it U different.* 

While Edxard and Goodwin nurse 

Little fktrrii through distribution and 
exhibition <foreign deals are yet to be 
donei, the stages at Rotherhithe spring 

to the movements of dancers and rever¬ 
berate to the mixed demands of com¬ 
mercials makers to whom they are 

hired Edxard is working on another 
project —and Stockman also ha* an 

idea —but no details are furthcoming, 

beyond sight of a number of small 
‘marble* columns Whatever the nature 
of these plans, they will undoubtedly 

conform to Goodwin’s golden rule of 

promising 'a long-term earning life, 
combined with sensible pricing and 
budgeting ' The Sand* approach will 
continue to apply, where the ‘family* of 
worker* contribute their talents, where 

nothing is wasted or thrown away, 
where clipping* from the carpentry 
shop help to warm the laundry, where 
dreeing cubicles will he cabins salvaged 
from Oeath On The Nile. Whatever 
the success of Little /Ajrn/, nobody 

will have gone off to Hollywood ■ 
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Hans, New York, Tokyo, Rome. Her 
tin , , What is the special nature of the* 
relationship hctwwn the city and the 
cinema, the art which mure than any 
other was born of urbanisation? It 
seems that Paris and New York have 
something that London, Vienna, San 
Francisco and even New Orleans do not. 
namely a cinematic image, atmosphere 
uc configuration This may ha%*e dc 
tended historically on the location of 
thr first film studios which, at least in 
England, tended to be eccentrically 
sited, reflecting, in this, the national 
passion for suburbia Rut the thesis of 
the organiser* of t'ilew-Cines' is that a 
more significant reason is the* neewaoary 
and intimate relation between archi¬ 
tecture and thr cinema 

The Cit£s-Ctm» exhibition is an 
adventure playground for film lovers, a 
drvam that has <ximc true via papier- 
iniiche It has lieen built that is the 
word —at l*i Vi Bette, a complex of corn 
cert halls and exhibition space* created 
from the former city abattoir*, a deso¬ 
late zone on the northern edge of Paris 
where the streets are still paved with 
cyclopean cobblestones designed to 
withstand pounding hoofs and the cafe* 
still cater to the meat trade. 

Imode this enormous shed an entirely 
fake city has been constructed, complete 
with mam street, phone booths, con¬ 
cierge's lodge*, bars, diners, car parks 
and underground stations—the kind of 
location* which attract film-maker* the 
world over And off the main drag are 
sited twenty-one screens showing mon¬ 
tage sequences each grouped round a 
different theme. Some are devoted to 
cities *uch a* Paris or New York which 
have a particularly neb cinematic 
iconography, others, such as The car 
park* or the outskirts', are those which 
have attracted a certain film-making 
tradition Thus in ‘Peripheries* it lie 
outskirtsi the visitor presses his nose 
against a wrire fence enclosing a patch of 
waste ground over which are strewn old 
tv sets, car part*, tyres, the debris of 

the consumer society, and Jirmw which, 
at the appropriate height, runs a rust¬ 
ing railway bridge On to the screen, 
which is cunningly suspended just 
under the bridge, to projected a dip 
from Kurosawas film in which the 
dwarf stumbles through just such m 
waste plot holding out his hands 
and intoning *Dodta'ha~dm, dodes'ka- 
den .. ,* 

The "Cafe Lumi£re‘. on the other 
hand, is done out with wood panelling 
and a pool tahle in keeping with an 
altogether more light-hearted approach, 
with Chaplin as a virtuoso waiter in a 
acme horn City Lights and Griffin 
Dunne ordering a deadly cocktail and 
making the waiter drink it in an 
extract from After Hour*, Probably the 
most imaginative sequence is \Suhwav\ 
where the set was built by the Paris 
Metro which it resemble* When the 
film loop is about to roll the signal 
changes from red to green, the earth 
shakes and the soundtrack rumble* 
Then we see Bessons Suhuniy, the ven 
t tint or grating sequence from Screw 
Year itch \which ts cheating a bit), hut 
also dips from Bande a part, White the 
City Steeps and, moot interesting of all. 
Dan icin'* Walking Through Moscow, 
which is a kind of Soviet Stag in* in the 
Rain 

However, the city of cities, the mecra 
of this entirely factitious world, is Cine 
citth. film city itself, which merit* a 
cinema of its own and a montage that 
last* a good twenty minutes Is this 
Rome or merely this image of it? The 
question of authenticity was pnned all 
thus** years ago by Marcello Mastro- 
ianni »n La Dolce Vi/a. reprised here in 
the famous sequence in which Anita 
Kkberg disports herself in the fountain. 
In fact, w ith fh*mt, City of Women and. 
most recently (though not in the exhibi¬ 
tion! Intervista, it runs through moot of 
Fellini's work, and hi* effort leas medita¬ 
tions on illusion and reality can make 
even Visconti look like a poor relation. 
When in Rocoo and Hi* Brothers Annie 

(iirardot and Alain Delon play their 
farewell scene on the towers of Milan 
Cathedral, or when the croud gazes up 
in wonder towards those same towers in 
De Sica's Miracle in Milan, the viewer 
suddenly comprehend* the limit Jet* pos¬ 
sibilities of the studio set and the 
poverty of the real. 

For the cityscape i* alan the future 
and this is where architect and film¬ 
maker cocne together. Cites-Cm&i has 
identified two strand* in the urban 
imagination On the one hand, the 
geometric austerity of the modern 
movement, symbolised by the hero 
iFrank l«lo>d Wright?) of King Vidor's 
The Fountainhead, filmed in profile by 
his office window against a scale model 
of his next office block which, because of 
the lluttcning of perspective, is virtually 
indiatingut&hable from the real block* 
outside the window This inhuman and 
menacing city is the Atphavdie tradi¬ 
tion, On the other hand, there are the 
expressionist excesses of Metropolis, 
Brazil or Sineteen Eighty Four, whose 

Babylonian towers and criaMrrosa 
walkways intimidate* by their complex 
tty rather than their size In either case 
man and the city are incommensurate, 
hut in the former it ts physically, in the* 
Latter intellectually. 

If it is in model-making that the 
architect resemble* the set designer, it 
is m myth-making that thr set designer 
becomes an architect of the imagina¬ 
tion, mobilising a capacity to figure a 
patrntial reality. This is why Trauners 
Pans, for example, is more real than 
the real thing So that Cit**-Cinee is a 
looking gloss world, an invitation to 
puss through a vast screen made of 
fibreglass strips on to which are pro¬ 
jected clips from Man with a Movie 
Camera and Metropolis, and into a 
world of winking video screens, camera 
eyes and chiaroscuro This must be the 
find ever exhibition that can be lived in. 

Alas, Cites-Cinfs ulso encourages a 
meditation on Pans as a film city. 
While perhaps not a world centre for 
production, it has. until very recently, 
been a mecca for film exhibition It 
always used to be possible to seif every¬ 
thing in Paris sooner or later, but how 
times change1 In the pasL the senous 
film viewer would rush out on Wednes 
day and lick off the week's viewing in 
Panscope. these days it's more likely to 
hr in 7VMncuna. For with six tv chan¬ 
nels, each of which shows at least one 
film a day and often more, the choice on 
television is greater than any one indi¬ 
vidual can cope with. And much of it is 
worth seeing So the last year, since the 
two new tv channels really go* going, 
has seen a spectacular drop in cinema 
attendances for the first time* for nine 
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year*, bringing Franco into line, more 
or leoe, with other Furnp^on countries 
Thr drop has b<*cn so sudden that any 
attempt on the part of the TV companies 
to attribute it to longer term social 
factors would not «M?m remotely 
plausible Television does nut kill tike 
cinema, of course, wnce it is heavily 
implicated in him production, hut it has 
an indisputably deleterious effect on 
exhibition 

There is worse At the beginning of 
January the Ministry of Culture hosted 
a meeting between the film industry 
and the television channels in an ett'ort 
to stop the ml. But Canal Hus refused 
to take part, while the recently priva¬ 
tised rri took the opportunity to 
attempt to hobble its public-service 
competitors It seems that the him in¬ 
dustry will have to learn to live with 
this new situation. Where French tele¬ 
vision is particularly culpable, however, 
is not so much in the number of feature 
him* shown a* in the quantities of 
American product* The transatlantic 
predominance is astounding a typical 
week will include 70 American produc¬ 
tion* isene*, telefilms, etc* as agairet 
20 French, 7 British and about .1 from 
other sources, and again this expluenun 
of American product in entirely attri¬ 
butable to the creation of new channels, 
K very one said that it would happen 
and it has. 

Television's capacity to cannibalise the 
cinema is ulreadr familiar in Italy and 

ftitartr*»jr F*drriro Frtllni. 

is shortly to become so in Britain, while 
in France it forms the backdrop to 
Federico Fellini a recent court case It 
se«m* that the French distributor* of 
InOervista, Fellini's latest him. disliked 
the subtitle* used for the Cannes 
screening, though they were by a well- 
known Italian specialist, and commis- 
aiofved difTerent titles which infuriated 
Fellini TmdutUm imditoref But the 
film maker, who in his original contract 
with his producer had a right to veto all 
titles, found that these rights had been 
sold on several times, making it impos¬ 
sible to Iknd a culprit. 

The film itself takes on a special 
poignancy as a result, for it is a nttar cn 

of the tUm-maker at work, con¬ 
fronting the world of CinocittA today 
not with the real world so much as with 

Cinecitta as it used to be Cit4e-Cmee 
guessed correctly, for here, m Interruita, 

the ageing Mastroianni visits the 
ageing Fkherg. at Fellini's instigation, 
and together they wave a magic wand 
which allows them to review the Ibun 
tain scene from La Dob* Vita and all 
their yesterdays Simone Signoret got it 
right: Nostalgia ain't what it u*ed to be 
and neither is the cinema in Pans. ■ 
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Decouverte et Sauvegarde 
du Cinema Britannique 

From February 1988 to February 1989 
400 films: 1 film per day for 1 year 

presented in 9 parts 

— Michael Balcon — Realism: Fiction Films 

— The Literary Tradition — Musical and Comedy 

— Early Studios and Animation — British Values 

— British Documentaries — Melodramatica 

— New British Cinema 

Retrospective organised with the National Film Archive, 

British Film Institute in collaboration with the British Council, 

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, France and the Ministry of Culture 

and Communication, France with the aid of the GAN Foundation 

for the Cinema, France 
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nlil thr curly 1980*, broad¬ 
cast television mostly ignored 
the tradition of electronic 
image making conventionally 
identified a* video art. 

Twenty years of mien** experiment and 
exploration into the potential of the 
cathode ray tube wax rejected by brood 
casters who, if they were aware of this 
work at all. dismueed it as amateurish, 
elitist, inaccessible and irrelevant. In 
contrast, video arts reciprocal sense of 
the mainstream medium was always, as 
it remains, more complex and ambiva¬ 
lent. 

One central dynamic within video art 
has been explicitly oppositional, con* 
cemed with the deconstruction of tele¬ 
vision's languages and the &ug$p**ion 
of, indeed often the insistence cm, 
alternatives For many artist*, however, 
srnch a strategy seemed and If it was 
pursued only within a museum and 
gallery culture, which is inadequately 
funded and reache* minimal audiences 
Television itself, assuming its interest 
could be aroused, offered thr possibility 
of budgets and ratings, even if both 
wviuld initially be* rather low And the 
hand that fed in this way might still he 

bitten An a consequence, much video 
art over the past decade has exhibited a 
willingness to work with television. 

More recently, certain element* of 
television have been prepared to recog¬ 
nise, and occasionally embrace, the pos¬ 
sibilities and achievement* of video art. 
Broadcasters like Channel 4, the 
French subscription service Canal Plus, 
and parts of tike Public Broadcasting 
System (mat in the United State* have 
begun both to feature video art within 
their schedule* and to fund, to a limited 
degrrr, new works Parallel to this 
developing but often marginalised m 
terest. tboee who commission and pro¬ 
duce the high‘profile, immediate- impart 
elements of television, like music 
video*, commercials and programme 
title sequences, have come to recognise 
the commercial potential of <versions 
of► video art Techniques and styles 
pioneered by video artists, and m some 
cases the artists themselves, have been 
employed to publicise and advertise 
Paul Simon and Pet Shop Boys, Bryl- 
creem. Martini and much clse. 

One strand of opinion within the 
video community assert* that this 
mutual enming to*terms has entailed 

unacceptable compromise*, and that 
video art has been distract id and 
perhaps damaged by being encouraged 
to appeal to the alien precepts of the 
mainstream Thr present writer be¬ 
lieves just the opposite. For me. much of 
the most surprising, engaging and chal¬ 
lenging image-making thut I have en¬ 
countered in recent years in any 
medium has been stimulated and 
shaped by a productive tension between 
the history, ideas and concerns of video 
art and the history, ideas and demands 
of broadcast television 

A relationship, and a tension was 
established even before the arrival 

of video art as such. Among the first 
acknowledgments of television in the 
line arts was an exhibition mounted by 
Wolf Vostell in Cologne in 1959. in 
which the artist presented television 
sets which hod been damaged or bro¬ 
ken. daubed with paint and even shot at 
with a gun A comparable response to 
televisions seductiveness was demon 
Crated in Nam June Putk'0 1963 gallery 
show of monitor* on which the images 
were electronically distorted Two years 
later, in October 1966, Patk acquired 
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one uf thr first of Sony'* new portable 
video camera* to enter the United 
States The same day, according to 
video art's cherished account of its gene 
sis, he recorded on impreeaion uf a papal 
visit to New* York nnd showed the result 
that night in a club. 

Before this, television had nlau de¬ 
monstrated a certain interest in what 
were to become identified as concern* 
central to video art's development By 
ltH>4, at Boston's public television sta¬ 
tion worn, the young producer Fred 
Barsyk was using abstract visual* to 
accompany live music, arid these first 
tentative experiments soon bloa-omcd 
into an artist* in - residence programme 
arid early television presentations of 
tope* by independent video artiste. 
Driven by ideas about thr democrutis* 
mg potential of video technology, the 
»*b* station* K«tft:r> in San Francisco and 
wN?rr in New York also subsequently 
secured funding for experimental tele 
vision operations, the must elaborate 
of which was wnkt’s tv l-ah which wo* 
active between 1972 and 19K3. 

Two important figures working in 
television in the 1950* are also now 
hailed as pioneering visionaries who 
exploited the full creative range of elec¬ 
tronic image* Yet neither Ernie 
Kovac*, a popular television comedian 

in the United States, nor the French 
writer and director Je*n-Chri*tophe 
Averty would have identified their prac¬ 
tice as video art. They were both enter¬ 
tainers, interested in reaching a broad 
popular audiencr, but both wen* fasci¬ 
nated by the possibilities of breaking 
with the conventions and coder* of 
broadcast television. 

As early as 1951. Kovacs was slyly 
exposing the mechanics of television 
production, with an edition of hia nbc* 
show It's Time for Ernie featuring whis¬ 
pered instructions from the camera 
operator and Ernie himself rushing for¬ 
ward to polish the cameras lens. Over 
the next decade • until his death in 
1962> his anarchic tricks grew ever 
more sophisticated and complex, so that 
in 1957 he could mount Eugene, a 30- 
rninute hbt drama, with aound effect* 
and music but no dialogue, in which 
gravity appears to have gone haywire. 
The visual comedy, often achieved by 
simple but brilliantly imaginative 
camera tricks, is probably the closest 
Live small screen has come to the 
achievements of Buster Keaton 

Jean Chnstophe A vert v began mak¬ 
ing jam programmes for French tele¬ 
vision in the 1950s. Hut it was in his 
1964 senes />s Raisin* Verts that he 
first exploited fully the creative poten¬ 
tial of electronic image* Marry ing the 
surreal spirit of playw right Alfred Jarry 
(whose Uhu Roi Averty later mounted 
for television I with the idea of the 
screen a* a page on which all manner 
of graphic effects could be achieved, 
Averty created an entirely distinctive 
style Adaptations of Cocteau, Jules 
Verne. Shakespeare and Lewis Carroll 
followed, but hi* vision w o» only grudg 
ingly supported and oiler 1974 he 
retired from the medium 

Ideas ot the heart of Averty *s crea¬ 
tions, and of Kovacs work, have fuelled 
many *ube*<|t*ent television comedies, 
including the line’s Manly Python* 
Plying Circus and the more recent i UH 
series Pee-Wee Herman's Playhouse* but 
the same concerns with exploration and 
exposure of the specific quail ties uf the 
electronic medium have also informed 
many of the strands of video art. Video s 
development, however. was quite 
separate from this mainstream, and in 
its early years, its aesthetics paralleled 
thr**- of the visual art* world within 
which the new medium was nurtured 
In the late 196rf>* and early 1970s, 
artist* in the United States and else¬ 
where were challenging all the 
traditional understandings of pointing 
and sculpture Frustrated by what were 
perceived a* restrictive limitations, 
these artists sought to reach beyond the 
traditional form* and coti**>quently they 
engagrd not only with video, but also 
with conceptual art. with original 

understandings of photography, with 
performance, environment* and earth¬ 
works 

The video technology available at the 
time was comparatively crude and in¬ 
flexible Although the Sony 'portopak* 
cameras and W reel*to-reel recorders 
were lightweight and easy to operate, 
they offered only a low-definition black 
and white image, and their editing 
capability was exceptionally limited. 
They were, however, well-euited to the 
documentation of performances by indi¬ 
viduals, and this became one key ele¬ 
ment in the early aesthetic* of video 
The artist William Wcgman, far ex¬ 
ample, recorded in the early 1970b 
numerous comic vignette*, often with 
his dog Man Ray, which are simple, 
absurd and still wonderfully funny. In 
one he teuche* Man Ray to apell, in 
another Man Roy and a canine friend 
execute a routine m which their heads 
twist and turn in perfect synchronisa¬ 
tion, until it to revealed that they ore 

Inrbihl* frJrtiMciit. 
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simply watching the out-of-fr*mc nwv^ 
menu of a tennis hull 

Vito Accof ici'h performances lor video, 
like Undertone »19721 and Theme Song 
119731, are more poetic, and more in 
tense, monologues which draw the 
viewer into an intimacy with the artist 
and in this way create a challenging 
und direct personal relationship His 
Inter, ambitious The Red Tape* (19771 
extends these ideas in an examination 
of how. or even if. a new and ‘truthful’ 
image of the United States cun be ere 
ated Works such as ihe^e. and those by 
the performance artist Joan Jonas 
perhaps most especially Vertical Roll 
<19721. refuse the position (which televi¬ 
sion constantly assume*l of neutral and 
objective observer for the camera and 
viewer and implicate both in the work 

A her 1970 when, in one of -several 
parallel re-search programmer, 

Nnm June Paik and Shuya Abe built 
the first Paik-Abe image synthesiser, 

the possibilities of manipulating, and 
adding colour to video pictures opened 
up other areas of exploration Pink's 
subsequent work, such as Global Gr^nne 
(1973>, < vim hi no* an orlertir rang** of 
lound imagery (taken from television' 
with abstract visuals Other artiste in¬ 
stituted related investigations into the 
specific, formal qualities of video. The 
videotapes of Peter Campus, fur example 
Three T/vattfiotur (1973.1, use straight¬ 
forward technical effects to reveal the 
perceptual boundaries of the medium 
But while this work does connect with 
the contemporaneous ’structun*I* com 
cerns of avant garde film, video was 
concerned to establish itself as a quite 
distinct art form In retrospect, the 
medium can be seen to have set itself 
apart both from a tradition such as the 
cinemas avant-garde on which it might 
have drawn profitably and. in a dif¬ 
ferent way, from the histories and 
forms of broadcast television. True to ite 
emergence within the visual arte, video 

was seen as a personal, private medium, 
which while it might engage with 
broader aesthetic deflates or with social 
and political issues, was still quite dif¬ 
ferent from the public medium of 
television. 

Television, none the less, increasingly 
became a focus for video Richard Serra 
and rarlottn Schoolman’s classic 7We- 
trftton De/iaert People U973i is an on¬ 
screen roll of texts from conferences 
about the nature of television advertis¬ 
ing ‘The product of television, commer¬ 
cial television, is the audience,' rends 
one wtatoment, and unother baldly 
suggest * that, ‘What television teaches 
through commercialism is materialistic 
consumption.* The low-key visual form 
is deliberately intended to wurk against 
the constant flow of televisions high 
gloss image*, while the accompany mg 
Muzak is an ironic counterpoint. 

Another engagement with television 
is suggested bv Martha Hosier's influeii 
tial tape* A Budding Gourmet i!974» 
and of the Kitchen ll975i. In 
tlvesc the artist appropriates the fam¬ 
iliar television format of a cooking pro¬ 
gramme and turns it on its head to 
become a vehicle lor social and political 
analysis Dan Grahams sculptural and 
conceptual projects in the early 1970s, 
which were interested in the interactive 
possibilities of cable television, were 
another suggestive approach to video by 
which a snrirty’s structures of power 
might be examined and challenged 
And the multi-media collective Ant 
Farm took on these issues in Media 
Burn 119751 and The Eternal Frame 
f 19761. made in association with 
T R Uthco The former is a record of an 
open air art event m which a remod¬ 
elled 1959 Cadillac El Dorado wafi 
driven through a pyramid of blaring 
television sets, but it is also an at times 
hilarious commentary on new* cover¬ 
age Aa is The Eternal Frame which 
spook ily re-stages the assassination of 
President Kennedy in Dealey Plaza, 
Dal lab Tin? tape is irreverent, tasteless 
and memorable 

A quite dilTerent but related strategy 
wav that adopted by Dara Birnhourn's 
videotapes like TechnoltxgyfTmns 
formation. Wonder Woman il978-9^arid 
KajMViung (1981 >. These are witty and 
engaging encounten? with popular tele¬ 
vision, which collage*, re run and re edit 
selected television sequence* Like 
Ant Farm’s tapes, they are also clear 
demonstrations of the fundamental 
ambivalence of much video art towards 
television In part they an? attracted 
and fascinated by icons like Kojak and 
Wonder Woman, just as Ant Farm are 
obs&eed with the media image of 
Kennedy, yet they are also concerned to 
reveal the structures of power which 
these icons embody 

By the late 1970s, then* was the 
sens* of a second generation* of 

video artists. Creators like Dora Rim- 
ha um or Joan Lugue. who began a 
project of making 30-second Television 
commercials* for uther arttets, recog¬ 
nised the overwhelming necessity of 
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dealing with the form* and function* of 
television, and for attaining a different 
balance between the private and public 
component* of the art. Consequently, 
they sought way* of engagement which 
were not simply oppositional They also 
wanted hatter budget* than were avail¬ 
able from galleries or as grants, and 
they were hungry for larger audience* 
Narrative, comedy and popular music 
ware among the attraction* with which 
video artist* began to work. Another 
key figure in this ahift toward* televi¬ 
sion i* John Sanborn, w ho said in 1881, 
The fact is we are interested in tele¬ 
vision Either iri changing it. adapting 
it. getting rich off it, co-opting it, incur 
porating it. selling it, free-busing it or 
just plain getting our work on it.f 

Sanborn's videotape*, and hi* col¬ 
laborations first with Kit Fitzgerald and 
more recently with Mary fVrillo, are a* 
central to contemporary video a* Faik's 
were to the earlier generation For San 
burn ha* constantly pushed electronic 
imago-making to its limits, embracing 
not only conventional video but also 
digitally generated image*, m tape* like 
Ijiwinarr Il98n» created with Dean 
Winkler, and high-definition video. San¬ 
born ha* also established productive 
relationship* with television institu- 
tion*. receiving commissions for music 
video*, being invited by manufacturer* 
to work with the latest technical 
achievements, and making work like 
the large-scale ‘video opera* Ferftvi 
Lurt »196J-6b conceived with musician 
Robert Ashley and part-funded by 
Channel 4. 

Just as there was by the early 1980s a 
changing attitude towards television un 
the part of many artists, so ljust u fewi 
broadcaster* began to reconsider their 
view of independent video Until then 
television had rarely offered cither it* 
facilities or it* airtime for the produc¬ 
tion and screening of video art In the 
United State*, the raw operations 
already mentioned were complemented 
by scattered screening* on local cable 
system*, to which public access was 
statutorily guaranteed. European tele¬ 
vision station* occasionally accommo¬ 
dated artist* and activists like tjerry 
Sc burn, who mounted a number of video 
art shows for Dutch television in the 
1970* And in Hntain, broadcastings 
portals were breached on exceptional 
occasion* like David Halls aerie* of 
short wxirks, di**igmd u* enigmatic in* 
terraption* to the schedule und made 
for Scottish Television in 1971. and an 
edition of the ititr's Arena devoted to 
video in 1976. 

The prospect* for the hroadcaeting of 
video art have improved significantly 
over the pust decade One Important 
initiative is the Contemporary Art Tele¬ 
vision tcATi Fund, set up in 1988 n* a 
joint venture between wc.iut and Boa- 
ton s Institute of Contemporary Art*. 
This has sponsored, und secured tele¬ 
vision screenings for. new work by 
many established art ist? including Joan 
Jonas, Daniel Reeves. Chip Lord and 
llenr Sega love. In 1986 the f*Ki station 
in Minneapolis. KTca, secured adequate 

backing and a network slat for a *ehos 
of contemporary dance, performance 
and video art. Alu* from Off Center to 
now widely recognised as an important 
showcase for, and producer of, work by 
artist* like Laurie Anderson, John Sun- 
horn and Charlie Atlas 

Comparable initiatives, although 
mostly on a modest scale, have been 
undertaken by a number of European 
bmadcastrr* Among the mast in¬ 
triguing of these t» the commitment to 
video of the French commercial service 
Canal Plu* A subscription channel con¬ 
sisting mostly of movie* and sport, 
Canal Plu* uses snappy video yokes as 
a way of establishing its difference 
from the other French channels. The 
distinguished French artist Michel 
Jnffrmou. for example, has made an 
extensive sene* of 36-sccond visual 
puns with a character called Jim Track¬ 
ing, and these are used to break up and 
punctuate the channel's schedule 

In Britain, video art has benefited 

greatly from the amval of Channel 4, 
which ha* a statutory duty 'to entour¬ 
age innovation and experiment m the 
form and content, of programmes. In 
early 1986 the channel screened six 
compilation* of video art from North 
America and Europe under the title 
Chart* in the Macfum?. With the help of 
three consultants. 1 had selected and 
packaged these programmes over the 
previous year, and was obviously 
pleased that they went* well received, 
both bv critics and by sizeable audi 
erne*. Included in them were a number 
of tile tape* mentioned above, with 
William Wegman* work proving par 
ticulariy popular, in a bizarre coinci¬ 
dence, the edition which included The 
Eternal Frame was transmitted on the 
evening of the Challenger space shuttle 
disaster, so that a* the other networks 
warn obsessively re-running the shot* of 
the midair explosion. Channel 4 offered 
an equally obeeeaive repeated reprise of 
Kennedy's a**a*?iTuition 

» 



Ghosts in the Machine appeared to 
complement usefully other initiatives 
by the channel, most especially the 
collection!* id British work Video l, 2 
and 3, put together by Tripleviaion in 
1985 (Video 4 and 5 followed in Decem¬ 
ber 1987), and the presentation of indi¬ 
vidual piece* in other context*. such as 
Robert Caen a video visualisation of 
Pierre Boulez* musical composition 
Repons (1985) and Jaap Drupsteen's 
version of Stravinsky's 'opera for tele¬ 
vision' The Hood Il986». All these con 
trtbuted to a growing awareness of 
video art, and to a broadening of in¬ 
terest in its traditions and concerns 
beyond it* usual limited audience 

Alter the first series of Ghosts in the 

■■ Machine < which had been made 
with the production company Illumina¬ 
tions ) it seemed essential to encourage 
not only the purchasing and present a 
tion of completed work, but also the 
commimoning of new pieces Channel 4 

had already begun to undertake this 
with important offerings by producer 
Anna Ridley, including her innovative 
programme* with artist and diarist Ian 
Breakwell. The Eleventh Hour senes 
had also financed tome new work, in¬ 
cluding David 1-archer* extraordinary 
feature-length video poem k tert' and the 
contribution by Anne Wilson and Nfarty 
St ,lnrw*n to the international video 
project Time Code 

Gfumts in the Machine // was conse¬ 
quently conceived as a strand of short 
individual piece*, to be mode by both 
British and foreign artiste It intended 
to reflect a broad range of styles, tech¬ 
niques, ideas and concerns, and to bring 
these together with accessibility and 
appeal for television, without compro¬ 
mising the tradition's individuality. In 
a sense. each piece was a contribution to 
the negotiation between the kinds of 
private ifrom video’s fine arts back 
ground) and public (from the attractions 
of television) impulses identified above 

One gratifying aspect of the project's 
preparations was the willingness on the 
part of other broadcaster* to co-finance 
new works for the series The opening 
programme Steps by the Polish artist 
Zbigniew Rybczynski ' known as ‘Zbig'), 
who now live* in the United States, was 
produced by his own company Zbig 
Vision and ku'a Minneapolis for Alive 

from Off Center, and Channel 4 pre- 
punchused the work to help make it 
pcjHfeible Other pieces have been made 
with Canal Plu* and with Relgian and 
Canadian producers far television. 
Video art origination baa begun, finally, 
to be accepted by broadcaster* inter¬ 
nationally The series also benefited 
hugely from a relationship with the 
Arts Council of Croat Britain, co¬ 
funding with them a bursary scheme fur 
the production of 10 "pilot’ projects Four 
of theta* were then developed further for 
broadcast, but all ten will be seen in 
other context* This was conceived as 
one way in which television could con¬ 
tribute to the development of the inde¬ 
pendent video and film sector, from 
which cor so this article arguesi it is 
now drawing significant benefit 

/big’s Steps i» an example of a work 
which draws not only an the traditions 
of video, but also those of classic anima¬ 
tion this film Tango won the Oscar for 
Best Animation in 198.1 • It is entirely 
original, yet it is made for television 
without any implicit apology or nelf- 
cnnsciousncjw During its 25 minutes, 
Zbig transport* a party of American 
tourists into the world of Kisenstein’s 
1925 film Battleship Potemkin. Using 
his own unique technique, which com¬ 
bine* travelling mattes and chromakey 
work, he inserts the tourists right 
into the dramatic events of the Odessa 
Steps massacre, so that the actum of 
the film happens all around them The 
immediate impact of the video is 
genuinely astonishing, and a* it develops 
it become* a funny and disturbing 
reflection on America and Russia, the 
past and the present, and real life and 
movie*. 

Among the other programmes there is 
Uly**e au paya den menedles, in which 
Michel Jaffrenou makes a comparable 
use of the state-of-the-art post¬ 
production possibilities. The digital 
editing system known as Harry* has 
enabled him to stage the bones of 
Homer s epic poem The Odyssey in the 
hack of a Parisian taxi. Rut not all the 
new works are entranced by technology, 
and many are simply imaginative re¬ 
sponses to the possibilities of tow-tech. 
Aktko Hada and the Japanese- 
American Toy Theatre of London, for 
example, hove created a new role for 
James Bonk (ilc) in Matt Block finger. 

T)>e role of Bonk is filled by a four-inch- 
high green-and-vellow wind-up (Wid¬ 
al la. and all the other characters, 
including Urn and Miss Money-yenny, 
are also played by toy*. 

N ew video within an art context like 
Ghosts in the Machine is not. 

however, the only appearance of such 
work on television. For the producriw nf 



both commercial* and music prtumm. 
video art is emerging a* an important 
source of bdeas. styles and. on occasion, 
directors. Both forms demand tho maxi¬ 
mum impact from u brief sequence of 
image*, and both can accommodate in¬ 
novation if the impression it makes is 
sufficiently memorable. Both forma also 
enjoy comparatively high budgets, and 
both are voracious consumers of origi- 
rial conceptions, constantly demanding 
Make it new'. 

Notable music video* by artists in¬ 
clude Joan Logue’s dazzling accom¬ 
paniment to Paul Simons Rene and 
Magritte 119841. Sanborn and Winkler’s 
Act III <1983) with music by Philip 
Glass, and numerous pieces by Zbig, 
with Barbie Hancock, Accept. Grand¬ 
master Flash, Pet Shop Boys, Mick 
Jagger and others Mon* generally, of 
course, video art has been one of the 
shaping influences on the aesthetic of 
music videos, and on successful artists 
like David Byrne and Laune Anderson 
who have crosaed-over’ from a floe arts 
background to the commercial main 
stream 

Advertising is equally interested, as 
is evidenced by the numerous requests 
for viewing cassettes which Channel 4 
received from agencies after the trans- 
miaaion of (Moats in the Machine. The 
identification of direct influences is 
tricky, but the complexity of image* in 
many current commercials indicates a 
sensibility, and a recognition of the 
audience’s sophistication in reading im¬ 
ages. which is very clow to the video art 
tradition. Prnuinal favourites recently 
which appear claw to this history are 
the fragmented surveillance story 
which promoted tho iuiwt <and which 
was parodied by artist George Barber in 
a short tape commissioned by Channel 
4’s The Media Sht»» I and the extraor¬ 
dinary games with rashly and fiction 
piavecl out in thirty second* within the 
current Martini spots. 

One direct appropriation, however, 
was the way in which the industry 
picked up the technique known as 
scratch This form of rapid re-editing of 
found images to as to reveal or con¬ 
struct other meanings produced a num¬ 
ber of memorable, angry and politically 
pointed videotape* like the Duvet 
Brothers' Blue Monday 1984' and 
Gorilla Tapes’ Death Valley Days 
«1985i. But it was soon being exploited 
to sell, among other products, Bryl* 
errem, for which the ad agency re-cut 
and re-worked archive advertiaementA 
from the 1960** 

Then* are obvious dangers In this 
kind of cross-over. not the least of which 
i* that the artists receive neither recog¬ 
nition nor compensation for their work. 
But the approach of the pur tat should 
also be avoided. The traditions of high 
television and video art, as well os those 
of the cinema and oilier visual media, 
an* now part of a swirling image mix 
available for all kinds of use. Artists 
like £big and John Sanborn exploit this 
mix in peculiarly creative and stimula 
ting ways, and it is their work, and that 
by many other artists, which support* 

my belief that the ’cross-over’ work on 
the boundaries of both television and 
video art is among the mast surprising, 
engaging and challenging image-making 
in any medium today 

As a postscript, and in part because 
.might a mi> sex Tin addresses itself to 

video so rarely (some of* the inade¬ 
quacies of this article should be noted. 
It attempts a very bread survey of cer¬ 
tain interactions between television and 
video art- There are many aspects of 
tills relationship mg touched on here, 
not least the social documentary and 
political action strands of independent 
video which also developed in apposition 
to the broadcast media, and which more 
recently have found their own sccom 
mods turns with television Moreover, 
and more importantly, there are many 
significant elements within the history 
and the current state of video which are 
inappropriate to include within a dis¬ 
cussion of video and television, but 

which are equally, and perhaps even 
more, worthy of attention As well os 
single-channel piece*, for example, 
there is a long and important tradition 
of video installations, which are all too 
rarely shown in Britain 

Most of the tapes discussed here air 
from the United Slates. The bias Is 
partly a personal prejudice, but it also 
reflects the greater support which video 
has enjoyed from funders and from 
museum* there over the past twenty 
years Most of the tapes discussed are 
by* white men. and yet there are enor¬ 
mously rich currents of work by femin¬ 
ist artists, and by African and Asian 
image-makers, both in this country and 
abroad. Critical engagement# with the 
whole history* of video, and perhaps 
particularly with this work, are lament¬ 
ably few. and there is an urgent need 
for further writing and analysis if we 
are to understand and appreciate mute 
fuJly the achievements and potential of 
vidoo ■ 



ON THE TRACK OF 

How far can a film-maker, barely a 
sixth of whose work is extant, he uae- 
fally analysed and diacuaaed? The 
question is especially pertinent with 
Hiroshi Shimizu, whose vast output of 
more than 150 films, made between 
IM4 and 1959, boils ti 'tie more 
than 20 that can still be seen today 
What's more, nothing survives from the 
1920s. so Shimizu* career in the silent 
era U now represented by only one 
picture of 193U vintage, Japanese Girl* 

at the Harbour. (Sound came late arid 
fitfully to Japan and many films were 
still shot silent in the early 1930* < 

Ironically, Shimizu ia a director mar¬ 
ginally better known in the West than 
in his native Japan —and at least until 
the National Film Theatre's recent 
retrospective season, he wasn't too well 
known here either With a reputation 
for indolence that hi* prodigious body of 
work belie*. Shimizu was mysteriously 
never accorded his due in Japan He 

died in 1966 at the age of 63, and those 
who can recall him at all have 
pigeonholed him os a maker of chil¬ 
dren’s films Well, bo he was, but he vm 
a lot more beside*, and even in pictures 
that amount to little more than pot 
boilers he ftourished a signature that 
marked him as an artUt of individual 

Alan Stanbnook 

distinction There* a Shimizu style as 
surely a* there is an Oku style or a 
Nantw style If, in the end. he is a 
leaser figure than they, it ts perhaps 
because he seldom struck so deep a 
chord. Shimizu’s world in a sunny one, 
where the sadne^v of things only rarely 
intrude* 

Biographical details are sketchy. He 
is known to have had a great affection 
for children and to have set up an 

orphanage in his later veers, from 
which he drew some of the more 
talented performers for his picture* 
And in his youth he was. for a time 
mamrd to the artrms Kinuyn Tanaka 
A colourful and who know* how exag¬ 
gerated account of their stormy mar¬ 
riage was recently given by Kon 
Ichikawa in his film about Miss Tanaka 
call»d Actnrz* 

What can one look for from a Shimizu 
film? Definitely not a well-turned plot 
Pretty well all the movies that still 
exist are episodic and anecdotal He* was 
never happy in a studio and liked to hit 
the road with nothing so formal as a 
screenplay. rather a collection nf notes 
that might form a blueprint for the 
eventual picture Children, whom he 
liked to use os often us possible, re¬ 
sponded better, he found, to this laid- 
back location shooting 

Yrt Shimizu's movies never *mnck of 
improvisation and a reliance on I he 
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inspiration of the moment. On the con¬ 
trary. they are among the moat con* 
scioiiah planned of any Japanese works 
of the 1930* and the 1940s. Both in 
style and content, Shimizu* pictures 
are chock full uf devices, mutils and 
preoccupations that bifid the body of 
his work together into a coherent whole 
There's a world of Himdii Shimizu, 
even as there’s a world of. say, John 
Ford 

What you will find, as often an nut, is 
that Shimizu was a very droll bird 
indeed. (Jive people half an inch, he 
seems to be saying, and they will be¬ 
have in remarkably funny and endear¬ 
ing ways. Take the two blind masseur* 
tip tapping their wav down the road at 
the start of The Mas/tcum ami a Woman. 
Blind they may he. hut Sherlock 
Holmes should look to his litunrls. How 
many children can yuu hear coming 
down the roadT one of them asks ‘Why 
eight/ comes the reply 'Wrong. There 
are because one of them's a baby * 
And just to rub in how ultra sensitive 
HU antennae have become, he neatly 
sidestep* a pile of new-laid home 
manure 

Bodily functions always made 
Shimizu laugh. The army recruits out 
on a route march in A Star Athlete hold 
their noses on the appropriate word of 
command as they j«jg past a dung curt 
rolling along a country lam* And bed¬ 
wetting is elevated into an almost 
heroic achievement T drew a few maps 
on the hod-clothes myself/ say's a grand¬ 
father to the young hero of TaJe* of Jim. 

But you—you've charted the Pacific 
Ocean * And what of the incontinent son 
in A Mother's Isw*1? With a quiverful 
of oilspring iby different fathers) his 
mother seeks to foster them all out hut 
nobody wants the youngest because he 
wets the bed every night At last she 
gives up the quest and agrees to keep 
him, whereupon hr stride* manfully out 

into the night and, In a closing shot of 
Homeric stature, fountains his joy to 
the four winds. 

Yes, he’s a funny film-maker la 
Hiroshi Shimizu One of the most rib¬ 
tickling of his movies is Mr Shoruke 

Ohara The name is a type, as one might 
say Mr Micawber He’s the epitome of 
the bibulous loafer who fritters away 
his fortune through idle living. This 
Mr Shnsuke Ohara is a once powerful 
landowner reduced to penury by the 
Occupation land reforms and by hi* own 
financial incompetence He gets caught 
up in politics and become* inadvertent 
•speechmaker for the mowt disreputable 
candidate in a local election, where the 
opposition candidate is a priest 
Shimizu milks the scenes on the hust¬ 
ings for maximum comic effect The 
priest, unversed in the way* of politics, 
chants Ins manifesto at the street 
comer like a mantra, while Mr Ohara 
promises that his candidate will give 
priority attention to every requirement 
of the neighbourhood 'Do everything 
first is his slogan/ 

It’s one of Shimizu’s richest comedies, 
m which Mr Ohara is pitched • Groucho 
versus Dumont) against the awful 
village benefactress. Mrs Margaret 
Nakata. who wants to westernise the 
environment and turn all the local 
lasses into sramstrestes. In one of the 
funniest scene*, she keep* up a non-stop 
barrage of instructions to the girls ns 
they clatter away at their Singer sew¬ 
ing machine* and a prieot bang* ever 
more loudly on hi* prayer drum to 
drown out the noise Shimizu found 
appalling rackets inherently funny. In 
film* made nine years apart. Ornamen¬ 
tal Hairpin <19411 and A Mother** Love 

tl950i. guests at a wayside inn are not 
once hut twice in each picture discom¬ 
moded by the sudden arrival of a giggle 
of girl* Rowdy night* indeed in old 
Japan. 

Shimizu was n director manifestly in 
kwe with life. Its oddities brought out 
the beat in him. In Japaneee Girh at the 
Harbour, the earliest Shimizu film still 
available, there is a touching scene in 
which an out-of-work painter is seen at 
home, dressed in a pinafore, doing the 
weekly wash while hi* wife is out earn¬ 
ing a few yen in the only way she knows 
how And in Four Season* of Childhood 
11939). there is a beautiful moment 
when the stern, no-nonsense grandpa, 
who has refused on principle to read 
any begging letter from bis grandson, 
furtively trie* to snatch a squint at it 
when he thinks no one is looking 

Human drtnil was a source of endless 
fascination to Shimizu. One scene in Mr 
Shoruke Ohara will nng all too pain¬ 
fully true to any man who has ever had 
an altercation with a cricket ball. As it's 
Japan, they are playing baseball. Its a 
long shot, giving ample perspective on 
the whole pitch. The ball is buried at 
the batsman, struck vigorously, and the 
bowler collapses clutching hia groin 
while the stretcher-bearers rush in to 
e-art him off to casualty It’s just a 
throwaway scene with hardly any hear¬ 
ing on the mam action, but it's lifelike 
and, to the spectator, funny in the way 
that sudden misfortune can often he 

Not that Shimizu reduces all human 
life to a joke In 1941 (a vintage year, in 
w hich he made three of his most varied 
and resonant features. The Introspection 
Tauter* Ornamental Hairpin and Nates 
of an itinerant Performer), Shimizu also 
found time to knock out an enchanting 
short film about the toughening up of a 
crybaby Called Acorns, it ha* element* 
that link it to the official militarist 
policy of the time—notably the rticveage 
that there will he no place for puppic* 
in the troubled times to come. Never¬ 
theless, the scenes in which he is taken 
in hand by n kindly uncle and secretly 
trained to overcome his fear, to climb 
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CkiMrvn m the Wimt t^hitdrmn at the H*+tuw. 

tree* and tn cm** stream* im a narrow 
plank, will seem convincing to unyone 
not naUirulb imbued with the Duke of 
Edinburgh spirit, 

Shimizu* world, like Oku4*, is not 

wide. It gain* its pom and conviction 
from the way the director uses recur¬ 
ring motif* and thcmn*. Film* made 
yearn apart echo one another m detail if 
not in outline There* a reassuring 
*en*e of recognition, of being among 
fnenda, in the way Shimizu repeat* 
*cene« and effect* In Children and the 
Great Buddha, made in 1952, children 
are Mill tripping precariously along the 
rails of wooden bridges as they did 
thirteen year* hefone in Four Seasons of 

Childhood. It is a* if. in the realm of 
infanta, the war had never been 

The him* repeat themselves because 
children of all age* and all land*) gen¬ 
erally play the same prank*, have the 
name fun. the same tears and the name 
little tragedies. The boy in Arozm 
learns to shin up oak tree* as dextrous- 
ly as the kid* in Mr Shosuke Ohara go 
climbing for cherries*. A brisk dip in the 
river feature* in the prewar Children 
ia (Hr Wind and Ft tar Seasons of Child¬ 

hood a* conspicuously a* in the late 
movie 7'a/e* of Jim ‘1955*. Similarly, 
the remarkable scene in Ornamental 
Hairpin in which the camera tracks up 
alongside Chishu Kyu os. hut leg in 
plaster, he mount* an enormous flight 
of stone Mtrpa i* mirrored precisely in 
The Shimomi Scrota/, made fourteen 
years later 

Shimizu was fond nf depicting chal¬ 
lenges to be overcome. Also from 
Ornamental Hatrpm is a virtuix** se¬ 
quence in which Chishu Ryu the* to 
cross a bridge •hi* leg ho* been injured 
through stepping accidentally on a hair¬ 
pin while taking a hath* Shimizu 
builds this {sequence up into u notable 
victory, which he films for all it is worth 
and then some. Ryu* hobbling progri*** 
is cheered on throughout by an army 

of children and then completed with 
Kinuyo Tanaka, the original cause nf 
hia misfortune, carry ing him piggy-back 
on the last leg And the triumph is 
finally trumped when two blind mas¬ 
seurs (refugee* fruzn The Masseur* and 

a Woman?) subsequently make light 
work of the crossing 

The bridge crossing scene from 
Ornamental Hairpin in one of the moat 
successful of Shimizu’s big set-piece 
sequence** but, scattered through hi* 
work, there are many like it In The 
Introspettion Tuner, a study of a reform 
school for recalcitrant children, there i* 
a marvellous example in which the 
inmates discover a sense of social re¬ 
sponsibility through the const ruction of 
a water chute to replace an exhausted 
artesian well One of the most impres¬ 
sive of All such sequences unfortunately 
seem* temporarily last. Children of the 

Beehn*•, seen in an earlier nft season 
and scheduled to feature again in the 
most recent survey, went missing in 
Paris Though not among Shimizu's 
finest studies of youthful vagrant* and 
vagabonds, it contains an inspiring 
sequence. made up almost entirely of 
ascending tracking *hot*, in which two 
children scale a daunting cliff face 
piggy back fashion. It echoes hack to 
the no loss fraught obstacle courses 
and piggy back ride* of Ornamental 
Hatrpin and Four Seasimu of Childhood 

Nothing in Shimizu's world is forgotten 
everything !ut* an afterglow that ia 
often brighter than the earlier scene it 
reflect*. 

How often, for example, Shimizu 
staged key sequence* on little wooden 
hridge* that seem to mark turning 
point* in hi* characters4 live*. Herr 
couple* part, thought* are left un¬ 
spoken. children hid farewell to their 
parents and, tn Four Seasons of 
Childhood, the device ia raised to it* 
most exalted level in the silent meeting 
between the two principal women 

characters, where emotion* go too deep 
for words 

If one had to single out the distin¬ 
guishing mark of a Shimizu picture, it 
would be the film-maker * delight in the 
moving camera. Many director*, from 
Ophuls to Mixoguchi. have turned the 
tracking shot into high art. but few 
have done so with such zeal as Hiroshi 
Shimizu. Whether the material he was 
working from was worthy or not land 
sometime*, in his later years, it has to 
ho conceded that it was noth Shimizu 
seldom lost an opportunity for the moot 
elaborate and eye-popping travelling 
shot*. 

He had tncks that he made uniquely 
his own. Film after film start* in full 
flight, with the camera dollying back 
down one of Japan's rustic roods, clear 
mg the path, as it w'ere. for a solitary 
rider clip-clnpping toward* us, or a 
party of hiker* ouL for a stroll in the 
aftenuion sun. or indeed a couple of 
blind men wending their way toward* 
an inn for Lhe night. Nobody loved the 
open road more than Shimizu and he 
rejoiced in letting the camera track 
lazily hack down the byway* id prewar 
Japan 

He loved it bewt when he could build 
the sequence into a kind of running 
commentary on contemporary life. The 
bus in Mr Thanh Vua and the army 
patrol in A Star Athlete overtake, as 
they pass dow n the road, what amount* 
to a ms**-sort ion of society. Shimizu 
always shot these encounters In the 
same way. The camera first advance* 
toward* a fellow traveller on the mod a* 
if it were seeing him subjectively, 
there's an optical dbaulve to a reverse 
angle and then the camera tracks back 
a* the wayfarer recede* waving into the 
distance. A Star Athlete embodies thi* 
formula at its most audacious More 
than usually episodic even for a 
Shimizu film, it include* an eleven- 
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minute tour de fore* made up of w>mr 
ivroscore travelling shot* pacing and 
trailing the course of an army of 
Mudent* out on n two-day route march. 
Subtly varying the angles now dollying 
forward, now dollying back, now 
marching, now jogging at the double or 
letting the camera break free to follow a 
simulated infantry charge, Shimizu 
here created a sequence close to pure 
cinema, in which the matter is almost 
entirely subservient to the form. 

The^e kind of shots are complemented 
in nearly every surviving film with 
lateral tracking *hot* of no less 
panache A favourite device is to track 
along a wall, coming to rest just post a 
corner *t> that we can see who is advanc¬ 
ing down the road towards us. The moat 
spectacular lateral tracks, however, are 
those in which Shimizu sweepu the 
camera right through a constructed *et 
and out the other side The most strik 
tng instance is in ,tfr Shoeuke Ohara 
after our bankrupt hero agree* to put 
up all his belongings to auction As the 
bidding proceeds, there is an enormous, 
sustained tracking shot straight 
through the house, out into the yard, 
acrods it, and past live removal men, 
coming to rest on Oharas wife, who 
then addresses the camera: it ha* hern 
a subjective shot all along. 

♦ Another fine example ts to be found in 
the otherwise indifferent 1B57 movie 
called Dancing Girl By this late stage 
in his career. Shimizu shot scripts of 
decidedly variable quality and Dancing 
Girt, in which virtuous Chikagi? 
Awashimn is left holding the bahv for 
her no-good sister, played by Machiko 
Kyo, is one of the more banal But it 
does hooM some wonderful, prowling 
travelling shots through the lights of 
Asakusa and a brilliant sequence in the 
theatre as the chorines sweep off stage 
and Shimizu's camera rare* with them 
through the wings and into their 
(treating* rooms. This film also carries 

an erotic charge not reflected in any 
other of Shimizu's surviving films. We 
shall never know, perhaps, whether this 
marked a new departure or picked up a 
strand from the many lost works. 

So much is missing that some indi¬ 
vidual films seem curiously out of kilter 
with the rest Note* of an Itinerant 
Performer is a coae in point, lu plot, 
which centres on the single-minded 
efforts of an ex-actress to revitalise her 
patron'e business, ia the kind of feminist 
subject that Mizoguchi made his own. 
Shimkiu. too, handled it well, but one 
would love to know whether he ever 
tackled such a theme agnm tar before). 

As his career developed, Shimizu 
appeared to abandon certain stylistic 
devices with which he experimented in 
youth. There's no sequel to the jump 
cuts that he used In Japanese OirU at 
the Harbour to depict a somewhat lurid 
shooting incident in a church, and he 
Nftma to have ceased, after the 1930b, 
to employ the rather self-consciously 
avant-garde trick of making characters 
disappear by stop-motion photography 

Features that he never abandoned 
were the predilection for extreme long 
shot* and a concern to end hi* film* with 
sequences of concentrated poetic power 
This is seen as early as Japonic Girin 
at the Harbour, which concludes with 
the departure of an ocean-going liner 
and a magical shot of bunting curling 
wantonly round a capstan at the end of 
the jetty. Among the films of childhood, 
who will forget the last scene of 
Children and the Oreo/ Buddha. in 
which the orphan who scratches a 
meagre living as a temple guide in 
Nara spends one last night curled 
asleep in the Buddhas lap? Or the 
young acrobat who performs a joyous 
cartwheel to sign off Children in the 
Wind? 

The lost scenes of The Masteur* and 
a Woman and Ornamental Hairpin, m 
which lovers are left alone, mourning 

what might have been but was never 
spoken, are momenta of great pathos 
and Shimizu filmed them with a touch 
of the poet. But ts this enough to elevate 
him to the ranks of the very greatest 
Japanese directors? Is hr not, in the 
end a petit mattrv for all his charmJ 

One might be inclined to think so, 
though a good case can he mode that 
Children in the Wind and its sequel 
Four Seasons of Childhood i which 
share the some cast playing the same 
characters) are the acme of hi» career os 
a humanist. Shimizu's heart was unmis¬ 
takably in the right place. What one 
misses. on the whole, is a sense of the 
wider currents of Japanese history. But 
there is an exception. \fr Thanh You 
that chirpy cheerful bus ride through 
the dusty hack roads of rural Japan, 
accompanied by an unrelieved sound¬ 
track of bouncy muzak. is the Shimizu 
film that comes closest to a full-scale 
social portrait of the l&IO*. 

It ha* an underlying melancholy very 
far from the simple jaie de vivre its 
surface humour implies What, alter all, 
are the passenger* on this country bus 
route talking about? About young girls 
who cross the par* to the paper mill* 
and never make the journey back, about 
failed businessmen in the depression 
years forced to sell their daughters into 
prostitution, about those who lose their 
minds because they have had to do so 
These days, when babies are born,’ says 
a young mother, we should give con¬ 
dolences, not congratulations.' And even 
the bus driver thinks his job ts more 
like driving a hearse than public trans¬ 
port Mr Thanh You is not a film that 
smiles through the tears but one that 
speaks out In anger behind the super¬ 
ficial good humour And that at a time 
when Japan won only a few short years 
away from the Pacific war There wo* 
clearly more to Hirashi Shimizu than 
met the eye. Shall we ever know how 
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HERZOG WENDERS • ADLON It is twenty-six yearn since the 
Oberhausen Manifesto launched 

the New (*ernuin Cinema Now 
many of the angry young men of 

the early years are in their fifties 
their viewpoint hast shifted and the 

generation that has followed them 

lacks much of the £lan and motiva¬ 
tion of those pioneering day*. With the 
return to a conservative political order 
in the 80s, sights are set on economic 
viability in (sermon film rather than 

experimental dynamics or social contro¬ 
versy 

Aspects of change are the attempts to 
revive screen comedy (for example, 

Dons Dome's Men l and a growing in¬ 
ternationalism. Not all directors of the 
New German Cinema were preoccupied 

with domestic issues or national history 
anyway. Werner Herzog had from the 
beginning sought his visual images in 
the remoter comers of the world, and 

went further and further afield in 

search of them. Wira Wenders, like 
many German directors of the early 
years, went to America, not so much in 

search of a larger audience, but in the 

hope of finding the essential images of 
our modern civilisation and better pro 
duction conditions. In the long run, 
however, few directors found there what 
they wrnr really looking for; nor were 
the Germans the only Europeans seek¬ 

ing their fortune in America 
With film financing becoming mere** 

mgly difficult in Germany, several 
directors, notably Volker Schlondorff 

and Percy Adkxi, have turned to pro¬ 
ductions aimed principally at the larger 

English-speaking audience and based 
on English-language screenplays 
Curiously enough, at a moment when 

many directors are turning their backs 

on Europe. WVnders ha* dec ided to re¬ 
turn and has made one of his moot 

convincing films for many years. Wtn#* 
of Desire, a Franco-German production 

Changing planes between continents, 

after completing Where the Green Ants 
Dream in Australia, Werner Herzog 
made a brief appearance in WVnders’ 
film notebook Tokyo-Ga, where hr de¬ 
scribes the lmpmeubtliLy of finding 

‘transparent, pure pictures* in modern 
cities like Tokyo, His belief in the im¬ 
portance of the visual image is amply 
documented in his Latest film Cobra 

Vmf*<1987>. 
Based on themes from Bruce Chat 

w in's novel The Viceroy of Ouuiah, the 
film tella the story of Francisco Manor I 
da Silva, a South Arorncnn peasant 

who, after years of drought, lose* his 
entire herd of cattle Exploited, ahurod 
and cheated out of his wages, he finally 
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nw against the oppression in the gold 
mine*, commit* a murder and become* 

the bandit 'Cobra Verde'. Hired by a 
sugar-cane planter for hi* skills an an 
organiser, Francisco Manuel loses no 

time in seducing all three daughter* of 
the house To rid themselves of this 
much feared bandit, the landowner* 

send him off to West Africa, ostensibly 
to revoke the slave trade, but in fact 
confident that they a re dispatching him 
to certain death, for no one has ever 
returned from the land of the mad king 
of Dahomey. 

Cobra Verde succeed not only in 

establishing himself in an old Brazilian 
slave fort on the African coast, but in 

defying the patrols of the Royal Navy 
and wiring the slave trade itself Be¬ 
fore long, however, he is taken prisoner 

by the mad king He only escapes death 

through the intervention of the kings 
brother, mho nerd* the white man* 

skills to stage an uprising. At the 

height of his powers. Cobra Verde is 
installed a* the new ruler's viceroy and 
reinstated in hia fortmsi home. His 

fortune is not long lived, however The 
slave trade has finally been abolished 

by Brazil Betrayed by his barkers at 

home, driven out by the new king, and 
with a price placed on his head by the 
British, he goes down to the sea and, m 

a futile bid to get away by boat, i* 
overpowered by the waves 

The story* is of epic dimensions and 

the terrain (Colombia, Brazil. Ghana! 
clearly identifiable as Herzogian Here 
again the directin' works with his 

favourite actor. Klaus Kinski, who is 
possibly the only person with the will 

and stamina to endure Herzog s arduous 

expeditions. Vision, madness, ecstasy, 

set side by side with a sheer struggle for 
survival, are never far away in Herzogs 

work and are usually reflected in his 
setting* extreme landscapes as a visual 

expression of extreme states of being, 
the search for El Dorado in the im¬ 
penetrable jungles, across the parched 
crust of this earth 

In Cobra Verde the points of reference 

of the search are immediately estab¬ 
lished: the and landscape, the grave of 
Francisco Manoels mother, the skele¬ 

ton* and carcase*** of dead or dying 

cattle in pale grey, colourless tones; the 
labour* in the mud of the gold mines in 

dark grey-browns. The scene is set in 
a few telling strokes and almost without 
dialogue. At the start of his journey 

Cobra Verde enters a dark bar run by a 
crippled hoy, Euclid**, who tell* him of 
the land of snow and ice that lies four 

years by horse and ten years on foot to 
the west, in the mountains that reach 
up to the clouds. But Francisco Manoel 

chouses to go east, to the ocean, the 

cradle of storms, and luses sight of the 
vision of the snowy land The film itself 
seems to forget its own aspirations, 

falling between two stools, succeeding 
neither in terms of pure action or 
adventure, nor on the level of a moral 

state roent 
The tone cutting, so effective at the 

outset, continues throughout, suggest¬ 

ing that the director was battling to 

squeeze a wealth of material into 110 

minutes and had been forced to cut all 
but the bones of the story, The scenes 
are strung together with scarcely time 
to breathe or develop The rewult is not 
merely an abbreviated dramaturgy, hut 
a lack of rhythmic contrast and u vir 

tual absence of character development 
It is a I meet as if Herzog had made a 
preparatory sketch far a vast panorama 

in which the intended proportions are 

only hinted at. 
Although he furnishes his leading 

character at the outset with the appro¬ 

priate motivation and charismatic 

stance, Kinski plays the part of a 
swashbuckling anti-hero rather than 

that of a visionary rebel Cobra Verdes 
grudge against the world hardens him 
into an unscrupulous opportunist with 

no qualm* about turning oppressor him¬ 
self. In this respect he might be an 

entirely modem figure, a man who can 

fix' anything, from the reactivation of a 
declining slave trade to the overthrow 
of a king But Cobra Verde lacks 

the magnificent obsession that dis¬ 
tinguished even such ambivalent charac¬ 
ters as Kitxcnrraldo. with his vision of 
an opera house in the jungle, or 
Aguirre, with his dreams of » private 
empire. As a result, the vivid characters 

and memorable images of the film—the 
pigs in the town square, the rooms of 
hats and crabs, the endless semaphore 

line of men across the landscape, like 

Christo* 'Running Fence infused with 
life—ultimately little more than 
incidental The scenes of suffering that 

might move the viewer and have eli¬ 
cited compassion from the director reg¬ 
ister somewhat perfunctorily; and the 

cripples he directs across the screen are 
in danger of becoming mere figure* 
from a cabinet of curiosities 

The lutent issues of colonialism and 
slavery*, of man s subjection to man. are 

insufficiently articulated Occasional 
allusion* to these themes—'the slaves 
will sell their masters and grow wings' 

(a written quotation at the endi or 
‘slavery is an attribute of the human 
heart —seem to be more in the nature of 
an afterthought than to spnng from the 

conviction of the work. Herzog's vision 
of a better world, rrdeemingly naive at 

tunes, is missing here. 

Spiritually and chronologically located 
somewhere between America and 
Mumps, begun hofon? Wenders had com¬ 

pleted Parrs. Texas <1984), Tokyo-Ga 

(1983-85) can be seen as an important 

port of call in the director's trans¬ 
atlantic odyssey. Over the years hr has 

produced a series uf these 'film diaries', 

in which he outline* his own aesthetic 
o4 cinema. I Tokyo Ga, a 90 minute sub¬ 

jective documentary, was preceded by 
Reivrsr Ang/e and Chnrnhre two 

shorts from 1982.1 ‘If anything is holy in 

the world of cinema,' Wenders remarks 

at the beginning of Tokyo-Gd. *U mu*< 
be the work of Ozu'; and the film docu¬ 

ments not a pilgrimage, as he hastens 

to add. but a search for the* Tokyo of the 
Japanese master who died in 1963 

Ironically perhaps. Wenders, the 

prodigal son of German film, who 
returned homo from the usa after years 
of disappointment in search of his 

American dream, found in Tokyo a 
world of neon light* and Disneyland, of 
Coca-Coin and Kentucky Fried Chicken, 
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baaebal 1-play ing. rock V rolling teen¬ 
agers, a surrogate neo* America that in 

almost a parody of the original In the 
filmed studies of the pochinko pin-tahh* 
saloon* or the rooftop golf ranges, the 

essence of sport—the idea of play ex¬ 
posed to the vagaries of nature and the 
element* in reduced to a meaningless, 

conveyor bell activity in a confined 
space Here one is confronted with 
frightening picture* of the ultimnte 
absurdity and isolation of our maoa- 

consumption, animated leisure world 
as the mirror image of the world of 
mans production. The Tokyo Wenders 

discover* is a world of fascinating 
veneer* and imitation*, from the lumu 

lated games and the re-enactment of 
American symbols to the wax display 
models of the delicacies ofTrrrd in a 

Japanese restaurant. 

Nothing is real, nor indeed is there 
any outward sign of the 'place*' of Oxu*s 
world, which Wenders professes to seek, 

at least, not in the images the camera 
captures. A parallel presentation of the 
same location* then and now-might 

have been more revealing and would 
have eliminated thr suspicion that 

Wenders* fascination with the images 
he found diverted him from seeking any 

farther 
The physical changes to which Tokyo 

has been exposed over the last thirty 
years or so, although perhaps more 
extreme than elsewhere, are essentially 

the same as those that have overtaken 

moot western cities. The decline of fam¬ 
ily and nation that Wenders identifies 

in Ozu's films goes hand in hand with 
the bursting metropolis and the grow* 

ing depersonalixation with which we 

are all familiar, and over which a series 

of glittering facade*, of neon lights, 
high-speed communication* and coldly 

smiling commercial ism have been 
drawn. 

More likely, however, Ovu’ft world is 
not to be found so much in pJaces js in 

time, and Wendvra search wan more in 
the nature of a wherrhe du t*mpu 

perdu It was a world Ozu created him 
self and, with his aversion to working in 

locations open to public view, one he 
created largely in the studio In that 
respect it w*us also a world that died 

with him, as the Interviews with his 
colleague* Chishu Ryu and Yuharu 
Atsuta reveal. Both men spent most at 

their working lives with Ozu, Chishu 
Ryu impersonating often similar role* 
in more than 50 film*. Yuharu Atsutn 
providing the same camera technique 

at Ozu a request, in all his later works — 
the camera in a fixed position close tn 
live ground, not Lnaveiling, panning or 

even morning, the lens and focal length 
unchanging. Both men identified with 
Ozu to the point of seeming self- 
effacement Yet both found a sense of 
fulfilment in their collaboration with 

him that they were never to achieve 

subsequently. On the verge of tears. 
Atsuta describe* how the director 

brought out the best in him: Ozu wo* 

more than a director; he was like a 
king/ 

Werner Herzog'* claim, made during 

his brief appearance in Ttjkyo-Ga. that 
there air 'no picture*' in thi* city, that 
it is necessary to go to the remote 
comers of the earth or into space to find 
them, i* of course disproved by the film 

itself. The inaccessible landscape* of 

Wenders' films are the asphalt jungle* 
and the eonurbotmn* of our modem 
civilisation Wenders himself speak* of 

4an inflation of pictures' in the world 
today, describing how the camera some¬ 
times stands in the way of observation. 

Ideally, one should be able to make 
films simply by opening ones eye* and 

seeing. But the image* have grown 

hollow, and in the seductive shots of 
moving trains and cityscape* in To&yn* 

Ga hr is at time* in danger of succumb 
ing himself to the fascination of the 

world he describes. 
I* Tokytt-Ga a search for pictures, in 

Herzog** understanding of cinema, a 

search for place*, or for time lo*t? Wen- 
dors take* lip two theme*-Tokyo 

yesterday and today, and the world of 
Yasujirn Ozu — without quite managing 
to fuse them into n single whole With 

the exception of old block and white 
photograph* and quotation* from thr 

Japanese director** film*. Ozu'* Tokyo 
never really emerge*, although Ozu 
himself i* never far away. But it would 
he a pity if the personal, documentary 
form nf Tokpo~Ga were to stand In the 
way of it* showing It is an absorbing 

essay on the subject of cinema and 
essential viewing for anyone interested 
in the film* of Ozu and the work of 
Wemftani. 

In Wing* of D&irt l1987h which won 
him the prize for bc*4 direction in 
Cannes last year. Wenders finally cele¬ 

brated his return home The film is 
among other things an intimate and 
affectionate portrait of Berlin, the oM 
metropolis of German cinema Although 
Wj/ig* of !h'*irr is designed on a fur 

more ambitious scale and function* on 

many more levels than ToJkyo-Ga, it has 
points in common with the Japanr*e 
notebook in it* exploration of the urhun 

landscape and of the nature of film The 
sweep nf the city and the transport 
systems that dissect it, the motorways 

and viaducts, the bridges and railway 
line*, have always been a motif central 

to Wenders* film* Here the pan of the 

camera takes up the movement of trains 

through the uitian fahric in his arnrch 
for the heart of Berlin in much thr same 

way as it does in his quest for the world 

of Ozu 
Wenders* Berlin, destroyed hy the 

war, ravaged hy subsequent reconstruc¬ 

tion and torn apart by the Wall, which 
ha* turned the very heart of the city 

into a peripheral zone, is a picture uf a 
waste land littered with the ruin* of the 
past and the cold concrete of postwar 

developments Here Wenders resume* 
his search for time and place Berlin 
function* both ns n backdrop against 

which the other layers of hi* film are 

set, and as the living tissue through 
which Curt Rot* wanders, a Homeric 
commentator in pursuit of the city's lost 

identity. 
Wander* has chooen to see the city 

through the eye* of its guardian angels, 

who are condemned fur the inotd part to 
play the role or observer and silent 
comforter to thr inhabitant*. Dam tel, 
the blithe spirit < Bruno Gam*, in whom 

one may detect certain biographical 
parallel* with Wrndrrs, and Cnjwiel 

of the melancholy countenance tOtto 

Sander! aw but two of a host of angels 
one recognise* in the course of the 

film. They know ibis place from time 
immemorial, and they are intimately 
acquainted with its history. They have 

few powers of direct intervention, hut 
their gaze and what little influence they 

IV«Zryo-f»»:'» «n**nangt*«M nrtrvitv in * rnitfiiftrH «psr*, 
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do have U benign, Unseen to all but 
the young at heart ^children and cinema- 
goer*), they can stlip through thr 
Wall an a fairy tale prince might slip 
through a hedge of briars They over* 
hear the thoughts of the people of Her* 

I in and have access to their inner moat 
desires 

Far from repelling them, howwwr, 

these insights into human emotions 

merely excite the angels to feel the 
physical constraints and simple pica* 
suns# of life on earth themselves The 
him hursts momentarily into colour 
tonics whenever Damirl comes close to 
human experience; and in the end. 

when he has finally shed his angelic 
shroud, it celebrate* the fact by chang* 

mg from black and white to colour 

completely 
Wenders weaves a further strand into 

his story the making of a film about 

Her I mV Na/i past—and wittil> exploit* 
the addl'd levels of lime and place this 
affords him IVter Falk appears as him 

self, playing the role of an American 
actor and slipping between two worlds: 

between modem Berlin and the film set. 
between present and post Arriving by 
air, like the angels^ hr provide* a com¬ 

mentary on live film itself, holding up n 
mirror to event* and intervening in the 
action as a pivot about which the story 
often turns He senses the presence of 

the angels, without being able to see 

them, ultimately disclosing that he is a 
former angel himself. 

Winder* reveals his indebtedness to 
Re^tuii* and Tarkovsky on a number of 
occasions: in the use of colour changes 
to denote changes of viewpoint; in the 

use of documentary material and film in 
film to create shifts in time; in the 

aesthetic of ruin, and even in specific 

images, such as the solitary tree sur¬ 
rounded by water 

If the original Orman title, Dcr Him* 

me/ fiber fieri in ‘‘The Heavens over 

Berlin*!, define* the prn^wctini of thr 
angels and the director, the English 
title. Wings of Desire, suggests the 
aspiration* of mortal* and angel* alike 
to be united on a plane* of common 

experience, The mam thread running 
through the him, about which all the 

other strands are woven, is spun in the 

form of a simple love story, told in 

nothing lea* than fairy-tale form, 
Through a gateway one suddenly 

catches a magical glimpse uf an 

elephant ami a circus in the heart of the 
city. In the arena is the trapeze artist 

Marion *;Solving Dommartmt. rehears¬ 
ing Tor her final performance. An elfin 
creature with feathered wings on her 

buck, ri\v is meant to fly through the air 
like an angel heraelf. Dam id observe* 
her and sense* thr first stirrings of 

desire, and fur a moment live screen is 

flushed with colour. 

Aftef the final performance, Marion 
remains behind in Berlin and bid* fare¬ 

well to the circus—the Circus Alekan 
AU'kan, as it happens* i* also the name 
of the film's director of photography, the 

same Henri Alekan who stood behind 
the camera in 19441 shooting dean Coe* 

tea us Menu tv and the Meant Wenders 

film, like Cocteau’s, tells a dory of 
mrtamnrphnwis and redemption through 

love. Damn*fa transformation to human 
form is accomplished through hi* love 
for Marion. On becoming mortal, hr 
discovert* the visual and tactile splen¬ 

dour* about him, eruoy* the first warm¬ 
ing cup of*coffer, the simple pleasure of 

rubbing his hands together in cold 

weather, As in any good fairy tale, 
however, Damir! and Mahon must lose 
and find each other again. When they 

are finally reunited, one hears the 
wxird* 'em w&r etnmai . ,*. which are 
both the German equivalent of ‘once 

upon a time .. ’ and the German title of 
Cocteau’s Ixi Befit ft la Rite 

Cocteau dedicated hi* film to those 
w ho had preserved a breath of childlike 
Ire.shnow* and those who wx?re weary of 

what was commonly known as real life*. 
In Wenders' film too it is the young at 

heart who have acre* to the angels 
and to the simple joy* of life. The film 

is framed by a handwritten epigram, 
beginning 'When the child was a 
child .*, and recurring with vuricius 

endings that seek to depict a child's 
innocent vision of the world The word* 
and the preoccupation with childhood 

experience reveal the influence of Peter 
ffnndkr, who collaborated with Wen¬ 
ders on the screenplay. 

Where in Tokyo-Go Wenders was in 

danger of succumbing to the fascination 
of the images, hen* ha* put* his achieve* 

mc-nt at nsk with an excess of words. 
The text, often mannered, yet exerting 
its own hypnotic seduction when spoken 
to tlie pictures, threatens to inflate the 
love gory into something pretentious 
and to obscure the essential simplicity 

of its happy end. The lightness and wit 
with which the simple things in life are 

rediscovered in action* and taut dia¬ 
logue are here weighed down with 

literary ballast. The journey through 
space and time i* ultimately more im¬ 
portant to Wendrm than thr destination 

itself, as the final written word* reveal 
*to hi* continued’ 

After enjoying a measure of inter¬ 
national success with his previous ven 

tune into comedy 'Sitgorbohy, 1984 ir 
Percy Ad Jon *et* out in Bagdad Cafe 
iFormerly Out of Rosenheim, 19871 to 

explore the confrontation of provincial 
Bavaria with a desert outpost in the 
American West Jasmin MunchgstrU- 

ner ‘a deliberate mouthful of a name), a 
middle-aged middle-cla^e German tour¬ 
ist of more than ample proportion* 

<played by Marianne Skgebrecht of 
Sugarhahy fame', part* company with 
her husband on the highway in the 

nuddlr uf nowhere and struggles off 
with her suitcase in search of the 
nearest settlement She lands in a place 

called Bagdad, which consist* of no 

more than a rundown cafe-motel and 
filling station, and n motley bunch of 

desert flowers, including Brenda iCCH 
Pounder*, the hard-headed black girl 
who run* the place with her idle family; 

Rudy Cox i a rare appearance by Jack 

Pa lance >. a farmer set-painter in Holly¬ 

wood who now live* in a caravan in the 
desert and paints his own canvases; 
Debbie, a tattoo artist, who caters to the 

needs of pacing truck-drivers and a 
pigtnilrd Indian sheriff 

Jasmin rents a mom at the motel and 

discovers to her dismay that she has 
taken the wrong suitcase the one con- 
taintng her husband’s belongings and a 
box of magic trick* She vtaolm to stay- 
in Bagdad, which does mg please 

Brenda, who senses that the newcomer 

from Rosenheim will disturb their 
sleepy wav or life. Sure enough. Jasmin 

i* soon busily tidying up the place, 
taking care of the children, helping out 
in the coffee *hnp and generally con¬ 
cerning herself with things that are 

none of her bust net* 
Rudy Cox discovers her attractions 

Iflnfi of fMSknp; ftrusi Wl U l« WVnOrrw. iVtrr talk H#iw1 Alekim 
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and begin* Ln paint a nrric* of portrait* 
of Jasmin that depict her holding 

various pieces of fruit and in a state 
of progre**iv* deshabille. Meanwhile 

Jasmin begins to practise the magic 
tricks she has found in her luggage 
Slowly Brenda's antagonism toward* 

Cafe. CCll I'ounUcf 

hi r melts, and the pair soon have a 

most successful show running in the 
coffee hnr that attract* the truck* 
drivers from miles around until the 

sheriff informs Jasmin one day that her 

permit ha* etpired and she must 
leave. . 

Those acquainted with thr lierman 
cinema since its rmaisoanre in the 80s 

may feci that they have been here 
before, at least as far os the topography 

is concerned. The American highway 
through the desert, the solitary tilling 
station by the roadside, the deep blue 

sky and the crystal clear air obviously 
exorcise a romantic fascination on fier- 

mun directors Adlon exploits the 

atmospheric cliches with ample use of 

coloured tillers, orange sunsets and 
tilted cameras. But the him become* 

stuck in the very cliches it purports to 

parody the Bavarian native costume 
and the snuff, the tierman sense of 
order and inline-^. and mutual distaste 
for foreign coffee The opposition be¬ 
tween Brenda and Jaxmin. which U the 

true motor of the him. is all too glibly 

resolved What is mono, the joke* and 
situation*, on which a film of this kind 
depend*, are rarely genuinely comical 

They soon become laboured and over¬ 
played. In the end. the incidental wit of 

Wenders’ Wing# of Dextre proves more 
fleet-footed than Adlona premeditated 
attempt at comedy. 

On I ft January, Bavarian Film Prize* 
were awarded in Munich to the tallow¬ 

ing; Luck i Siipetic tor production 

I Cobra Verde K Wim Wenders for direc¬ 
tion i/Jer Himnu'l oher Berlin>; fcleorvorn 

and Percy Adlon far screenplay *Oui of 
Rotten hetrn, now Bagdad Cofr I ■ 

C Peter Oreen 
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Or, 

why were there 

no more 

Andre Antoine 

films after 

LArlesienne? 

BARRY SALT 

This is certainly a good-looking picture, 
like roost of the image* in Audi* 
Antoine * film*, for the man had long 
experience as a photographer. having 
taken an immense number of ills a* 
reference material for his stage produo 
Imicicl But then we have to unk how this 
picture fit* into the flow of *hnt* in 
the film. This is actually the first shot 
of a scene near the beginning of 
L'AfUttenne. and it is the |*iint at 
which thr narrative gris under way, 
just after the mum character* have 
I wen introduces! Feeder*. the protago¬ 
nist, has been given an errand hy his 
widowed mother standing foreground! 
os he rides off (middle distance* from 
the stable* of their form 

By 1920, moot French film-maker* 
would have used some cutting to closer 
shots in thr exchange between mother 
and son. but Antoine, whuw* 1919 film 
La Terrt was still constructed on the 
primitive ‘one scene—one shot* hu*i>. 
hud only just learned alH>ut this, und 
tended to relapwe into the ulder style of 
covering all the action in onr shot taken 
from a distance, os be dries here, Then 
he suddenly remember* what be has 
been told about cutting to different 
angles, or someone on the crew reminds 
him, and we get u shut of Freden’s 
simple-minded brother* Unimnt*, 

calling out Take roe with you. Fredori ’ 
But where is I/Innocent standing? He 
cannot be recognised anywhere In the 
first *lwt. and it is impossible to tell 
where he t* from any enaction given by 
the tiny figure of Frederi a* lie rides 
away after a cut hack to the first set-up 

In fact it was only idler careful re 
pealed examination of the print that I 
could work out that the little brother i* 
actually in the frame in thr first shot, 
as n nearly invisible dot. salting on a 
rock under a tree at thr top right of the 
main shot, rather than somewhere be¬ 
hind the wall at the left of the* picture, 
as I assumed with puzzlement on first 
&*hng the film Not a good beginning to 
a major lilm production, even in France 
back in 1921 

Ann lira* had established himself as 
one of the most important figures in 
French theatre from 1887 when he set 
up the Theatre I.ibre, and ho made his 
name by following two principles The 
first was the -daging of large numbers of 
new play*, and the e^cond was the 
thoroughgoing application of the ideas 
that Zola had put forward in hi* wmy 
‘l* NnUirali*me an Theatre’ 118811 and 
other writings, and indeed had also 
demonstrated when collaburattrig in the 
staging of hi* novels ISAfimnunair and 
N<u\a in 1879 and 1881 But alter lung 

1‘redfd b»*rn an errand 
Ht bo widowed Mdkrr . , 

Where h l/lnnoffod *tnwding 

am he nUU afire hi* brother? 

_ FnhXn .emmeoc-moi! 
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TOm- «M Indy rvftumn 

Ui 1W farm. I»ul ho* lt«r hmrk 
•o it *4 the key moment, 

r ^ 

. Le voila done encor*. 
ce vleux Cast«l*l que 
je n’al pas vu depuis 
tanl d'ann^es! 

I 

_«Je le crois blen... 
Ici, les bergeries- 

Id-bas. la magnanerie 
et les hangars. 

success pursuing the*? ideas, in 19H 
Antoine was forced into film-making in 
an attempt to recoup the large Mims of 
money that his productions at the 
Theatre Notional de I’Odeon !tad liart in 
thr preceding several year*. He quickly 
became fascinated by the medium, and 
in 191ft wrote to a friend. For wimc 
weeks I have hern up to my nock in thr 
cinema It is not as horrible as one 
thinks, and is even probably a new art 
that is rising up which will regale our 
children, but there is not enough time 
to adapt myself to it. and I will be 
satisfied to draw from it anmr resource* 
which basically the theatre could not 
provide me * What he meant w as that 
film inode possible an even more de¬ 
tailed realism tor naturalism than he 
had been exploiting in the theatre, and 
this led to his determination to film a* 
much as pcmible on locution. 

This is the feature of L'Ar\&*utnmt and 
his other films that makes them more 
interesting now than they were at thr 
time for they reproduce for us the Uiok 
of a world that has vanished for ever 
(>n thr other hand, however, Antoine 
did not really understand the true 
nature of editing in the cinema He 
tended U> think of it as just something 
that cuuld make instantaneous scene 
changes in a way that wa* impossible in 
thr theatre: 4The cinema can do every¬ 
thing * It Is a magician! It is at the same 
time the theatre and the novel, conver¬ 
sation and painting’ And nature, old 
man! The cinema satisfies all our 
curiosities. all our taste for speed, and 
this desire for changes that the fastest 
revolving stagrs cannot give us At the 
cinema, you are in Pans; one second 
later, in San Franci«co ’ 

Although by the time ho mode 
L'ArleMirnne Antoine had heard about 
editing, he did not properly understand 
the way it worked The real power of 
cutting in the standard form nf cinrma 
• ‘mainstream continuity cinema* or 
classical cinema*» which had recently 
been drvrloped in America, and which 
was juM beginning to be assimilated hv 
the French film industry at the end of 
the First World War lay in the way it 
made possible the omission of the bor¬ 
ing hit* of action within scene* that did 
not contribute to the story, and also the 
Way It was able to emphasise the emo¬ 
tional interplay between character* by 
careful control of the camera placement, 
('lose examination of f/Ar/emewar 
shows that Antoine covered every inch 
of his actor* movement* over the 
ground within the scenes when he shot 
the film, whereus any experienced 
French film-maker, even at that date, 
would have been able to arrange' cam¬ 
era set-ups, and exits and entrances 
from the frame, to get a character from 
a to n quickly 

This frequently put the editor of 
L’Arfauenme in an impoeoible position 
when trying to speed up the action by 
cutting out the bits irrelevant to thi- 
narrative. At one point he even had to 
resort to a version of the legendary joke 
of film makers with continuity problems. 
Oh. well, well just have to cut to the 
cat*—in this case, a point lens insert 
shot of a rooster put in to shorten the 
hero's passage from background to fore¬ 
ground in a scene near the end of the 

:i I 'i i 
Even alter his film career hod 

ended in 1923. Antoine was still insist¬ 
ing that the only best way to film would 
he to use multiple cameras 'It must 
be possible to shoot the scenes with five 
or six operator*. To make the actor* 
work under the cross-fire of the lenses, 
and know how to select successively the 
beat gestures, the truest expressions 
This is elementary, this is logical ’ But 
of course, if this had been done, it would 
have forced the whole scene to run in 
real time, and limited the possible 
angles chosen, through the necessity of 
keeping the cameras out of each other's 
field of view, a* everyone found out 
several years later at the beginning of 
the sound cinema, when they were 
forced into it by technical constraints. 
Antoine’s collaborator* in the cinema 
dimly realised what was wrong with his 
approach, but they were obviously un¬ 
able to explain it properly to him. pre¬ 
sumably because they had not yet fully 
understood the newly developed stan¬ 
dard form of cinema themaelve* 

Although Antoine had two camera¬ 
men on L'AHeximw, it seems that they 
were not used to get two angles simulta¬ 
neously on the scenes, but ju*t to shnot 
side by side to obtain a second negative 
for foreign distribution, as the Ameri¬ 
can* hud hern doing for several year*, 
* There is a contemporary sketch prov 
ing this.I Nevertheless, it la possible 
that *ime scenes of Antoine's t.'Nfrnn* 
deiU el la Afc.wing*', made after 
L'AHrxirntfv but never released by 
Path* <«* hhjht ani» tsM'NU. Summer 
I9H4», may have been shot with two 
cameras simultaneously. This would ex* 
plain the strange cut* from one angle to 
another angle at 90 degrees to the firot, 
but at the same camera distance, on 
$*ime uf the group scenes 

Unfortunately, these cut* in L'Hiron- 
dctlr ri fa Mvsan^r show nothing that 
was mg equally visible from the first 
angle, and ao forcibly disprove the 
mistaken theory of film-making that 
Antoine clung to Likewise. in 
L'Artfrtenne, Antoines literal minded 
attitude to the reproduction nf reality 
by the cinema is surely behind the 
dumfitne«6 of hi* setme dissection for 
instance in the scene in which an old 
relative makes an emotional return to 
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the farm after many yrnr* and i* pinned 
with her back to the farm, looking away 
from it at the moment that she recog¬ 
nises it. When she names the 
buildings —sheepfolds, silkworm shed, 
lwm»-we are not shown them, nor do 
we get a front view of her face to show 
her emotion, iln the same scene in 
Daudet's play, both the old woman and 
the buildings are in view to the audi¬ 
ence at the same time) 

In fact the adaptation Andre Antoine 
made of Alphonse Dander's play for the 
film is a rather clumsy piece of work, 
and is basically carried out by putting 
on the acreen events that are related in 
the piny ns having taken plane before 
the action started, or that take place off- 
stage during it. Daudet had carpentered 
L'Arlt*ienne after the standard 
nineteenth-century model of the ‘well- 
made play , using material from stories 
in his fattrr* de Mon Mnuiin, princi¬ 
pally Irons the one also called 
L'Ari&tenne. In the play, this brief 
story of the infatuation of the son of a 
farm with the girl from Arles, the dis¬ 
covery that she was already another 
man* mistress, and hie eventual sui¬ 
cide?, was contrasted with the effects nf 
the old shepherd Balthazar's long 
forsworn illicit love, and also paralleled 
with the struggle of M Seguin'* gnat 
against her fated death, which is re¬ 
ferred to at various points in live play 
by L'lnnocent and Balthazar 

Antoine retains the final ironic quota¬ 
tion from Le f 'hrvrr de \f Sequin, but 
eliminates the telling of the significant 
part of the story near the beginning of 
the play, so destroying Daudet'a eftect- 
ln the play, the comic relief derived 
from Tartarin de foauros is also clev¬ 
erly integrated, and indeed the wholr 
Vehicle held the stage in France for 
aeveral decade*- But in the film these 
parallel themes an» partially last, and 
what la left doe» more to hold up the 
action than illuminate it. Even the 
dramatic effects of Dander's stage direc¬ 
tions an* ignored. The first half of the 
second act. in winch Freden is emo¬ 
tional ly devastated and adrift, ih de¬ 
scribed in the play teat as being set 
on the flat marshy Camargue plain by 
the lake of Vnorares, with its ‘immense* 
empty horizon'. This paralleling of 
Nature and dramatic action of the beat 
Zolaeaque variety is thrown away in the 
film, however, despite Antoine's insis¬ 
tence on real locution*. 

As well a* the exteriors, some of the 
interior arenas of LArlentenne were shot 
on location, the results were mixed One 
positive result is that we can still see 
what a few rooms m a few buildings 
from the Arles region looked like in 
1921 On the negative aide, however, 
these interiors an* rather crudely lit 
with the extra lights put in hv I. -If 

Burel to get an exposure, in one caar 
making nonsense of the important fact 
that the scene was supposed tn be tnk 
ing place in the middle of the night. At 
this date. Burel was far from being the 
master cameraman he eventually be 
came, as is also shown by the major 
scene that was shot in the studio, and 
not on location Here the lighting is 
much rougher than the best film light¬ 
ing of the period, aa can be *een in the 
frame still of the final moment of the 
scene which hod ended the second act of 
the play 

Frediri has just announced that he 
will give up the girl from Arles, and 
marry the farm girl his parent* had 
wanted him to marry all long, and then 
we get the nid-fashinnrd theatrical 
posed ‘Tableau Curtain!' isorry. ‘Fade- 
out?'). And consider ab*o the cheap look 
of the aet One might add that such 
faults are common enough in other 
French films of the period, and are just 
some of the reasons that thnsc films 
could not break into the American 
market in the 20s. 

We are always told that Antoine in¬ 
troduced a now realism and restraint in 
acting into the theatre, which may be 
true, but a glance at a couple of from os 
from L'AriMenne should suggest that 
he was far from being up to date with 
the point film acting had reached in 
1921 Gabriel de Gravonne, ns Krrden 
gives a grotesquely exaggerated per¬ 
formance, which has a certain interest 
as an indication uf what was presum¬ 
ably still acceptable at that date from a 
jeune premier on the European adage 

• and is somewhat similar to the embar¬ 
rassing performance of Gustav Fnnlich 
in Fritz Lang's .tfetropcWoft, and Luci- 
enne Breval, the opera singer, in the 
other main part nf his mother, periodi¬ 
cally lives down to the traditional idea 
of opera acting The re*t of the cast do 
fairly well by the standards of continen¬ 
tal film acting of the time, but was 
Antoine directing the actors, or wmsn't 
he? Altogether, it is not surprising 
that Pa the took his camera away from 
him after they had given him one 
more chance on L NirondeUe et (a 

.Wwfr 
Despite these faults, enough of the 

strung original material from Daudet's 
play survive* in passable form to make 
t.'Arfeniennr hear residing, hut it seems 
to me that Andre* Antoines truly valu¬ 
able legacy to the cinema was a man lie 
had employed to direct stage produc¬ 
tions at his theatres earlier in the 
century; namely. Maurice Tourneur. 
For it was actually Tourneur, in the 
films he made during the First World 
War in America, who pushed restraint 
and the precise control of the detail in 
film acting into new regions inacces¬ 
sible to Antoine himself. ■ 

( rud# lighting uf a night 

«tmm< anil of iha group ahol which 

mil a Ihr play‘a tctonil ad 

(iabrtfl «t* iimwiw. 

an i«tii|g»ralvd Frtalairv 

Lacwnn* Itrevnl 
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Peter Pan in the 
Forbidden City 

The Last EmperorfDav\d Wilson 

*ls it true I can do anything I 1ik*r The 
child’s remark is half innocent, half 
aware of Lhe corrupt Kirin of power —and 
perhaps the key to Bertolucci’* inter¬ 
pretation of the life of the loot Emperor 
of China. Aism-Gioru Pu Yj was. liter¬ 
ally, His Majesty the Child. Installed on 
the Dragon Throne in 1908 at the age of 
three, fofiUioiud by stepmothers, tutor*, 
courtiers and an anny of eunuch* (1,600 
of them!, the child emperor was omni¬ 
potent. In hi* confessional autobiography 
vmtten —or ghosted — during the period 
of hi* rehabilitation by the Chino** 
Communist Party, F*u Yi describes a 
meal that was laid out for him each day 
in the Mind Nurture Palace from Duck 
of Triple Delight to Ancestor Meat 
Soup, tlie menu occupies a page of text. 
But the food wag not for eating it was 
pure display a hieratic ritual af the 
Ch’ing dynasty court 

This all-powerful monarch, Son of 
Heaven and ford of Ten Thousand 
Years, absolute ruler of an empire 
which stretched from Siberia to Burma, 
ended hi ft days aw a gardener in the 
Beijing Botanical Gardena Was thin a 
fall from grace, of spectacular dimen¬ 
sions? Not according to the Chinese, 
who congratulated Bertolucci o«t the 
screenplay (by Mark Peplot* and the 
director, with earlier collaboration by 
the lute F-nxo IJngani for its account of 
Pu Yi’s transformation from imperial 
dragon to model citizen of the People'* 
Republic, just one face among the hun¬ 
dreds of cyclist* waiting at a traffic 
light on their way to work 

Bertolucci himself sees The Las/ 
Emperor (Columbia i as a journey from 
darkness into light, where his previous 

I £4 

films travelled from light to dark. So 
the film begins, immediately interpos¬ 
ing it* moral and political thematic, 
with that point in Pu Yi'a life when 
he tried to end it, bv cutting his wrists 
m u railway station washroom an the 
Si no-Soviet bonder In one of those 
coded compositions that have become a 
characterising feature af Bertolucci's 
cinema, the camera closes on the red 
circle of blood. Pu Yl is saved, though, 
as he is to he 'saved' by ten years of 
political re education. 

It ia this journey into light which 
determines the film’s structure, and is 
reflected in the gradation* of its style. 
As Pu Yi respond* to hia interrogator 
and to Kls mentor, the prison governor 
i played, with a nice irony, by China's 
Deputy Minister of Culture. Ying 
Huochcng i, we see a version of his ex¬ 
traordinary life. First, and at length, 
the oppressive pageant of the Manchu 
court Great blocks of gOCttck fill the* 
screen ns Vittorio Storaro's camera 
sweep* and swxwps through the vast 
courtyards and the interior mare af the 
Forbidden City, or describes slow para 
bo las round the massed ranks of kow 
towing courtiers. This is breathtaking 
cinema, its calculated grandiosity 
recalling, on a magnified scale, the 
geometrical architecture of The Con¬ 
formist. As one bravura sequence 
follow* another i crowd* scurrying to 
turn their faces to the walls a* their 
child emperor is earned through the 
streets, the venerable Empress Dowager 
propped up on her mammoth btd with a 
Pekinese dug at her fceO, the film runs 
the nsk. which it doe* not entirely 
avoid, of offering a surfeit of spectacle 

But this is not of course mere spectacle, 
which for all ita pomp and circumstance 
would aoon become a visual tautology 
What we have here is that familiar 
Bertolucci strategy uf playing one per¬ 
ception against another, os Pu Yi* 
recollections are mediated by* the direc 
tors formal commentary on them, 
and by the spectator's own shifting 
interpretation of these scenes. 

Typically, in this first section, the 
camera will describe a line across a 
crowded scene before moving slightly off 
the horizontal The angularity alerts us 
to a point of view, and as a formal 
device it U supported by the elaborate 
colour coding of Stonaro’s lighting The 
early sequences in the palace are suf¬ 
fused in yellow and red ithe yellow tiles 
evidently reminding Bertolucci of hi* 
birthplace. Parma! Cocooned in ritual, 
shielded from the forbidden world out¬ 
side the Forbidden City. Pu Yi is a 
prisoner of this imperial pogrom. The 
sense of confinement is nowhere better 
conveyed than in a vast open space as 
the boy, in extreme long shot, despair¬ 
ingly calls after his wet nurse when 
she is dismissed from the palace 

Even when the dynasty is forced to 
abdicate after the 1911 revolution, fife 
within the Forbidden City continues as. 
in Pu Yi'a avoids, ‘a theatre without an 
audience'. A little light is let in w*ith the 
arrival of a foreign tutor »Peter OToole. 
w*ith a faltering Scottish accent hut 
otherwise striking an agreeable bal¬ 
ance between awe and canniness!. who 
introduces hia charge to some of the 
mysteries of the Occident. As Pu Yi 
emerges into adulthood. he alati 
emerges tentatively out of the shadows 
cast by the towering walls of his entrap¬ 
ment But not beyond them confronted 
by a barred gate as he tries to leave the 
city, he hurls his pet white mouse 
against it. 

Pu Yi a* victim, then? We should 
know by now that Bertolucci could not 
entertain so reductive a view, and there 
have already been qualifying indica¬ 
tion* The omnipotent child is nut 
averse to the seductions af power When 
even a cricket crawls from ita box to 
kowtow to him, it is nothing for him to 
prove his power its emperor by obliging 
a Cbinew tutor to drink green ink, The 
shade of Freud is never far from Berto¬ 
lucci's films. It flaunted The Conformist, 
and it is that film's dark oh»e**ion* 
which the central section of The Lor/ 
Emperor mast recalls. 

Denied teal power as a child by a Mir 

feit of its trappings, INi Yi as an adult 
I the excellent John Lone* is traduced 
into believing that be bus found it when 
he ia installed by the Japanese us pup 
pet emperor of their client state of 
Manchukuu With a retinue of camel* 
and black limousines, the emperor's 
second coronation is enacted oil a du*t> 
plain in a replica of the Forbidden 
City’s Temple of Heaven and in the 
middle of nowhere The power is 
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illusory, an illusion reflected by tbi* 
lighting and the decor throughout this 
part of the film (Told grry* and brown* 
predominate, a* Pu Vi's string* are 
polled by the Japanese and his wife 
I Joan Chen) U seduced into opium 
addiction by a sinister tempt res* called 
Eastern Jewel • Maggie Han). 

This agent of the dark first seen in a 
startling brawn leather flying suit, re¬ 
main* a mysterious figure The focus 
hereabouts is blurred, as though the 
film were Itself being seduced by its 
portrait of decadence: there ia more 
than a touch of 1930* Hollywood Chi- 
notoene in the steamy shadows of the 
opium-smoking scenes A similar sense 
of haste is evident in the relatively hrief 
account of Pu Yi's final emergence into 
the light, with the r«*ult that we 
are not quitr persuaded, as Bertolucci 
clearly means to persuade us. of the 
emperor's absorption into the collective 

in 19K5, when Paul Newman saw the 
Willianretown Theater Festival produc¬ 
tion of 7’Ar (slats Menagerie with his 
wife Joanne Woodward as Amanda and 
Karen Allen as l-aura. he says he 
thought it \.. shameful not to have a 
permanent record of their performance 
in this great play. Thus his subsequent 
decision to film the production was both 
a husband * act of homage to an actress 
wife* art, and a director s act of homage 
to a playwright whose own art has 
lately been obscured by the lund and 
sometimes squalid circumstances of hi* 
last years, death, and the ensuing 
scramble of* interested parties for the 
material thing* he left behind copy¬ 
rights. manuscripts, letters, journals, 
real estate, cash, stocks and bunds. 
There have hoen very few* occasions 
where u husband* wile direct orstar 
team have put together something so 
solidly ivalised a* this latest version on 
film of Williams' debut play, which was 
first seen on Broadway in 19*16 in a 
legendary production starring Laurette 
Taylor, with ‘theme* music— its it used 
to be credited—by Paul Bowles. 

From the inception of In* film {Col¬ 
umbia*. Newman hod the straight- 
forward and sensible idea of letting the 
test of the play itself stand as his 
screenplay, refusing to cut or refurbish, 
to 'open out* or to 'update'. V et. in spite 
of these proclaimed intentions, in spite 
of the beauty of what he has put before 
audiences through this method, he has 
induced much carping for not showing 
l .a urn at her typewriting school or Tom 
In his warehouse and so on In the 
genteelly shabby St loo is apartment 
created by Tony Walton, in which the 
walls seem to lean over the characters 
like stifling presences about to come 

consciousness of the Chinese people 
The Cultural Revolution, presented as a 
piece of street theatre performed by 
fresh-faced students, and unpersua 
ttively bringing on Pu Yi from the wings 
to protect about the prison governor's 
appearance in a parade of dunce capped 
revisionist*, looks like a westerner's 
view of those somewhat teas anodyne 
events And the final sequence, as 
the gardener Pu Yi revisits the For- 
hidden City and discovers* his childhood 
cricket behind the throne to prove to 
a red-neckerchiefed boy that he was 
indeed the emperor, is astonishingly 
sentimental The full-circle schematism 
of this scene i» an indication of the 
film a ultimate failure to resolve it* own 
contradictions. Not for the first time in 
Bertolucci's work, the parts do not quite 
build into a whole, even when that 
whole is built on shifting perspectives. 
But they are magnificent. 

down in a smothering embrace, the 
Wingfield family and their Gentleman 
Caller attempt to work out one of those 
fearful family destinies from which all 
wrioue twentieth-century American 
dramas derive. 

At the seta dun-coloured centre, like 
a kind of diabolically driven perpetual 
motion and chatter machine, is Wood* 
ward's Southern belle. She has got this 
type of middle-aged, middle-class Ameri¬ 
can woman exactly a creature put on 
this earth to live for o man. and after 
that, his family; a non-stop talker, a 
one-track mind, she uses every manipu¬ 
lative weapon that guile or accident 
places in her pretty, well-cared-for little 
hand Maddening gallant, touching, 
and finally tragic, Woodward's Amanda 

sees her family fail and her hopes for 
tier difficult children turn to despair. As 
those children, the extraordinary John 
Malkovich »Ti>mi and Karen Allen 
{Laurai, submit to a procession of 
tyrannies which lead up to the worrt, 
the pathetic little dinner party 
for the Gentleman Caller, after which 
the family falls to bit* and the 
apartment walla, instead of caving in, 
seem to blow outwards a* everyone is 
whirled apart 

John Malkovich ia now probably 
America's most gifted and resourceful 
young actor. Because he i*, he can get 
away in thi* resoundingly wasp part 
with hi* somewhat feral Slavic looks 
and a manner of speaking which is 
as idiosyncraticailv contemporary os 
Brando* was in hi* own time. One of 
the finest sequence* of the film belongs 
to Karen Allen and to James Naughton. 
the Gentleman Caller. As he attempts 
to bring her out into the light a little, 
we are made to feel the small flame of 
hope that flicker* up in her breast for a 
few momenta. In Naughton. who along 
with Woodward and Allen was in the 
Williamstown production iTom wa* first 
played there by John Saylesi, there i* 
no physical suggestion of the once inso¬ 
lent high echool hero, with a face now 
shading, or fading, into doubt and 
anonymity This robust young man with 
his glistening, stiff hair and strong 
mouth might very well go on to be the 
City's mayor or the State'* senator. 
Nor do you firel, when watching 
Naughton. the dread spectre of prcrrui 
ture middle-age which presumably Tom 
ia meant to see in hi* friend's face, and 
from which he will run away. But 
NuughUm's playing I* so delicate, you 
accept how w>ell set up he look* He 
must still be working out at the gym. 

Tennessee Williams reputation 
*eem* today to he somehow unrelated to 
his plays-to the full weight, you might 
cay. of the Collected Works in the great 

file W«*n4f*ru«: k«r**n 411m .lunnnr Woodward. Mm Mslkovtrh. 

His master’s voice 
The Glass Menagerie/James Ivory 
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Breaking news 
Wall Street & Broadcast News 

Sean French 

scale* which ant thought to measure up 
worth. Every aclrcw wants to play 
Blanche before she dies. and there are 
plenty of production* of ho early play*, 
even if Lite Later one* go disdained and 
unperformed. He's far more popular with 
audiences than the other Immortal, 
Eugene O'Neill. And yet, despite two 
decade* of hita which are universally 
admired, his status is argued, his 
accomplishments derided, and the void 
which ts Serious Theatre, at least in 
New York, can now only bo filled by 
revivals, or the occasional British import 
Apparently, no one wishes he were still 
around ihe’d he 771, unless it's actors 

It is astonishing to read Mary Mc¬ 
Carthy's assessment of his talent in her 
collection of theatre pieces called Sight* 
and Spectacle*, !917- J96B Distrusting 
the success of A 8freef ear Earned 
Detirt, she calls the play a mere episode 
in his career, a career which itself had 
\«.. the tinny quality of a musical 
romance.' His wxirk reeked of literary’ 
ambition, she wrote, and it was impos¬ 
sible to witness one of hia plays \Street- 
car was only the secondi without 
becoming aw are of the pervading smell 
of careerism. When Williams, in an 
interview, referred to himself as \ , 
that moat common American phenome¬ 
non, the rootless, wundenng writer,' site 
wondered if that was V , , a wholly 
fitting description of a talent which is as 
rooted in the American pay-dirt as a 
stout and tenacious carrot.’ 

McCarthy, like other left-wing critics 
then, also hated the sort of middle-brow 
theatre of which Tennessee Williams, 
Arthur Miller and William Inge were 
the principal villain*. They were not 
radical enough. They did not advance 
the art And critics today, comfortably 
middle-class themselves and no longer 
living in a radical age, have sometimes 
found similar fault with Newman's him. 
It does not go far enough, they write. 
But where was it to go? And in what 
way has this film, which is the best 
Mcnagrn* 1 have ever seen on stage or 
screen, failed to capture the full world 
of Williams’ imagination7 Mure Iheatri 
cal in it* style thun most films dare to 
be today, more careful to evoke correctly 
the spirit and the images or the post so 
that the author’s true voice may yet be 
heard again, this film reveal* a side of 
the director—a tenderness'7 which as a 
leading man we have not so clearly 
glimpsed before 

Richard Ellmann. in his life of Oscar 
Wilde, sums up the earlier dramatist m 
the book's last paragraph He might 
have been writing about William* 4Now 
beyond the reach of scandal, his best 
writings validated by time, he come* 
before us still, n towering figure, 
laughing and weeping, with parables 
and paradox**, so generous, so amusing, 
and bo right.’ Could this not be seen to 
apply in part to Newman and Wood¬ 
ward’s film, like its scriptwriter so 
generous, so amusing, and so right? □ 

As Ronald Reagan sits out the last lame 
month* of his presidency, one of the old 
movie actors principal regrets may 
well he the brevity of the influence that 
the bullish early optimism of his presi¬ 
dency exerted on Hollywood It now 
seems a long time ago that Clint East- 
wood's Heartbreak Ridge implausibly 
but consolingly suggested that the 
invasion of Grenada was a glorious 
victory that wiped out the humiliations 
of Vietnam and Korea. Such impulses 
have proved ephemeral The latest 
Ram bo film is set in Afghanistan 'with 
John Kamba fighting alongside the 
anti-Soviet freedom fighters), but it is 
reported that, in the light of recent 
developments, the producers are 
redubbing - and drpoliticising—the film 
in order to substitute the name of an 
imaginary locale for a country that 
seems on the verge of no longer being 
oppressed by the red hordes 

One of the best demonstrations of 
America** changed mood ha* been the 
recent boxoflicc success** of Oliver 
Stone’s Walt Street and James L. 
Brook*' Broadcast Ntu* iboth Fox* It's 
good to feel bud about America again. 
Oliver Stone's revisionist version of the 
Vietnam W'ar in Platoon once seemed so 
controversial that for years it proved 
impossible to finance. Now, emboldened 
by his Oscar, Oliver Stone has gone 
much further and brought his disen¬ 
chantment on to the American main- 

*h/J >*reef Dougin* 

land and almost up to the present day, 
The subject is New York's booming 
stock market in the days before it was 
brought to an end fiiwt by the arrest of 
Iran Bocskv for insider dealing and 
then by the crash of last October 

Stone sac* New York’* bull market 
much a* he saw the battlefields of Viet¬ 
nam The best parts of Platoon were 
when he drew on his own combat ex¬ 
perience to show the physical chaos of 
battle, the difficulty in understanding 
what anyone is saying, where an attack 
is coming from In Walt Street, Robert 
Richardson's camera prowls around the 
dealer floor a* if it were a war rone A* 
in !*iatoon, we experience moral chaos 
physically The plot is almost identical 
in the two film*- young men, both play¬ 
ed by Charlie Sheen, are torn between a 
good and a bad man. Both end with the 
young man turning on the bad man and 
destroying him. 

The problem with tine film lies just 
where Oliver Stone want* us to take it 
mn*t seriously: as an indictment of the 
Wall Street system The story is a mod¬ 
ern fable. 'The Dirty Secret of My Sur¬ 
er**'. and one assumes that the young 
hero i* called Bud Fox as a sly reference 
to the recent acceptable face of* yuppie 
greed, Michael J. Fox. The ruthless 
young dealer Bud. is desperate to get 
rich and he becomes a gatherer of il¬ 
legal intelligence for the insider dealer. 

Ourtkm Gekko. He only repents when 
faced with a ludicrous moral redwetio ad 
absurd urn: the ho*ti!e takeover and 
dismantlement of his own father's 
airline business Stones j'occute is 
confuted at its very heart: i* it the 
system itself or the abuse of the system 
that is wrong? 

Oliver Stone pretends to be a moralist 
but at his best he's really a sort of 
Darwinist What really interests him is 
the battle for survival The quinLexsen 
Dal Stone hero is Tony Montana, as 
played by Al Pacino, in Scarface, the 
film he wrote for Brian DePalma. Man 
tana is Florida's version of Richard III, 
a psychopathic Cuban emigre who mur¬ 
ders his way to the top of a Miami drug 
empire Pacino's extraordinary per¬ 
formance ignites the film and there is 
no attempt to moralise, rather, a recog¬ 
nition that he la the strongest ant on 
the hill, 

The real energy of W’all Street lies in 
the character of Gordon Gekko. A* 
played by Michael Douglas, Gekko is 
based a* much on the Wicked Witch of 
the West as on Ivan Boeaky Fox first 
visits him in his plate-glass eyrie on his 
birthday and find* him chewing up 
companies, discoursing on the pleasures 
of power and announcing that ‘lunch is 
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for * imps' while feeding his birthday 
card* into a shreddeT Dougla* has won¬ 
derful fun with the role, displaying the 
acquisitive glee of a man who find* it all 
too easy to profit from the weakness and 
stupidity of others llis moral world is 
simple if you're not inside, you‘re out 
side ’ 

Unfortunately, Stone then give* him 
disappointingly little to do He deliver® 
a speech to some share holders closely 
echoing Boesky's aapiration to make 
people feel good about greed ’ He hires 
Bud Fox to do some legwork Tor him. 
Then, in the end, he prove* disappoint¬ 
ingly easy to bring down, in a strata¬ 
gem much like that at the dtmnx nf 
Trading Place*. 

However, the film benefits enormously 
from shrewd casting. On paper the 
relationship between Bud and his father 
would seem intolerably sentimental. 
But Bud's father is played by Charlie 
Sheens real father. Martin, and Lheir 
scene* gain from the authenticity of 
the bund between them Darien Daryl 
Hannah) is another half-thought-nut 
character, an impossibly trendy interior 
designer, who picks Bud up when he's 
rich, decorates his apartment in 
fashionably poet-punk style, and then 
drop* him when he* on the slide But. 
having played a mermuid. an android. 
Steve Martins fantasy woman in 
Hcjoanne, Hannah is perfect at playing 
someone who isn't quite real, a cultural 
and corporate acquisition, rather than a 
woman —an embodiment of the sort of 
art that flatters power. 

In BroodcoM .Venn the performances 
are so good they almost seduce you 
away from seeing what the film is really 
about It caused a great Ntlr in America 
berausc it was taken a® a devastating 
expose of the much respected tv news 
producers and presenters It la, of 
course, nothing of the kind At the heart 
of the film ts an old-fashioned Holly* 
wood triangle Aaron Altman tAlbert 
Brooks! is a brilliant but depressed 
reporter with no screen charisma Tf 
insecurity and deape rat ion were a turn 
on.' be says, ‘wouldn’t this be a great 
world ’ Tom Grumck (William Hurt! is 
the opposite, an empty-headed aspirant 
anchorman floating inevitably to the 
top Jane Craig 'Holly Hunter! is a 
talented, idealistic news producer, with 
a neurotic temperament and a delight¬ 
ful Southern accent 

The characterisation in James L 
Brook** script is as rigid as that in the 
rv situation comedies where he learned 
his trade Albert Brooks may he witty* 
intelligent and handsome, but we know 
he can't get tike girl because he's play¬ 
ing the Eddie Rrocken character (In 
fact, in M trade af Morgan'* Creek 

Preston Sturges actually played with 
the convention and allowed Bracken 
to get Betty Hutton.! Similarly, the 
character of Jane Craig is founded 
entirely on the reassuring convention 
that successful career women are by 

definition less happy than other women 
—or men for that matter But Albert 
Bmoks and Holly Hunter perform with 
such vitality, such comic neuroticisra, 
that they at least blur the edge* of their 
stereotype* 

The muftt interesting character is 
Grumck. who is designed to represent 
all that is superficial in the* television 
age. The crux of the film is where be 
fakes a tear in a filmed interview in 
under to display his own humanity As a 
character. Grumck is not much nf an 
advance on the vain, ignorant anchor¬ 
man from the rv news office in the Mary 
Tyler M*tore Shaw 'of which Brooks was 
one of the creators!. But where must 
actor® would have overplayed Grumck 
as a mercurial wheclor-dcaler, William 
Hurt turns him into an extraordinary 
modern villain, passive and almost 
pojauonless. He drifts around the news¬ 
room feeding off the energy of those 
around him Hi® attraction to Jane® 
electric vitality is marvellously con 
veyed for more convincingly than hers 
to him. 

On the air. Granitic i» an empty 
vessel into which information is poured 
via hi® earpiece to emerge from hi® 
mouth without an intermediate step. 
The most exciting, and sexiest, 
sequence in the film is where Jane talks 
him through an important news broad 
cast: Grunick knows nothing but 
emerge* onscreen a® an authoritative 
political commentator. He sighs to her 
afterwards. ‘What a feeling it was hav¬ 
ing you inside my head—like great sex .* 
Unfortunately, Brooks lets Grumck otT 
the hook at the end by giving him some 
redeeming qualities This may make us 
feel better os we walk out of the cinema 
but it means that Lhe character is no 
longer the symbol of small-screen evil 
he is meant to hr 

Most of the satiric bite, therefore, is 
to be found in Lhe performances. The 
funniest i® by Jack Nicholson < un¬ 
credited! as the God of this little world, 
the network news anchorman Anyone 
who saw PruzTe Honor or James L 
Brooks* previous film. Term* of 

Endearment, many have wondered 
whether Nicholson could ever bring his 
ucting style back from over the top, but 
be ha* managed it here. His adoption of 
the bogus gravitas of a Cronkite is in 
itself a fine satirical achievement 

At least Brooks hasn't just written a 
love s»torv with a new's studio as a 
background This film is much more in 
Uie mould of HtU Street blue* and 
Brook* own Lou Grant The drama 
emerges, along with some good jokes, 
directly from the mechanics of the job 
editing, editorial decisions, network 
economics. It also shares those pro¬ 
grammes' amiable and forgiving atti¬ 
tude® to it® own central character* The 
film is consistently interesting and en¬ 
tertaining, even at 130 minutes But 
compared with other film® about broad¬ 
casting. like Netu'ork or The Plough 
man's Lunch. it* critique of the new 
system doesn't amount to much After 
all, the question of whether news 
anchormen do or don't write all their 
own material, on which the film hingvw, 
is a peripheral issue. Even RobuCop. 
with its two newscasters giggling as 
they report ghastly tragedies, ha® more 
pointed things to say about television's 
perception of the world 

However, what Wall Street and 
broadcast .Vrw* said to America in 1987 
was of more political significance than 
the** comparison® would suggest The 
point was nut that they were not radical 
enough but that such prominent, com¬ 
mercial films ventured to rock the boat 
■I all 
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E.T. and a half 
Empire of the Su n/Gilbert Adair 

Staying with acquaintance* in Pans a 
few year* ago. 1 foil Into conversation 
with their son, an intelligent little hoy 
of seven and a hall, about the current 
movie* he had most enjoyed The titles 
he cited were, in the mam. dishearten- 
ingly predictable: the Star War* and 
♦Star 7Vrk chronicles. Battieslar (Jalac 

Uctt and so on. Urged by me to 
broaden—or rather to curb—his cine- 
matic horizons, he mentioned at last a 
film that had been doing sellout busi¬ 
ness in the city. Jamie Uys* South 
African farce of' Coca colonisation The 

God* Musi Be Crtuy. ‘And where does 
that film take place'*’ I enquirod, all 
innocence Came the mildly terrifying 
response ‘On earth/ 

Yet, were I to he asked where Steven 
Spielberg’s Empire of the Sun i Warner 
Brawl taken place, 1 would probably offer 
the same reply, lather than the more 
precise hut also more confining *in 
Japanese-occupied China during the 
Second World War* 

The difference is that whereas, for my 
little film buff chum, the phrase clearly 
reflected hi* belief in the cinema as a 
magically untrammelled medium for 
which his native planet was only one, 
and perhaps not the most intensely 
present, of many via We locations, it 
would be for me an acknowledgment of 
one directors endurlngly. endearingly 
onsnuc sensibility, his unrivalled ca¬ 
pacity to retrieve and recreate the 
earth, for two hours or so, a* what it has 
never truly ceased to he—just another 
planet rolling through space and open 
(potentially, at any ratei to visitation 
from its neighbours Empire of the Sun 

is not of course u work of science-fiction 

(own though hfi*ed, hardly coinciden¬ 
tally, on a novel by a writer, J. G. 
Ballard, who happen* to be one of the 
pillars of that genre* But, invested a* it 
has been with the same expectantly 
premonitory hush that one recalls from 
the director’s previous films, bathed in 
the some golden, quasi-religious light, 
one would not be too surprised if some 
gem-studded gyroscope of a spacecraft 
were all of a sudden to alight on the 
internment comp in which most of it 
is set 

E.T and the spacecraft of C/oar En¬ 
counter* may have departed but the 
world they have left behind has been 
irreversibly altered, there being a glow 
tng afterimage of congress with the 
supernatural indelibly overlaid upon it. 

In fact, there docs occur in the films 
narrative an incident distinguishable 
from science-fiction, af 40* vintage, 
only in its unfortunately total and 
inalterable realness: and an attendant 
line of dialogue (not found in the novel * 
that nicely encapsulates it* director’s 
tendency' to ‘spiritualise’ technology, 
even of the most horrendous kind, and 
harmonise post-Einstei man physics 
with n neo-metaphysical system of his 
own devlsi ng 

It is 1946 The films hero—whose 
suggestively Stevensoman name of Jim 
accords with the faintly Long John Sil- 
verish character of his hefriender, an 
enigmatic American adventurer called 
Basie—has been a prisoner of the Japa¬ 
nese for four years, in the course of 
which he has been transformed from a 
well-spoken upper middle-class English 
lad m a school blazer and baggy grey 
flannel shorts into a precociously go- 

getting, Americanised adolescent, the 
Bilko of Tenko. But the war is drawing 
to its end, the* prison camp* have been 
hastily evacuated and the depopulated 
landscape through which he wanders 
hulf-crazcd from starvation is abruptly 
irradiated by an incandescent white 
Hash. It is. as we afterwards learn, the 
lethally transfiguring glow of the 
Nagasaki bnmb but to Jim in hi* pre- 
nuclear innocence it is ‘like <»nd taking 
a photograph'. It may be suid too, that 
at their most potent, Spielberg's visual* 
resemble icir seek to resemble* photo 
graphs of the world taken by God 

What is most remarkable about 
Empire of the Sun„ then, is the almost 
seamless fashion in which a faithful 
adaptation—from that awful, corny title 
onward—of a pretty harrowing English 
novel in the realist tradition has never 
thelese contrived to become a proto- 
Spielbergian affirmation of faith and 
optimism in the universe, a completely 
personal work replete with the God- 
given ‘wholeness* of vision that diamet¬ 
rically opposes his films, for example, to 
those Bergman chamber dramas of the 
early 60* m which the deity was 
famously conspicuous by His ahsenco. 

It is its sense of reverence, as well, 
that differentiate* this film from ita 
most obvious cinematic antecedents. 
Lean, eminently, with whuse Bridge on 
the River Ktcai and Lcucventv of A robot 
it shares several stylistic trapes and 
even a few narrative correspondences 
(the sweeping dolly movement* from an 
individual in the foreground In a vast 
and hitherto unsuspected expanse af 
nulling humanity. Jim greeting the arri¬ 
val of the fighter* from a barracks roof 
with the same ecstatic panache as 
Lawrence swaggering from coach-top to 
coach-top of a moving train, the echo of 
hum's ‘Colonel Bogey' when he strides 
triumphantly through the American 
compound to the tune of The British 
(grenadiers'; and, indeed, from that lat¬ 
ter film, live whole idea of a protagonist 
lo*ing sight of the realities of the war, 
with Jim referring iu hliWully to ‘our 
runway' as Guinness’s Colonel to ‘my 
bridge'!. But also, arguably, the epic' 
Bertolucci, in the suave, spellbound 
fluidity with which Spielberg films the 
tableaux of colonial high jinks, aa a 
gleaming Rolls, bearing cute, diminu¬ 
tive Pierrots and Smbads to a fancy- 
dress party, forge* a wary path through 
the densely massed populace of Shang 
tun. «.lf The Color Purple was Spiel¬ 
berg’s Noonoento, this might be 
regarded a* his Ltod Emperor,) 

These influences, and others, are vis 
ible enough, yet utterly transfigured by 
Spielberg'* own glistening imagery So 
that, here, the Lean-like dolly shots at 
la&t unashamedly assume the religious 
implication which was always latently 
there m any case, the theme uf loving 
one's enemy ia now lent a specifically 
Christian aura; and a beautiful 
iChineae?! hymn sung over the film s 
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crrdit title* by u piercingly purr male 
soprano voice could even be read as a 
form of gnwv—the grace by which one is 
granted access to a body of work that, 
despite adopting an alien, an E.T a* It* 
emblem. ha* become, pa redox ically, the 
least al leant I'd of contemporary* cinema 
Amen. □ 

Homecoming 
Iron weed/John Pym 

It is hard to imagine two more tempting 
role* for Jack Nicholson and Meryl 
Streep than thoae they signed to play in 
Hector Rabenco* version of the Pulitaer 
Prize-winning novel Iron weed i Pa lace 1: 
Francis Phelan, the tramp who was 
once a famous baseball player, and 
Helen Archer, a fallen lady, Francis* 
down but defiantly not out helpmate 
Nicholson# mannerisms, his trade¬ 
mark. seem perfectly suited to those of 
a hobo, and particularly one as unself 
deluding as Francis; and Streep loves 
nothing better than a real challenge ■ 
one costume, a shapeless green coat 
with a mangy fur trim, an unbecoming 
cloche hat, showing only a few strands 
of the famous mane, a hobbled gait and 
a permanently red nose 

And the lure has, in a sense, paid 
dividend In one scene, for example— 
it's a perishing Halloween in Albany, 
w.y., in 1938-a barman • .Fred Gwynnel 
prevails upon the reluctant Helen, a 
onetime professional singer, to step up 
and entertain the customers Streeps 
transition from uncertainty to con 
ftdcnce us idle belts out ‘He's My Pal’, 
descending from the platform and 
cnqurttishly opening her shabby coat, is 
a piece of grandstanding few* American 
actresses are capable of The climax is 
toppl'd by the revelation that the per¬ 
formance and the surprised applause is 
in fact only in Helen’s imagination: she 
returns dejectedly to her pal at the bar 
and the gentlemanly Fred Gwynne 
give* her a free glass of wine 

As a performer. Nicholson is at his 
best when his mannerisms - his drawl, 
his inttecliuris and his facial gym¬ 
nastics—am not given free rein; when, 
in short, he is required to play 
quieter characters, such as the homeless 
stronger who comrw to Jessica Lange's 
roadside diner in 7Ae Postman Always 

Ring* Twice Francis Phelan is full of 
inner reserves, a man of heroic fortitude 
and endurance. Nicholson has a lived-in 
face which suits the part, he wears his 
clothes, which he has made to last, with 
natural dignity, and his thinning hair is 
always slicked back, he Uee a length of 
twine round the ante of one of his shoes 
with the care of a man who know* the 
value of even a makeshift shoelace 

For many people, the stars will be 
worth the price of admission. There is, 
too, the vivid promise of the original 

story, tmnu'erd is thr third instalment 
of William Kennedy* * Albany Cycle' <a 
fourth, Quinn'* Book, will be published 
in the summer I. a digressive saga nf the 
Phelan and Quinn families in the 1920s 
and 30* Inmueed was filmed in 
Albany, where Kennedy is a professor of 
English and where he is also, it is 
reported, something of a civic adorn¬ 
ment The books have put Albany on 
the literary world map 

What then has gone awry with Iron 

need, the film, scripted os it is by 
Kennedy himself and directed by the 
Argentinian expatriate Hector Babenco. 
not on the evidence of Pixole and KU* 
of the Spider Woman, a Hollywood 
con trad man. Perhaps the heart of the 
matter is the false lure of the original 
some hooks, such as Imnweed despite 
strung visual incidents and an almost 
palpable sense of place, just do not 
translate to the screen And literary 
bestsellers with prizes attached are par¬ 
ticularly treacherous lure* In the book, 
time past is indistinguishable from time 
present; in the film, Babenco falls back 
on the device of the flashback. 

There is also the perennial problem of 
screen hobos. To br sure. Boudu found 
himself billeted in a moat stagy and 
unrealistic Parisian household, but 
somehow an anarchic performance com 
pclled belief in his absolute, singular 
reality. Nicholsons Francis Phelan 
lives among typecast tramps, and con¬ 
vincing though he is <indeed as most of 
the tramps are. hut notably Tom Waits, 
as his simple-minded friend Rudyt, 
there Is something about their braziers, 
their hovels, the charity meals they 
consume which doesn’t ring true —and, 
unlike Boudu* bourgeois home, was 
meant to. Where is the frozen breath 
which indicates truly cold weather’-’ 

Iron weed, the book, has u great 
theme: the homecoming of a wanderer, 
after 22 years, to a wife who has kepi 

faith with him and also kept the secret 
which ha* haunted him all those 
years—the death of their baby son for 
which he holds himself responsible. 
Kennedy’s description of this artfully 
delayed moment is marvellously sus¬ 
tained, with the family at last sitting 
down to a turkey dinner bought by 
Francis’ w ages a* a rag-and-bone man's 
helper The passage is unforgettablr, 
and all the more so for its luck of 
sentimentality 

In this scene, the film comes close to 
achieving the effect of the book, thanks 
largely to the playing of Carroll Baker 
as Francis’ wife Annie. Unlike Streep* 
scene*, almost all of which require a 
taxing and In a sense undisguised 
physical performance, this one requires 
only a calm presence suggesting ab¬ 
sence of anger and a curious sense of 
relief and reconciliation Carroll Baker, 
all the angle's of her face square to 
Meryl Streeps points, plays the se¬ 
quence perfectly, and it is hard nnt to he 
moved as Francis show* his grandson 
Danny Cl* he a Phelan or a Quinn 
grandfather*' the boy how to get 
his fingrrs round a hasrball 

Iron weed is touched with live 
moments—a long sequence at the begin¬ 
ning with Francis kneeling on a clear 
late-autumn day beside his sun’s grave 
and talking about the view and the 
comforting proximity of the child’s fore 
bears, an encounter before a blazing Are 
in a library between Helen and an old 
friend from her respectable days • La uni 
Estcrman t, causing Helen to struggle to 
remember the accents of her youth—but 
on the whole what chiefly sticks in the 
mind is the slightly overdressed authen 
ticity of the locations and a certain sort 
of old-fashioned staginesis notably in 
the way the glowing white phantoms of 
Francis’ past are periodically conjured 
up New readers, hurry to the book¬ 
shop. □ 

/nmiMvd: M#ryl Strwvp And luck N’irholMMt 
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Soviet sources 

THE FILM FACTORY 
Russian and Soviet Cinema 
in Documents 1896-1939 

Edited and translated by 
Richard Taylor 
Co-edited by lan Christie 

Routlodgci|,£&5 

S. M. EiSKNSTEIN: 
SELECTED WORKS 
Vol 1: Writings, 1922-34 

Edited and translated by 
Richard Taylor 

BF1 Indiana. £19 95 

Richard Taylor is doing a huge service 
in broadening knowledge of Soviet cine¬ 
ma, with ha senes of lively. I iterate 
and informed translations The Film 
Factory is a collection of more than 150 
text* by leading Soviet practitioner*, 
theorists and officials, moat I y taken 
from journals and newspapers of the 
period 1896-1939 lan Christie's com¬ 
mentary to the collection aims “not to 
launch a comprehensive new interpreta¬ 
tion of the course of Soviet cinema 
| but| to consider what has deformed the 
western understanding of Soviet cine¬ 
ma, and thus make passible a more 
objective reading of the documents/ 

What has meetly deformed western 
understanding is precisely lack of pri¬ 
mary materials such as this: though 
The Film Factory serves above all to 
show how admirable an account day 
leyds gave us in Kino—written twenty* 
eight years ago. when films, documents 
and Soviet scholarship were a great 
deal lens accessible than they have be¬ 
come today These new documents alter 
our perception of detail, make us aware 
of personalities and films that might 
have been overlooked; but they do not 
too dramatically change the received 
impression of the overall contours. 

The Soviet film-makers themselves 
saw their art in five-year cycles. The 
first five years, from the nationalisation 
of the cinema in 1919-20, were a period 
of discovery and experiment and debate 
The second cycle, from Potemkin to 
Earth, saw the consolidation and 
triumph of a revolutionary Soviet cine¬ 
ma The years 1930-35 began with the 
sound revolution and ended with the 
crystallisation of the Stalinist style, ex¬ 
emplified by the definitive promulgation 
of the dogma of Socialist Realism in 
1934. 

Rigidly, ( bristle and Taylor demon¬ 
strate that things are never quite so 
dear cut. For example. Boris Shumy- 
ateky. who headed the film industry 
from 1930 until his disgrace and liquids 
twin in 1938, has mostly been remem¬ 
bered for crippling Eisenstein’s career 

through his personal land anti -Semitic ( 
antagonism; but lan Christie recalls the 
positive aspect of his organisational 
skill in managing the sound revolution. 
He also stresses that the influence* both 
of progressive regimes <the 20s i or totali¬ 
tarian tyrannies i.the 30s) are always 
qualified and limited hy endemic 
bureaucratic inefficiency: 'So long as 
western historians continue to over¬ 
estimate the effoctiveno** of centralised 
state control and propaganda intent, 
and to underestimate the degree* of 
improvisation and relative autonomy 
that have governed its development, 
they will continue to reproduce a frozen 
legacy of theory* and example.* 

The Film Factory argues for recon¬ 
sideration of the achievements in the 
Stalinist period, demonstrating that 
these wag more variety and more worth¬ 
while activity in the era of the ait of 
the millions* than pottnd history allows 
They quote with qualified approval the 
euphemism (surely ironic?) of a 60s 
critic who characterised the situation of 
the later 30s as ‘one of artistic freedom, 
or rather artistic privilege, a privilege 
obtained from the state in exchange for 
the acceptance of self-control, i.e. eon 
trol by professional artistic bodies * 

Can we really attribute the epidemic 
of premature deaths in the years 1937 
41 entirely Vo lack of aelf-controC A 
selective who’s who appended to The 
Film Factory records the extinction in 
this short period of Boris Arvatov (aged 
44), Isaak Babel (47), the just-rehabi¬ 
litated Nikolai Bukharin <501. Sergei 
Dtnamav (38), Vladimir Erofeyev (42>, 
Alexei Gan 151). Vladimir Kirehon (36), 
Alexander Knnitaky (43), Meycrhold 
• 661, Vladimir NiUen <33), Adrian Pto- 
truvsky (40). Buns Shchukin (45), 
Shumyataky (52), Sergei Tretyakov 

Potter by live Sternberg Hr ocher* 
fnr (>»fR Vtrtrri 

Fhr / J» n odi Y*ur • ISSSi 

*47). Trotsky (61), Yakov Yakovlev <431 
One or two may have died natural 
death*, but hundreds more did noL It 
was a funny sort of privilege 

The book focuses on the succession of 
public debates that dominated tour and 
a half decades Most striking is the 
sophirtkation and precocity of the pre- 
revolutionary wilting of Meyer hold. 
Kuleshov. Mayakovsky and the theatri¬ 
cal director Leonid Andreyev, all of 
them striving, often with brilliance, to 
define the specific nature of the cinema 
that differentiate* it from theatre. As 
early as 1913, Andreyev saw an Edison 
sound system and anticipated debates 
that would come years later: T do not 
share this delight in talking cinema. 
The word la its weakness rather than its 
strength The w’oed will merely drive 
cinema from its unique artistic path 
and direct it towards the well-trodden, 
well-rutted and wall-worn path of 
theatre/ Already by 1917 Kuleshov 
dared call the cinema ‘the finest, most 
widespread and powerful of the arts’; 
the following year he defined the pre¬ 
eminence of montage 

In the early 20s, we see the young 
artists fired by revolution taking up 
battle stations: the Kuleshov group 
with their ‘Americanism*. Kocintsev, 
Trnuherg and Yutkevich, the crazy 
boys of pkkh. combining Russian Eccen- 
tricism with elements taken from 
circus, music hall and Keystone; 
htsenslein's notions of the Montage of 
Attractions and the dominance of film 
montage; Vertov’s rejection of every¬ 
thing but the ‘unplayed' cinema. What 
ia most striking about all these positions 
ts their exclusiveneee and intolerance: 
coexistence appeared unthinkable. 
Viktor Shklovsky dismisses Vertov and 
the Cine-Eye* Their eyes are situated 
at an unnatural distance from their 
brain*.' The pitiful Late quotations from 
Vertovs diary show t)*» price he. for 
one, paid far intransigence 

The period that began In 1929 with 
the First Five-Year Plan, and saw the 
coming of sound, the accession of Social¬ 
ist Realism and the rule af Shumyataky, 
effectively subdued tins kind of feuding 
The debates of the 30s wore more 
official and organisational, concerned 
with plans to make Soviet cinema self- 
sufficient and end dependence on im¬ 
ported film*; and to fulfil the ideal of a 
cinema of the millions The Film Fac¬ 
tory is admirable in constantly mam 
taining attention on the economic and 
organisational realities of the cinema, 
undermining the persistent western 
myth that socialist cincmaM are some¬ 
how emancipated from the burden* of 
commercial reality. Bureaucrats and 
film-makers alike are constantly com¬ 
ing bock to the problem* of money; and 
the need to create an art for the mil¬ 
lion* was os much economic os ideologi¬ 
cal. We are brought firmly face to face 
with reality in the party resolution 
proposing ‘substituting for vodka such 
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ftourcee of income aa radio and cinema 
At nnather level Shklovxky comments. 
'Without dintnbutiun there is m> ideal 
o«gy' In an apologia for The Oenertd Line, 
however, Euwnxtein and Alexandrov 
point up the problematic implications of 
the position: Experiment, intelligible to 
the millions f 

Even before the arrival of sound the 
script debate begins The writers like 
Mayakovsky and Shklcivxky argue far 
the crucial importance of the script, 
which no one lexcept Vertov) was in¬ 
clined to deny. The trouble is, as ever, 
the lack of writers. The problem is ag¬ 
gravated with the paranoia of the later 
30a, as fewer and fewer writers are pre 
pared to nsk commitment on paper, and 
fewer and fewer scripts are approved 
by the nervous studio boards. This 
script crisis seems to be at the centre of 
the dramatic drop in production that 
marked the peak Stalinist years fea¬ 
ture production was to fall to a mere 
nine in 1951 

The atmosphere of the later 30s is 
reflected as much in the film-maker*’ 
Letter to Stalin rthe brilliant leader of 
the most outstanding and revolutionary 
Party I and in ShuxnyaUky's condemna¬ 
tion of Btzhiri Meadow, as in the frenzy 
of hkuAtU'o Kinos attack on 'the 
Fascist dogs, Trotsky. Bukhann. Rykov, 
Yagoda and their hanger*-on\ who are 
accused not only of murdering Gorki and 
Kirov, and planning to kill Lenin, 'w ise, 
great and beloved .1 V. Stalin*, Molotov, 
Voroshilov et al, but into the baigain 
throwing glass and nails into lubricant, 
poisoning cattle and firing granaries. 
The model miner Stakhanov tells the 
cinema haw* to organise its affairs; and 
the cinema cringes at his proletarian 
wtodom and phenomenal productivity. 
Pudovkin meanwhile buries his head in 
theoretical neayfi on the techniques of 
acting and of sound. 

There a it some essential texts here. 
Lenina principal ditto on cinema are 
gathered together so that we can finally 
see exactly in what context he uttered 
his celebrated assessment of the cinema 
as the moat important of the arts* We 
also discover hi* tolerant distaste for 
the avant-garde Rarer is Trotaky's 
highly practical 1924 aasewment of the 
importance of cinema The Eccentric 
Manifesto is an irresistibly joyous 
expression of the emancipation of 
the heroic period concluding with a 
pregnant quotation from the Futurist 
Marinetti: 'Old men are always wrong 
even when they are right and the young 
are always right even when they are 
wrong.’ Another worthwhile maxim Is 
Lunacharsky's laconic 'boring agitation 
is counter ogitution’ 0928). 

A speech by Mayakovsky In the 
couroe of a debate on the policies of 
Sovkino, the state film organisation, 

makes startling reading. His onslaught 
is unsparing in its fury, naming names 
and alike belabouring bureaucrats ‘suf¬ 
fering from delusions of artistic gran¬ 

deur' and inadequate fellow artists 
‘The film is hod from start to finish . . 

but that is inevitable with Gardin as 
director'). What would Mayakovsky 
have made of the critic Kokotov iwho 
he?* who found it sufheient condemna¬ 
tion of October that ‘During the fourth 
and fifth reels there was a loud sound 
of snoring in thr front rows on the 
left*7 

With a book so large <400 double- 
column pages) we look, perhaps un¬ 
fairly, for comprehensiveness, and so 
mm*, for example, any documentation 
on the establishment of the father of 
film schools, Moscow’s All-Union State 
Institute of Kinematographv <vgik) 
Equally, the editors—probably thinking 
it adequately dealt with elsewhere — 
practically ignore the crucial debate on 
Socialist Realism which was to leave 
its mark on Soviet cinema for half a 
century1 The contributions of Gorki. 
Zhdanov and Lunacharsky to the omi¬ 
nous 1934 Congretb of Writers are india- 
pemmhle key text* which, even at risk 
of duplication, could have had a place 
here. Sometimes the book quite per¬ 
versely leave* us in the air The adver¬ 
tisement for the 1923 K uM.fi 1m Script 
Competition arouses not unreasonable 
curiosity to know more about the en¬ 
tries and outcome 

'Hie book has admirably lull notes 
and appendices, though a lot of name* 
from those teeming years have proved 
untraceable Who, among the many per¬ 
sonalities who clearly seemed exciting 
or important or controversial U) the 
writers of the time, were Harrison and 
Mamlov for example? In a couple of 
instance* at least I can help Glupy- 
nhkin (p 306, not traced’) was the name 
by which Andre Deed <ali&* Boireau. 
alias Grihouille, alias Cretiivetti* was 
known in pre-Revolutionary Russia; 
Packin’ (Poxon* wo* the actor John 
Bunny. 

The finn volume in Richard Taylor’s 
new three volume edition of Risen- 
stein a Selected Work* includes four du 
plicated in The Film Factory and a few 
others that have appeared in Jay 
Leydn s collections For the most part, 
however, they appear here in English 
for the first tune, along with a percep¬ 
tive introduction, embarking from the 
uncompromising premise that 'Sergei 
Kiscfistcin is by general consent the 
must important single figure in the 
history of the cinema ' 

To read Ei senate in always refreshes 
astonishment at the range of his know¬ 
ledge and references and connections 
and wit Taylor’s three volumes repre¬ 
sent only a fraction of the huge literary 
output currently being collected in the 
multi-volume Soviet edition They wilt, 
however, be central to the imminent 
revaluation of Eiacnstein, on the 90th 
anniversary of his birth and the 40th of 
his death 

DAVID MUBINHON 

EISENSTEIN 
AT 

90 

July 20-23, 1988 

Ketole College, 

Oxford 

The British Film Institute and the 

Museum of Modern Art, Oxford, 

announce an international 

conference to mark the opemng of 

their major exhibition devoted to 

the life and career of Sergei 

Eksenstein In this ninetieth 

annrversary year of Eiscnstein’s 

birth, the exhibition will include 

the largest selector, of h*s drawings 

and designs so far publicly 

exhd>tea and »t is accompanied by 

BFI Publish* ng.'lndiana University 

Press’s important new edition of 

Eisenstem s writings 

It is the wealth of newty available 

material by and on Etsenstcin that 

provides the impetus for a 

gathering of scholars and students 

from many countries, including the 

Soviet Dmon. The conference will 

include contributions from leading 

experts, screenings o4 rare film 

material and a private view of the 

Eiscnstetn exhibition at Oxford's 

Museum of Modern Art. as well 

as a round-table docuuion of 

future directions in Eiserotem 

studies 

Since accommodation at Kebte 

College if limited, early booking a 

recommended and all inquiries 

should be addressed to: 

Ian Christie. 

Distribution Division. 

British Fdm Institute, 

21 Stephen Street. 

London WIP I PL 

Telephone 01255 1444 

Telex 27624 BFILDNG 

Fax 01 -436 7950 
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A gift for 
paradox 

THE CINEMA OF 
ANDREI TARKOVSKY 

by Mark I* Farm 

BEL£lt>t£7%> 

Mirk Le Kuna* short study tut* 
the melancholy distinction of 
br»n# detlmtire Tarkovdiy died 
in December 19H6. and the book 
therefore deals with the men 
piece work. Movers major films: 
/mnV <’Ajltihivvi (1962i, Andrei' 
RaubUv itStifii, Solar is U»72>. 
The Mirror 419741. Stalker 
1,19791. 11fk83« and 
The Sacrificer 19H6I 

No comnsmtiitor on Tarkovsky 
can avoid returning ogam and 
again to two major topic* his 
ambiguity, and the parados ol 
his comparative freedom to 
make religious, at times ex¬ 
plicitly On i I : I i 
hi* virtual exile in 19H4, follow 
ing the Soviet authorities hoe 
tile reception of .Yasta/gfoah 
bdinp> I lv- two things (he 
ambiguity and the immunity — 
are related. His own attitudes 
both to hu work and to the 
ouLhuriUits were sometimes un¬ 
expected Le Fanu recalls an in* 
teraiew with Michel Cinrent in 
which Tarkovsky defends the 
narrative obscurity of Andrei 
Raubfev by citing Engels, n«» 
leK- who had proponed that the 
higher the level of the work the 
mure 'disguised' its formal strut- 
egie< were bound to become 

FVrhap* this reference, itself, 
was a •strategy deployed by a 
film-maker who knew that, 
however disguised, his vision 
und his prvoccup*tiu«i« were not 
destinud U» find ready supporters 
at any official level And no 
commentator—including, mod- 
eatly. la Fanu —will lay (hum to 
have the key to this most majes¬ 
tic and moat mysterious of 
artist* 

There seems no question. at 
any rate, that private childhood 
nivmortns and feelings form a 
pool of imagery which Tarkov¬ 
sky feels under no obligation to 
'explain' to spectators custom 
only comforted by narrative 
gloom*. This in particularly true 
of The Mirror, where further 
ambiguity is invited by the fre¬ 
quent conflation of the wife and 
mother, played by the Mine *r- 
trm* Yet. with a mwatfent gift 
for paradox. Tarkovsky rejected 
any Freudians anxious to bury 
their fetth in his tender offer¬ 
ings l*> Farm points out that 
Kelvin in Solan* twice confute* 
his wife and mother by implica¬ 
tion, and similar scenes are 
also found in The Sacrifice. 
while a wife is elded with a 

kuMum in SfMtatghMM, 

Tarkovsky's parent* scarcely 
livid together his father Arseny 
ia a rrepeefod pnet i whom his son 
quote* often in the films I but 
redded mostly abroad making a 
living a* a translator Maria hfct 
mother gave up her dream* of a 
literary life to became a proof 
reader while bringing op Andrei 
Thu separation, says Is? Fanu, 
seems not to have led to any 
resentment in Andrei: he re¬ 
vered both of them Only in The 
Sacrifice is marriage turned 
away from, as Dr Fanu note*, 
‘with a private and myoeriou* 
disgust' by Alexander earlier 
protagonists have dung to it os 
a stabilising form of identity 

For example, the torture Kel 
vin gore through in iwnng Han 
desperately try ing, os it were, to 
reincarnate herself • or, to put it 
another—prehap* Tarkovsky’s — 
way Ui seeing Kelvin desper¬ 
ately trying, by an act of sub- 
cotssciuus will, to reincarnate 
hen is a measure of hi* failure to 
define hunself even by reference 
to his deepest feelings If the 
loved object, in which your being 
Is invested, can be conjured up, 
inflated. deflated, shredded, re 
mnstiluted. blown away, seem 
ingfy at will — his, or torn eon* 
t»l*e's?-and you. the victim, can 
br moved to ecstasy or despair at 
each manifestation, then what is 
the solid ground of your own 
identity' In a word, who in hell, 
or heaven, are you? 

In a filmed intomow Tarkuv- 
*ky *ugtf*sted that to know who 
you arc is the prerequisite both 
for living nghtiy and for loving 
other people ‘He a ho doesn't 
know u*hr hs is harv an earth 
cannot feel love for anyone else.' 
ts the ambiguity and confusion 
that. Le Fanu suggest*, limit 
viewers feel when confronted by 
Tarkovsky's work 11 rewult of a 
secret msotitwnt that, If hu 
knows 90 much, why isn’t he 
telling us? 

The fad is thal Tarkovsky> 
work constantly deliver* two 
slightly conflicting messages. 
By the extraordinary, intense 
beauty of his imagery he dTtfl 
is* a definition of thu physical 
world which puts the cinema 
once and for all on a plane 
with the great painters and, for 
that matter, the great scientists; 
and settles that willy argument 
of hierarchy terminally And 
sorondlv, confusingly, the app> 
rent authority established by 
this lund gate, which watch** us 
>olM round In earth * diurnal 
enurar with rock, and stones, 
and trees' (the connection with 
Wordsworth or Blake, might 
repay study I, at the last moment 
fails to deliver a correspond¬ 
ingly defined moral m**-a*v 
Tarkovsky is no Seventh Day 
Adventist. 

In fact, he usually fails to de¬ 
liver any moral meumge at all, 

and one of la Fanu’* difftculim* 
is to come to terms with a text 
which he would prefer to read »n 
a moral framework, but which 
constant I > proves itself to be 
visionary and mystical Thus he 
finds hiniaulf asking, for In- 
stance, what purpose is served 
by the sacrifice that Alexander 
makes, and if it is to be read as 
failed or AucowurfuL tetf-diinying 
or self-indulgent. 

It seems to me more likely 
land t idfer thu reading avan 
more hesitantly than Le Fanu) 
that Tarkovsky didn't frame any 
Hiirh question. What hu seems to 
br ohwesoed by ia the negation of 
solf, approached by thu familiar 
route through childhood The 
paradox is that at the heart of 
the search for the self in youth, 
childhood, home, thu merging 
with the mother, you discover 
rather dfeeoncertingly that at a 
curtain roach of remoteness, far 
from defining ymnwelf. he mg- 
ftwth, you dUoppoer altogether 
If there is a flavour specific to 
Tarkovsky, it is his ability both 
to welcome and to mourn that 
disappearance in imuge* of an- 
surpusfcshle poignancy 

Le Fanu draws proper and 
learned attention to hit paint¬ 
erly tniluenen* aud to that abil 
ity 'only to lay his glance on the 
world to confer an it beauty and 
significant’* Other virtues he 
takes for granted, where others 
may find none This* he praises 
Anting Rouhb'i for looking at 
the historical culture of Chris¬ 
tianity 'In term* of its own pro¬ 
found inner right i*** and 
grandeur' He gksmeii the most 
daring proposition' of Andrei 
Rotjhkt quite asmrtively as 
'culture ami religion hrfong to 
each other, indeed are each 
other.* 

There is a curious gap between 
the quality of Tarkovsky's work 
and the virtue* that Le Fmdu 
wants to find in It The filan- 
mokor'ft investigations are 
troubling mysterieti. at be* 
veiled epaphanl*** The critic's 
findings are 'grandeur', ‘claa**- 
clam 'purity', importance. 
authority' In Stalker, the idiots 
flow with rlatvwcal right rev** 
The Sacrifice menu* to him to 
engage os powerfully as ever 
with a specific, mastered meta¬ 
physics of cinema.' 

It is difficult to write about the 
finewt cinema. In all rorwctouce 
Thera ramus a point where lan¬ 
guage breaks down. It seems to 
me that Le Fanu has reached it 
here Bui where Tarkovsky I* 
ixmrerred, who can hlamn him? 
The book asks all the right ques 
turns, and often finds charming 
anfttverv as when he remind* us 
that the embrnoe* that attract 
Tarkovsky—focused not an the 
fare but on the earlobe* and on 
the nape of the neck are gov* 
emed by a familial tenderness/ 

GAVIN MlIXAH 

Notes in the 
dark 
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edited by 
Jeffrey Richard* and 
Dorothy Sheridan 
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from the tegmntng film whs of 
the highest intercut to us.' wrote 
Tom Hamason in 1973 Conse¬ 
quently. the collection of papers 
on film ift one uf the large* 
items m the Moss ObeorvglMin 
Archive at the University of 
Buwtex though very little of It 
hod born published before this 
latest and meet welcome excava 
lion of the l* > storage boxes. 

Cinema and w«» were natural 
bedfellows. Not only was 
rinrmagoing extremely popular 
in the 1930*. and thus a prime 
target for mu'# observationaJ 
work on leisure, hut cinema, in 
the shape of the documentary 
movement, wan itself one of the 
prime mover* behind the forma¬ 
tion of MO. The major link 
between them is. of course 
Humphrey Jennings. who under¬ 
took two projects for an (which 
he hud helped to found in 1936) 
The find won ii imuitage-atyle 
book of accounts of events which 
took place on the day of the 
Coronation uf George VI; this 
was entitled simply 'May 12 
1937' and was republished la* 
year by Faber and Faber. The 
MCead was the film Spore Time, 
which was Mftually produced by 
the oro Film Unit but drew 
directly un bin mo work and a bo 
»v lied largely on montane 
Significantly, port of Spare Time 
was shot in Bolton, where the 
hulk of mh*h cinema rereturh waa 
earned out 

What really unites Jennings' 
Mux* and Mu's cnpiou* report*, 
however »* their extraordinary 
mingling of the surreal and the 
quotidian As Jennings put it in 
hi* review of Hertiert R*»oi'» 
Surrrahtm, 'to the real poet the 
front of the Bank of England 
may be ns excellent h site for the 
appearance of poetry as the 
depths of the oea/ One of hi* own 
mu report* rh*rurten«dicalty 
note* a 'contrast of bteyelse, old 
boxes aud rubbish with sunny 
garden seen through round- 
headed arches ' 

Wiusly. Jeffrey Richards and 
Dorothy Sheridan largely follow 
the Jenntng* nn»nl*g»- method 
and let the mo reports apoak for 
themselves with the minimum 
of editorial comment The vast 
amount cf information, however, 
is helpfully divided into the¬ 

matic seclMin* interviews with 
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norma munugm. detailed n* 
port* of mjdimcr reaction* U> 
flu* Lire* /Vuj4 Wings, Lc/ George 

Do ft The Greai thcktiar and 
Ship* Wuh WVngs, an a nalyniM of 

cittsniagoreV fiivoiurlu fidit-auUi 
and humorous momenta. a report 
on audience preference* in film 
theme* and analy** of reac¬ 
tion* to n*wfcrw*U and Ministry 
of Information nhnrifi 

tyiite apart Trnm the flagger 
ing amount uf detail umaasod by 
the Observer*. there u wane 
thing decidedly Bnuvard and 
Pfeurhot-liks about the ujuidui- 
ty with which they u*t sbmit 
their took During the et&rly 
yearn of the war Hume IntaUh 
ganett rxln*i on mu a report* to 
create a kind a4 'morale baro¬ 
meter' hoard on indicator* Much 
hh hum her* of poopt* carrying 
gas mask*, dreams about Hitler, 
rumour*, joke*, graffiti and. of 
mu roe, the behaviour <d profile 
at cinema*, especially their re- 
■ponae to government and prop¬ 
aganda ft I inn 

Here iso's enthusiasm knew no 
bound*. Tor example, I he follow¬ 
ing tip on how to Lake note* in 
the dark 'tlhnerver use* a note¬ 
book with pages turning from 
top so that a page once u-o*d gore 
underneuth as eitr* Mipport, 
write* on his knee, though a gas 
mask makes a useful table. Uses 
his left thumb to mark the place, 
as ho write* a line bo move* bis 
thumb down half nn rnch and 
htgtn* he* next entry there This 
remove* bath overwriting and 
leaving long gaps.' 

Applause was counted in 
seconds Coughing was regarded 
aa a sign of boredom. a«* was 
talking at the end uf a sequence 
In the moat detailed analyses 
film* were broken down into 
sequence* and audience mac 
lions to eoch carefully noted In 
the cose of The L*m Ha* tt'iwjfs, 
a comparative table was com 
piled of reactions at showings at 
five different mwnae At one of 
these the opening shot* of the 
English countryside, over which 
the commentary intone* 'This is 
England where we UMiere in 
freedom elicit* the response 
from one spectator That looks 
like Lyme Regia* Scene* of Nan 
brutality in ftiw/kjauraur of a 
iVotj Spy are received thus One 
woman tut-tut* Old woman in 
IVont ol observer now asUep 
remain* so for rest of picture. 
Sundry snorts at shots of ranting 
Germane* 

Not aJUigutfuir surprisingly, 
given the spy-mania of the early 
day* of the war, all this frrnraed 
note-taking occasionally led to 
uimplwiitMin* Thus Mis* 
E. J. A. from Watford write* in 
1941 that. 'Lsk4 Monday two 
wtmum objected to my writing 
and reported it to the manager 
Later he *ent for me and asked 
me t«i etpUif).* Not *uU*fH«d with 
her explanation he reported her 

to the police, from whom aha 
duly received a visit. 

None of this. however, in to 
give the imprewMtm that no 
is intern ting only as an example 
of British eccentricity or as a 
form of urt intentional Surreal¬ 
ism. Undoubtedly, its maui of 
obaarvations did reveal some in* 
tercstmg and useful findings 
fur example, audience react am* 
to the newsreels showed that 
tbry were on the whole pcgiulnr 
but were dialiked if they were* 
uvurtiv prupagundiwt I there’* too 
much gionous Britain, trium¬ 
phant Britain ahmil them t, too 
realistic •‘you get a lot cd 6c* 
trurtion in them and my lady 
doesn't like iO, or simply lock¬ 
ing in ‘real news* 

Work on feature films revealed 
that oamcdws* were preferred 
over drama* and that topical 
film* were well received provid¬ 
ing they were not 'excessively 
realistic or particularly un- 
pluaaant Again, obvious prop¬ 
aganda was not popular Not 
untypical won iht* criticism of 
The Lwn H*r H'laga: 'It **» Uni 

much propaganda. I think it 
un‘British to shove propaganda 
down your throat like that They 
ahuuld regard ua <*• mors intelli¬ 
gent than that. On the other 
hand, a compannon of press and 
public reaction to let George Ikt 
U shewod that while the press 
tended to regard it as propagan¬ 
da, and bad propaganda at that, 
audliintit* tended not to sou it as 
propaganda at all. 

As Richards and Sheridan 
note in their inlnMiurtiun. ‘Mam 
ObuniUon diMowrwl a gued 
dual about winch films people 
liked and why, about what it 
wnas like to go to the cinema in 
the 1900* and 1941k, about the 
role of the cinema in people’s 
lives, about how the cinema 
responded to and deptetod the 
war. In effect and invaluably 
they monitored the viewn of 
the man and woman in the 
•tall* 

In particular mm’s analysis of 
people* favourite fade-out* te*- 
UfWs to what Lon England at the 
umr called 'a most remarkable 
neglect of any films with social 
content.4 He concluded, 'The 
must memorable fade out* are 
those connected with death and 
with lifs after death, particularly 
those which treat the theme in 
an uplifting manner; the hero or 
the hendne die* bravely and un¬ 
afraid, or the future world la 
depicted as a joyful spot where 
those parted in this world meet 
again On threw point* men and 
women agree.' Or m the inimit¬ 
able words of the manager of the 
K.mharey Cinema. Hollow *Mio*i- 
usl picture* in Lancashire gn the 
best for any Mystery pictures 
an? revwherr Give them any¬ 
thing they have to think about 
and they're lost * 
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Fallen Idol 

THE FILMS 
OF CAROL REED 
by Robert F. Mon* 

MubcfitillHn'Ctt 5(> 
--- — 

<*111x11 wnKi< H*-il Weight 
m 1949, 'in ncK only the flr*t 
reallv great director Britain has 
it< produced, tail m\m* <»iu* of the 
bent directors unvwhcre in the 
wurld today ' Taste* changer, of 
enure* and reputation* crumble 
but m> decisively ha* RpwI drop¬ 
ped from the critical punlhoon 
that Wright s o*h~*k ment iw» 
win* not mi much provocative 
uh pvrwnw. At th* Uma, though 
it termed oci the cautious in 
Him* quarter* Reed w** unre¬ 
servedly hailod a> ‘the greatest 
living director. Yet within ten 
yearn, hU career foundering 
amid gUtry tnvia •7Vojirj*» and 
sententious flops • The Keyl, he 
multi be dismssued by wtiHf AND 
mit su a* ‘a gr*wt tevhntrxaft* No 
other British director has fallen 
so far. ao fast. 

The new reel parallel, perhaps* 
im||hi ho with CtiriW' — another 
masterly craftsman. director of u 
brief stnng of acclaimed and 

enduring claa**c>, uhu *aw hie 
uibacqucnt output written uf! 
as negligible iOn this analogy. 
Graham < Irwin* would -tend in 
for Jiict|uei Provcrt.;* The affinity 
isn’t confined to career patterns, 
either wmdhing or tarn*’* rich 
vein of itrhutt falalt»m, a* K»i*rt 
Muss points out, suffuse* much 
of Reed’s work, and Odd Man 
Out in |iartioitar 

It's around OrJd ,Wu*j Out that 
arguments for or against Reed 
tend to mulesce i Th* Third 
.Wan. «d ciiuns, remains a» be¬ 
guiling as ever, but increasing!v 
liable to annexation, dork-velvet 
baroque ought* and all, into the 
WelUauan canon.i Admirers *d 
Odd .Wan Out echo James Agee s 
verdict -‘a recklesc* head-on 
uttenipC lit gNAlllHe, and the 
attempt frequently succeeds - 
while Reed’s detractor* find it 
peeientMMiw and, for all the sup¬ 
posed reticence of hi* style* tire- 
soanetv over directed Dr Mom, 
at least, I* mi no thnibt, he de¬ 
votes a full chapter to the film, 
heading it Reed's Masterpiece 

Mom’s Jim i* unequivocal to 
nutorv whom he consider* 
a nogfectad genius, to his right¬ 
ful stature as one of the world's 
great directors Sensibly, he 
avoid* overclaim mg-for (hr 
mod part* at any rate. Nobody 
could do much to renew Reed'* 

dispirittng fmal pair of muviea, 
The Loaf HWeima and FoOou Mr, 
and Mow doesn't even try Nor 
doe- he elevate the prewar hi me 
beyond then Ukea.hU morns, 
although it s a pity he didn't got 
to see Ixiburmim Gruie, the 
IVaatWy adaptation that drew 
awh a sigh of relief from Csreena 
in The Spectator Here at last is 
an h’oglish film one can un- 
ntwriwlfv prat**.' 

Indeed, although Mom may 

dispute tlu* overall valuation of 

Reed’s oeuvre* his anwvunrm of 

the relative standing uf the films 

within it follows pretty much the 

accepted, neatly symmetrical 

pattern The central trilogy — 

Odd M*tn f)i*J, The fallen /.W 

and The Third Man - tame in for 

the motor share of attention, 

with the films on each aide lead¬ 

ing up to hi away fVnm them like 

figures on a classical pediment 

The trilogy’s ton radian pendant. 

OuUaut of ihr hdoitiiv* gains 

the consol atom prize of ‘under* 

rated* —hut then, it nearly 

always dmtK At one point 

seems about to adapt a less pre¬ 

dictable stance: Although it is a 

critical cranmunpiare that Reed ^ 

work took an abrupt nuunlive as 

soon as his ‘American period” 

began, it is possible ... to argue 
Just the apposite ' Hilt all tins 

bold contention comes down to, 

in the end. is an unexceptionable 
preference for Oar Man is 
Hatuna over A Ktd for Tun 
Farthing*. 

There’a no rea-on, of wurae, 

why an account of Herd - work 

should take an oOimtatKmsly re¬ 

visionist tack just for the sake of 

it -disparaging, uy, The Third 
Man white rrv*rqg up Kipp* nr 

The Running Man as an unsung 

masterpiece Still, any cntic set¬ 

ting nut to urge the rehabilita¬ 

tion of his chraaitn director should 

perhaps aim to offer. if not but 
pn*e then at leva the lUuttniu- 

turn of fresh insight. Moss’s 

judgments, as far os they go, are 

aenwible and luridly presented 

Rut I limit* if anymve wilit a 

possahlv working know lodge of 

Reed'* films will he sent back to 

them with a realerted eye. 

lhsrvV little attempt, either, 

to place Reed s work within its 

social or historical context; the 
films nee trouted as independent 

artefacts, unrelated to the drives 

and cross currents of the society 

around them Yet (hid Man Oat. 
for on*, raisM arune Intriguing 

question* - nut Inast hnw, in 

1947 Bn tarn, a film amid be 

made inviting sympathy for an 

mia gunman on the run <whst 

chance would a rt-maku stand 

today*) and doing ao. ,what's 

more in a narrative structure 

recalling all thr** war movies In 

which Allied fugitives evade the 

N«m» Compart-on with other 

Hntish films oci Ireland could 

have been revealing, too-Mich 

as Haling h rarely screened ex 

runion into the Trouble*. 77ic 
Grade Gunman Km*d may have 

meuadured himself 'a man with¬ 
out a message’. but that hardly 
aKmdveo a cntic from prolong 
into the Idwilupisl umUrpln- 
nings of the movies he directed. 

It s probably nane. these day*, 
to expect a book rooting all but 
CKl, from a reputable publisher 
• snd not over lavishly illus¬ 
trated, either». io be decent!* 
odiDd Mt-prlnU and nm*p«HI- 
mg* cun be shrugged oft though 
it's irritating to find Basil IVar 
itvri show up as lkiardim 
throughout. Straight misinfor 
matw»n. however, in what pur 
port* to few an outhoritaliv* 
work, u m«ro» thing *U* again. 
Thus the composer Arthur Hun 
egger is rechnatened Paul, the 
direction of Hue ami Cry b* cred¬ 
ited to its producer llenrv Cor¬ 
nelius. and Jock Clayton's alien 
filmography is augmented by 
somcllung colled Our Father* 
Wnwr Stronger of all M the 
appearance of a hitherto undis¬ 
covered H. G Wells novel entitled 
(jtMe and Mr Windham Such 

laxity makes a pmr memorial Ui 
a film-maker rvnnwned lur hts 
own meticuliaa* attenticm to 
detail. 

The graph Reed's career a 
familiar tmmigh though no lea* 
melancholy for that, from being 
immoderately nverhyped — not 
that the director himself, a mod¬ 
est and self deprecating man. 
lent any encouragement—hss 
critical stock has sunk unjustly 
low Rc-cvaluation is overdue 
and the appearance of a full- 
length study, for all its limits 
Bonn, -himId with any luck aid 
the procoMi Admirers of his 
films will find solid arguments 
here to corroborate their views, 
but th*j»u> who. like Dtavtd Thom¬ 
son. regard Reed as 4a charar 
ter lew director*, mospahle of 
Uranscunding thu inhvront quali¬ 
ty of his material, are unlikely 
to rethink their cpinions without 
subtler and more regent induce¬ 
ment* 

nour sr.ui1 
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Wright and Arts try 

*«K,— In Ihr obdUafTt* of HhmiI 

Wright and Edgar AnOry i Win¬ 

ter !9»l'8Ai. Cluabrth Suaaet 

write* that both of them Hp*nl 

I hr war year* producing ump¬ 

teen i**r< pr* fiagunda film it. 

To mvsrtf who saw these films 

’relating to the nutional effort’ 

many at (hit >>hsrp md, 

that is in rvmote village balk, 

great underground airrriiA fnc- 
torlo*, wvutu'tV* iiutUlutM ond 

smote tilled miners’ clubs, along 

with people tmwt of whom had 

never seen film* like this before 

tar. In sense cases, had never 

seen lilnis of any kind*, her re¬ 

mark seems unduly oflhand and. 

whether unosixiisiMly or not f*>. 

dismusuve. Dunng World War 

Two. every film shown was. m 

one way or HJiOthtf, propa¬ 

ganda'. 'As Miehati (klcon re¬ 

called in August. 1946: ‘Supplies 

of material and Ulmur were 

virtually dependent upon the 

producer peminding the Govern¬ 

ment that I he film won ore* of 

‘national ImportamW* But 

Wrright or Anstrv nplaining 

how Ui get the wounded out of 

the rubble from the overnight 

air mule or conveying informo- 

Uoii about tile physiology and 

health of children, os valid today 

v then, wne far lorn ‘pnqia- 

ganda' than Merle Oberun an¬ 

nouncing her war aims to 

camera 
The achievement* in thoae 

days of Wright ami Aiwa*;, and 
ntbern at Crown, Realise. Film 

t'antre und rbrwhere shouldn't 

he minimised. They represent a 

tradition, a whole dimenxion, m 

at leaet two important wavs. 

Today, the inheritor* of that 

tradition work in televmion, in¬ 

terpreting fact, ami rapacitiJly 

tcomtite fact, for mass audi¬ 

ences. Their films, rather than 

ihxe of I to* i r nsinliirpartii in 

r••!»*% t»e ui drama, go to justify 

whatever truth there may be in 

the cliche I hat Britain ha* the 

ft»«*t leleviHinn in the world 

The art iv it ire of Wright and 

Anstev and the cithers during 

World War Two are of laMtng 

Higoifir.ino** In another «s*ri*A* It 

is one that should interest the 

reader** of ru»;if? asi> st nii, 

itiiKv it entirerm the evolution of 

the Klrituh Film Institute as we 

know it today 

A* in well known, the Inetitute 

and tin* uhi Film 11 nil, the fm-ux 

tor British documentary film* in 

the 1930*. were both vt up in 

1933 and wen* 4mm ;i< Ingger- 

hv*l*> A rear Inter, tin* iiiiriuv* 

and mdmd hcatilitv between 

them wo* reflected in this 
rurtota* and often quoUd s*i* 

U*rwi from lie Kefurt of a 
Commons Select Committee on 

Krtmwle* ‘The ixmtmuanor und 

the et|sAiiMion of th* «n%> Film 

Unit wimkl practically rtultlfv 

the British Film Institut* and its 

functions' The malaise con¬ 

tinued until 1940. during which 
time the Institute itevuiopod into 

a useful if somewhat unexciting 

institution, largely preoccupied 

with the pedagogical him After 

Dunkirk, the an was in effort 

excluded from the mainstream of 

official activities, which were 

taken over for the duration by 

the documentary titm group, 

operating through the mmi Film* 

Division of which Crown lie 

the rati Film Unit, rodivivus) 

was port By 1945. the Films 

Division •later rut Film* Dlvi- 

«ioni hail wrquirvd ctauaderable 

prestige In consequence the 

Division and. through it, the 

documentary group were able U» 

mflunnre maikcdly the course* 

af events immediately after the 

war Because of their wartime 

film*. Hu*11 Wnght and Edgar 

Anstey were undoubtedly major, 

d sometimes ofTuage protago¬ 

nists tn these event* 

The art continued more or less 

as before until the departure of 

Oliver Bell, the Director fhicn 

1936 to 1949 H* was surcoeded 

by Denis Forman, the Chief Pro¬ 

duction Officer at the cut Film* 

Division and the transformation 

of the Institute into the world 

centre of film it now is. was 

begun It i* quite inconceivable 

that this trun**AirtnaUon could 

haw happened if it hadn't been 

for the wartime developments in 

which Basil Wright and Edgar 

Anstey s umpSecn’ films plavrd 

j a not cinmemorahle part 

Yours faithfully, 

M »|N MMUtM 

Binfletgh Hiltarton 

Chinese crackers 
son. I've been reading Alan 

SBnkmok'i recent writing* on 

Oriental cinema m *i«.itr amp 

sni ,vn with a mixture of bemuse¬ 

ment and disquiet Bemusement 

(■cause -Stanhrook** reserves of 

*fithu*i**m so obviously out¬ 

weigh his store of background 

knowledge; disqutei because hi* 

many errors of furl, emphasis 

and interpretation are poten¬ 

tially com promising to some of 

the film maker* he write* about 

•wpertwflly IIunw under f Mil It toil 

thumbs in (‘tuna 

The fundamental problem 

underlying 'The Fhiwer* in 

Chinas Courtyard' 'Summer 

19K7* is Stanhrock's inability io 

distinguish between the truth*, 

half-truths ami outright lias that 

hr* interview*** told him This 

leads him to misrepresent the 

controversy that ha* dominated 

Chinese -ttsn* Ihe xum- 

nuv of 19H6 The Imsocs cannot, 

in fact, tie reduced to a dash 

of perxonalttiee and polirsv 

Im*!w«m*ii two studio-heads, Vk'u 

Yigong in Shanghai and Wu 

Tianming tn Xi’an. Far more 

threatening lor film-moker* la* 

i for artists in other llsldn is 

the revived campaign against 

‘hnurgem* liberalwn', n cam¬ 

paign deliliemtely defowst no 

vaguely that it permits the 

Maoist LeO in the Phtitburo to 

snipe at cmvfking it idgart* to 

Stanbfouk bandy acknow¬ 

ledge* the existence of this cam 

patgn, although it was at ita 

height while he woe conducting 

hr* interview*. Neither duo* H 

■ay much far hi« overall grasp of 

the situation that he attribute* 

the change in climate to a 

change in the minister ml 

accountability of the Film 

Bureau, but fails la mention the 

wav that the FtJm Bureau has 

found itaelf increasingly often 

overruled by outside agencies - 

notably the army, in Ihe rases of 

the film* Th* />uv ?‘ftv. The Big 
Ainicfr and /n Their Prime. 
There are other problem* too 

Stanbreok* summary of Wu 

Yigong'* powiuon is wholly 

wrong 'why didn’t he go to the 
honor* mouth in da 30 April 

issue of the newspaper fiuaag 

ming Rihoa?\, and hi* version of 

Wu Tianmttig’s challenges to Ihe 

Aim establish.'rii’nt t* distinctly 

economical with the truth. 

There is sadly no doubt that 

rough time* are ahead for the 

'New (’kifiHw rinmiii, liut Htan- 

brook s claim that m the present 

climate ihe more famous direc¬ 

tor* . . . are taking few risk*' 

seerm like a libel on film-maker* 

who are jiiIdully putting their 

earner* an the luvr bar work tlwry 

believe in And it’s hardly an 

adequate excuse (bat the claim 

Is tfckSAd an nothing n*«rr titan 

the viewing of rushes from two 

unfinished films. Wu Tianming's 

fHd H'rVf i which i* not in any 

Mtrac a 'diMwter nuiva’i and 

Chen Kuige's King of ihe Chit 

dren iwhich bn* no more need of 

a -troop iuinrutivs drive’ than 

Chen's earlier films had* have 
turned out to b the directors* 

beat and bravest work, and 

friends in China amure me that 

they ore equalled by newly 

tinuhed tilnw from /.hang Yimou 

and Zhang Zoning. St*nhrook is 

right that Tian /huangrhuang's 

latest film is more conventional' 
than the two before it hut weeing 

about the reaaosi: Tian was obli- 

pd to hilftl h is mntract to direct 

for Bcipng Film Stodm, and lie 

chowe tn adapt Lao She's GuxAu 

Vjith i without much enthu- 

slasm • bccauiw it wiai the Ihia* of 

the projects offered to him 

Where is the evidence that 

China's trading directors are 

cowering in metier- until the 

storm passes? 

Just a* nbjictionahle are Stan- 

brook s garbled accounts af Film 

Bureau action against various 

COHtAtti 
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films NUat uf the many change* 

demonded in The One ami (he 
Fight cmtrerned the ruic of Uw 

wnmKud Commumst oAkur, (he 

rpctude ihjat Stanbrook rail* ‘a 

key mvn** i* hi Tart quid* margi¬ 

nal )4t»*e Thief came m lor only 

minor modification*. wo* never 

attacked by Tibrt.in* and ha* 

never Imhoi Itoiirod from ax^nrt 

It u false to say that ('hen Kui«t* 

agreed to re-cut nnd re-voice 

The fiig k*urrui* with rhinitiil 

oquaniautv. It was precisely his 

re fatal to make the change* 

that it*laved lh# film * iximfde- 

tlon for so lung. Hr finally made 

them for the sake of hie produ¬ 

cer* in Guatqgxi Film Studio a 

tiny rogsmal Hindu* that mu Id 

nut afford to write off the produc¬ 

tion coats nnd desperately 

needed the revenue from distri¬ 

bution futthsnnArr. Us non 

sense to say that Chen intended 

to end the him on ‘the image id 

an empty screen He actually 

planned to clone with shots of a 

depopulat'd Tiananmen Square 

• HI the centre of Beijing* with 

just the sound of the parade 

overlaid 

Worst id* all ih the paragraph 

on the banning of The Omm Tree, 
not least because Wu Zmiu’% 

name is misspelt throughout 

SUidiriNik apparently unvpti 

the official excuse for the ban 

ithat the film wan a technically 
inuanpsCant debacle i despite 

the excellent track record of 

Wu*s first two film*. Unforgiv¬ 

ably. he then gen* on to dust riba 

the him an if he'd micd it! I huiv 

(eon a little of the film, and have 

discussed it at length with Wu 

Zinin I wontefn*t parlay the little 

I know into speculations about 

the plot or visual style, but I can 

ratnenricaUy refute both Stan- 

hrtajfc'* dosrrtption’ and the 

charge of incompetence WTiat it 

meet amainng here is (hat SUm 

brook ili hi Hii't use the danger of 

wnting about a controversial 

him on the basis of hraroay. 

without admitting that 

that's what bo s Hoang. 

One mom thing: the assertion 

that current students at the Bei/ 

ing Film Academy have mi time 

fur European art cinema but arc 

in thrall to Hollywood is purr 

and simple kwh I wuh u gu*d 
lerturo* at the Academy lust 

your, and my coume includ'd 

ciattww on Antonioni * tdrnil/tou- 

Pun ijf a Wftmun I and FauJuiuhr 

1 QurrrUei. Not only were the 

students paHMunately interval'*! 

m then* filniH. they won* aU 

much hotter infornrad about the 

diroctors than many equivalent 

classes in the West would lie 

Thu! diHiMi‘1 mean of rourao, 

that they aren't interested 

in Hitchcock and Spielberg •** 

well 
Htanhrook'•» wrong-heodednea* 

about Japanese cinema in 

‘Tokyo's New Satirist*' i Winter 
HT'Wt e of le** cuwq ounce, for 

the obvious reason that there are 

plenty of other vosevs on Japan 

iwe film Hie preamble invitee tie 

to believe that JapunvHr direc¬ 

tum have recently rediscovered a 

vein of humour kwt since the 
KK!u» and challenges u> to 

recall any topflight cnnvedte*’ 

from the 50* and BOi Well. ofT 

Uie top of iny hand I can com* up 

with dims by On »(Mayo, etc*. 

Kitmahita (the Carmen film*, 

elcl. Kunmawa i YiiriiwAu. San 

)uru>, Oshima. Imamura, Suzuki 

Seijun. Kawanhima Yucu. Yam- 

sdii Yiip, Yoahimufii Kucnburo 

and Ofcamoto tuhachi and 

that’s nut counting any a4 the 

popular remedy writ* that never 

gat va.ported Hoe SUnhrauk nut 

yet stumbled upon the work 

of I hear directors? He clearly 

haan*t not lead that two of the 

hi ms he disciuutttt moke specific 

reference back to films of the 50* 
and flfb- Thr Funeral k* cram 

med with references to Oru’i 

family tragi-romedje*. and Cmzy 
Family casts l/wki HituiJu a* 

the grandfather in order to 

invoke the old IrrtApoturible him 

nerve* 

If Ntanhruoh i* not much uf a 

huund when it oomes to sniffing 

out the truffle* of the Japanese 

comedy tradition, then at (net 

ho'* botur value in generating 

taught of his own Anyone with 

n broad group of Japanene cul¬ 
ture will crack up at the* thought 

that the films dtscuased farm 

mroe kind «»f genre or movement 
In JipaiurMi cinema, and even 

room ut the thought that this 

putative return to satire consti 

tute* ‘the flavour of the decade’ 

And I. for one, don't know 

whether to laugh nr cry over 

the patronising description of 
Huy until K;t im iim a Ihutmar 

Rouuaoau-like primitive 

But there is also an element of 

pulhiie hero, since Btanhrooh 

fails to recognise when a joke Is 

on him He takes nt face value 

the statement by the authors of 

Crtuy Family which brockets 

The Family Game with Holly 

wirjd film* like Kroairr tu. 

Aromer-blithely umis.in* that 

the romparlHon Is lUell a Joke 

UJui and Morit* are in reality 

rime friend*. and The Family 
Game wu*. a landmark film for 

the entire generation uf indepen 

dent director* to which they boih 

belong the flint mattt*lream wx- 

cem by a graduate from Super d 

film-making Stanlm.nk also 

garfiW hi* account uf ih iiwiiit- 

ing of G\xikafun.>hu Kuxuka, the 

original title of Tmrv Family. It 

has nothing to do with mrvruA 

landing Cechmquro, and every* 

thing to do with sail~dio4/uction. 

Incidentally, the Kinemn Jun 

p«» award* are vigiftl eurlu^vul v 

by entius, and art* nrg Ihe Japa¬ 

nese equivalent of the Oocnrs’. 

Your* fiftiihftdly. 

MiNl HAYNx 

1/Oldijtfl SSi 

MA.N STANttIUMW U‘»ii»*X. As a 

very -mull nut, I am. indeed, 

honoured I Inal my work ha* been 

dveniod worthy of the full Tony 

Rayn» sledgehammer treatment 

I nm grateful to him for pointing 

out that my mum man of Wu 

Y igong s posit ion is wholly 

wrung* and that I am economical 

with the trulh’ in dhocribing the 

work of Wu Tiiinaung I umt 

wuh I had the courage to make 

caich cavalier nnd unsupported 

iiixtuatioit* in return. 

U the epavode 1 nted from One 

uml the Fcght mi marginaP It 
tum* what uughl have Imwii a 

poignant ending into a ludicrous 

one ju*t one uf 70 change* 

maytw, hut it spoils the movie. 

And is the Film Bureau-inspirvd 

modification to The Harm Thief 
iti minor’ The limpnard^ opening 

caption now acta the action in 

1983—Le, ■ wife 27 %*ar* before 
tl* t hiiu-m' nuirrfiwl in, hu all 

this bemghtedness Turn Zhiiang 

ihuong is depicting is now seen 
Ui Ihi a featufv of the pro- 

l ocnmunist past. 

I fear that Mr Rityna has gne 

into «uch a tiwcy ovt»r some 

ispeU of my artirk* that lie 

misreads and misquote* me. 1 

did not aay that ( hen Kaigi* 

Ogrveift Ui change* to The fitg 

Parade ‘with cheerful iquanioi- 

»ty’ but that he now cheerfully 

.ttlrilotW* the change* he hod U» 

make ... to his obligation to thr 

Htudio to make a succemful film ’ 

Which a what Tony Rayn* nw- 

plieu. I do. howwar, acocpt that 

my Chinese interpreter may 

have done fosa than justice to 

l'hen’s intentMitiM in Having that 

he planned U» etui tin* film ‘with 

the image of an empty screen’. 

With regard to The fkuw Tnre, 

I clearly failed If my nmiroonu 

could bo interpreted os endors¬ 

ing the official line The inten 

lion sw to queetion whether the 

bun was jostithid. 1 envy Tony 

Rayna the little of the film* he 

tus» l>een able to nee anil th* 

amllihoii'e this givus him to pass 

ludgment on the whole movie. 

But from what I know of Wui 

other work, it ia, indeed, loinl to 

ervdit tlw charges k-vclhd 

against it I had hoped that 

wwuld «how through Inciden¬ 
tally. slime Wu‘s flame looks in 

ilhineae nothing like Mr Rayn* 

Romanised Hpelling, I fail to hh» 

Iiow it can I* regarded as mis¬ 

spelt based only on the conven¬ 

tion he adopt* 

On the quo-lam of III* nnema¬ 

tic inUtrvsts of China'a axth 

goneratioii. I confem that I have 

to rely on what Zheng Bongtian. 

chairman of (lie directing H«- 
IMirtinriit at the lleqing Film 

Academy, told me. If the ('lunroe 

-luilrnl- do prefer FjmmIii ndr* to 

.Spinllierg, It must have escaped 

him. Having nnw seen W’u 

Tianvnmgn Oirl Well in «t> mi- 

tfroty 1 am happy to withdraw 

my rcxcrviiUon*. hosed on nceirv; 

merely un hrwir of the I hen un- 

cniaplrtod film. I havr not >wt 

seen King of the Children tn full. 

but admitted in my article that 

my (iMiiiwrnb wens provoacmal 

<’ommerits on work in pnigmw 

seem to me In be permimible 

with the niMiomary rnveaU 

Turning to the Tokyo Jsstirfst* 

article. I still maintain that 

Japuneiw cnmcdie* from the 50* 

and fifh arv coiwjiarallvsly few, 

less than top-flight and not so 

well remembered as the drama* 

and nootiivno pu t on* Ghayn, in 

my view, is nnt the equal of / 

un* Auro, hul Nor ts Shtndo’ti 

Ixml .Set a nioti-h for Onsha”* The 
Neigh ton* im Wife and Mine. Hut 

Tony Raym is entitled to think 

what he likes. I mu-4. however, 

take with luitv over ('nut 

Family. 1C as wo are nnw told, 

everything tl* maker* hove1 so 

far «ilit iwildlHy about the 

reason* for making it is to be 

treated as a joke, at what point 

can we believe lh**m? 

Italian ears 
ton. When I read the article by 

John MifichsnUwi ‘Kilting Title* 

• Autumn UlhTK I realiiwd how 

lucky you English people are 

W’hile yon can discus* the iiubtit 

lar's art. In Italy w«< Itanliy know 

about it. lien* everything Is 

dubbed and the exception tre¬ 
cently, Full Mr!ui Jit* hri» prmr* 

the rule When wc go to the cine 

nta to on* ii foreign film, we 

liavM no thmeo either we take it 

duhb«*d or we leave It 

Not to mention what our 

Italian ear* hear when old film* 

'in purtiruliu, Amortum i Uixmio 

of thr ilUi and 44)a> are telrvumd, 

especially if they have never 

lH*en rv leioad m Italy Not only 

Is thr dialogue poorly dubtiod 

iwho rare* if it was originally 

delivered by Mae Wait or 

W C. Kx-lcb, John Barrymore or 

Carole l/onlmrd * , ,?l bul, in 

default of the m'k tracks, Uie 

music and the sound cfTmt* are 

a bo entirely remade. As a ro 

-wilt, in the Italian televised ver¬ 
santi uf Honcage’** A Farraril (n 
Arm*, wm* can hi*ar the Fred 

Astaire song Lovely to Look At’ 
used a* background fur I he 

final scene, stum llrlen llayos 

die* in (inry Cooper*arm-. 
Yours faithfully 

IUIU 1‘AfAf 

l«a Cinetem del Fnuli 

I iciwiiu 

hllisabcth Welch 
mi, Alan Stanhvook is a boo 

lutely oirmt when he that 

the llriUsb film industry never 

really had the couruge to employ 

KiiMnlwth Watch W 
Htii. The industry's neglect of 

th»-- ivnalilc linger act rotn is 

vfi'iHtslib However it has to 

he put un rocord thul Miss Welch 

has made film appearance* in 

L 
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14*14$ 
this country wiki? the 1930* and 

her uinqw »f minimal nmlnbu 

t miii hi British cinema should not 

be overlooked. 

Among the of (Im British 

ncrern Mii«MMh has appeared 

with are Paul Robeson, Merle 

Obrron and Rex Harriton if her 

the Moot*. 1997k Mandrel link- 

utird and James Mason »Alibi, 
1942' Tommy Trinder \FithUrrn 
Three. 19441; M*ctiui»l Kwlgruvu 

ilhrul n/ Night 194A> and Peter 

Sellers */?rrvngv of the F*ink 
father, 197*’ She h*» worked 

with M'Vvral diatingxnxhcd direr 

tors* including Harrv Wall, 

Alberto Cavalcanti, Carol K***i 

Roubevi IVli*inmiI latt Hn his 

;jhr*rt««i version of Cleopatra in 

and Derek Jarman 

In the 1990* M»*e WdA 

played xhirring roles opposite 

tha great Paul Robeson in Soag 
of Freedom and Big Fethi She 

performed In IMm with the 

MMt, charm and wit she reveals 

in Stephen Garret! and David 

Rob*rds<M»n'H 19H7 documentary. 

AW/oag bn* A tour, one of the 

highlight* of the London Klim 

Festival and tlmiiiiel 4'h Chrut- 

mns package. 
Youm faithfully, 

•mcrvitJH imi HNt 

Uiiuiun ski 

| Korngold 
him, —I read Michael Anrk's 
article «m the history of stereo 
recording in the cinecna 'Winter 
1997 *69 • with great «iti»«**t. 
Ou»* Hittall detail, himtsuf, u the 
rvhtrsMf to ’George Korngold os 
one of the pioneering mwlrn’ of 
symphonic film Hearing. Prelum- 
ohlv the author was rvforrmg to 
Erich Wolfgang Korngold the 
Vkn—t born rompwofr whw 
Heventoan original film score* for 
Warner Brother* between 1935 
and 1947 certainly were land¬ 
mark* in the evolution of film 
music. George Korngold, his son, 
produced the disc recording* of 
thair ocuvee 1 in alarm) for ar-a 
during the 1970* 

Yours faithfully, 

rut.in Mcrt'ixnrtj 
Krskine, Renfrewshire 

Madame Sousatzka 
sia. May 1 bring to yemr alien* 

♦ion the fact that kfatia/m- 
SfAU**Ukn was shot at Twtck 

%-nhnm Film Studios and not at 

Shepperton. as reported in ftluHT 

anpwiunih Winter 19H7*H9>. 
Your* faithfully. 

dkan mnmmrys 
Cobham, Surrey 

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 

AMirn iai rvr for floArfir » 

find. 
(UU'MtUA I'M*11 MKs fur 

Th l*wf Rtnfjerur, The GJaa* 
Mtfuxgeru 

palArt nrTVMB Tor tmmeerd 

mtiuf.Mi a* sox lor fifaidtad 

.Stain, Wall Street. 

i'll* for photograph of John 
{.Two* smI (baric* Crichton 

violin vniuKi'njiNiinLMH for 

Cnrscr. 

WAMNFJt HHi v- fur KmjHtl* of 

the Sum. 

hands ML**- for L*UU Ihirnt 

h*«>MA l«*M*»l illoMVI-AkUUl 

so 11 tar* fur A Very HritiAh 
Coup. 
anuui rtLMa < himVa iao 
fur Vntig* uf Deuxrt. 
<*ih* 1 mi MIN ATM MV Ai • Munich! for 

Cobra tVnofr 

miss vkhlaii mkii AimaucN for 

Ragdaii Cafe. 
Will wr.NlWlt* I MlC»l!MTMlf4iiAaV 

I 11V INCAOKVlQRMCtt MUIW UTKHMH 

for Tokyo Go. 
lAK'NOUlMHA htXA lNW IHA 

fur M/mvalo 

iivhinomii KioAdriani for 

Children of the Beehive 
smi ■ *imi > fur Jufrrnejw fli/fs a/ 

tiic Harbour, The Ma**cur\ and 
a Woman, A Mather* bore. 
Children mi the WmiJ, thtming 
(n/t ilt Thank You 

run nr. la viixmx for Cite**- 
Cinns EtluhitMin 

rihHMUM mijm* for photograph 

of Frederick Wwoian 

MMMiMHHuav i*i Mi.naiLNii for 

phoCugruph of Patricia 

Ilighsmith 

i iiANNKL 4 for Jfan eating 

Tiger* 
« mannki. 4'i« imn wwkm fur stills 

for Video Art and Television 

Ml IVU OAVlti SATMMI fur 

phegugraph* of m mi 

sa nututio n for Da m ued If You 
Don't 
(4i iSana M*a omh) for Kl Amor 

e* u'lo Mu jer Garda 
OUVlfSt* MHALA.NI for fltllMW 

uakmi hai I far LArle*wtine 

MS A MTILLMI IIL1JKTM1N for 

Stranger* on a Train. The 
Glam Cell, The Ameruntn 
fwiiif, FUtn Soled, Soviet film 

pouter, phuUgraph of nitrate 

him 

navneu av ‘I'he Jason Proas lid , 

licrtfard. England. 

ANM ALHiHSKIinMn hatw: 

14 tsnueio T8.60 including 

fret up* Hack iieWM, where 

available, at current pnee i£2 15 

including pontage and pocking* 

t* ji.a. $15 00 Pnee per copy In 

L’niteil State* f!i60» Hark laur* 

$3.50 
Bindrr* to hold two yearn’ ioMue* 

£5 50, pontage induifod ($10.Klk 

t«»LK AoacNTMriiN v AA.i En*4ern 

News DiHlrihutur* lm , 

1671 fag Itith Street. Suite 176, 
Brooklyn. n > 11229-2901 

rt His AtstN nAftK 1*1 January, 

April, Ju&v und October 

Of t 

Postgraduate Diploma 
in Film Studies 

Applications are invited for the Postgraduate Chpfama 
course in Film Studies validated by the Council for 

National Acariam* Awards. 

The course* is a tauyhr, 2 yoar, pan lime programme wdh 
lha study of him and the institution of cmexna 0% *ls 
pnncipal concerns €a^y film form. Ho\iywood. 
independent onema, Realist and anti Realist practice are 

axaminod and appropriate theoretical concerns are 
considered. Students complete 6 extended essays which 

respond to asoects of each term’s work. 

Subject to CNAA validation, mam hope to offer a further, 
third year of study leading to the award of MA Film 

Studios. 

Applications from students wrth backgrounds in the arts, 

htimarwties and social sciences ere encouraged, and 
appheahon forms and further details are available from 
the Faculty Office. Faculty of Art and Design, Derbyshire 
Collage of Higher Education. Kedleslon Road. Derby DE3 

1GB Telephone Derby 103321 47181 ant 32. 
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TOURS 
Advance information about a very unique* and 

exciting American escorted tour 

“LEGENDS OF THE FIFTIES USA WEST 
COAST ESCORTED TOUR. CONVENTION 

& MEMORABILIA FAIR, 1989” 
f/i? assoc far io/i tvflh Startine Tour* of Hollywood) 

HOLLYWOOD. IAS VEGAS AND SAN DltXO ...OB 
IIOIMYWOOD. SAN FRANCISCO AND CARMEL 

Depariurr date: October :trd 19S9 

FU1JLY ESCXIRTED. 

Price. CBiHl for 14 ntghtb (subject to 7iUW air fan**/ 
(Savings scheme avuiiablel 

See * Behind the See nett" in nm/nr Hollywood film and 
TV stadias, visit fabulous attractions *uch o» 

fJtynri /and, Mann's CT/iim**«? 'Theatre, Hollywood 
"Walk of Fame”. Beierly Hllh and the Slam Home*. 

San Diego Sea Wor/d, Moiielnnd H ax Museum. 

iitxutd Canyon, Alcatraz. Island und much mote. Meet 
stars and cr*le.hriiiex from the Fifties and attend 

Memorabilia Fairs and other Ri cnts. 

For further information, itineraries and hooking form 

contact. 
Mr Tony Cooper. "Fifties Tour SS”. 

24 Napier Crescent, Seatner. Scarborough, 

.V. Yorkshire YOI2 4HY. 
Telephone: (0723) BH1Q22. ****************** 
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•DAKK EYES 
iCiirzon) 
A skein of Chekhov stories ^nm 
»h ftotJibrerk out nf a Hhipbuftrti 
iDBMinU<r between a wryly *ctf 
deprecating Italian ( Marcel In 
Mastroianni ( and a stolid 
Ku>*it«ji to whom ho it,«nhdv> th* 
formal tragedy of ht* life. A dak* 
Atr ntente drearm*r. 
MaMmiiinm recalls the 
wealths marriage that nuub 
Him a herd in n gilded cage the 
encounter at a spa with a lady 
with * tirikedog which opened 
now v of romance and m*nt 
him winging off to Russia m her 
wake the return to seek dirorce 
that landed him in a frreh trap, 
louring him now os orrant and 
heartsick aa the Firing 
Dutchman And all the while tlu» 
Ku**iast gravely llntiNW, both 
men blithely unaware that his 
happiuetw - he hm* just won the 
I' • * 'Hi - 'i '*• .il ! <' r i ni 

proponal* and youv of 
patience point* a mural 
•omewhere It's an enchanting 
iiVa. meetly enrhuntingly 

A little iiiinlr 
overemphasis. a touch of the 
Fellini* in the spa sequence*, 
other* in* gorgeous to look wL 
superbly acted. and tenderly, 
auirkishly funny. < Elena 
Sdonova, Silvan* Mancano. 
Inniikenti Smuktunovnk), 
director. Nikita Mikhalkov. • 

•ROUGE BA1SKH 
(Other Cinema* 
An evocative title, referring 
either to the vampire kias of 
Cocnmumaoi or to a popular 
brand of lipstick Both have 
their lures for KV-yenr-old Nadia 
• Chariotte Yalojiarey) in the 
Pari* of 1952. Pariakmne born 
and t»red, hilt a second 
generation Polish -Jewuh 
Communist, she's a good party 
member but not such a grexi •irl. 
hanging out with the Local yaw 
until a fateful encounter tees her 
rewcurd from a violent dash 
between police and 
demonstrator* by a Atm Xlunh 
photojournalist i Lambert 
Wilson * who whisks her off, 
protesting, into the brave new 
world of St thermaln t*u ciuto 
Live stirs, just in time to rhvrae 
its disillusionment with the 
political rollapee «*f Stalinism, 
waving her on the verge of 
becoming her own woman while 
the embittered Lambert, 
hitherto uncommitted, gnn* off to 
lado-China as a paw mnd we 
know what that probably 
means ' Beautifully detailed, 
generous In spirit, and much lore 
joniu tiiL.r than it mav sxmd, 
vCru Belmont's uccond (partly 
autobiographical ( feature is o 
real rha rarer 

APPOINTMENT WITH 
DEATH 
•’.CaniurM * 
A strangled attempt by Golan 
and Gleb us to revive the Agatha 
(!hrvto s'riw*. w ith the setting 
of 30a Palestine allowing Peter 

Ustinov's Poirot to voice some 
unlikely Zionist statement* 
iUunn Bacall, Carrie Fuller. 
John Gielgud; director, Michael 
Winner. ( 

BARFLY 
I Con won 1 
An ongmal screenplay by 
Cliarta* Bukowoki. iconic poet of 
the inebriate-. rera|itiires the 
alleged content rooM of his 
younger years aa a drunken 
drop-out Mickey Raurke 
shamble* comfortably in the 
skid-row twilight mumbling 
gWful ono-liner* and Barbel 
Schrorder* direction is 
respectfully rrwdUra, but the 
writer s fierce affection for the 
gutters remains cnnlnved and 
unattractive 'Fare Dunaway, 
Alien Krigc, Frank Stallone* 

batteries not 
INCLUDED 
<V1P\ 
If Steven Spielberg hasn't vet 
made his Ifs a Wonderful Life 
m * ' M| - •' ' ■•'• r • I* .. * tl» - 

orUtmg clower with this slior of 
whimsy about 'little people’ 
handing together to nave their 
building from high-roe pirate* 
Produced by the Spielberg team, 
sleekly if anonymously directed 
by Matthew Robbins, with the 
cutest crew of aliens vet illume 
Cronyu. Jessica Tnndv, Frank 
MrKae.) 

I1RAIN DAMAGE 
(Ai/ocri 
A young man strikes a bargain 
with Elmer, a monster It* will 
provide the creature with Ua 
food, human brains, if it will 
keep injecting him with its 
hallucinatory miftiim. Bizarre 
but sluggish: from Frank 
Henen kilter director cf Barbel 
Case (Kick Herbwti 

THE COURIER 
iPo/orvt 
A lacklustre thriller set in the 
drab streets cf Dublin where a 
tea there I ad dt*p*Ub nder talus 
on vice king Gabncl Byrne 
Despite wme modish violence, 
rerentially an 'Edgar Wallace 
Praeon t* ’ jutvjgTwmumm fur the 
80s. I Ian Hannen. Pjdraig 
OLimgsigh. Cait OTUonJan. 
directors, Frank D***>, Joe law.) 

FIVE CORNERS 
' Revnrded RHctixing I 
The Bronx, Halloween 1964 The 
local peyrho comes out of jail and 
tries to rekindle his ane-sided 
romance with pet-shop princes* 
Jodie Foster. She still cringes at 
the sight of him. A longstanding 
neighbourhood feud afoilsd by 
the influence of Martin Luther 
King An engaging item, pitched 
betwesn Amt-nrau Graffiti and 
Abel Ferraro's New York City 
night mam (John Turturro, 
Tim Rabbin*; director, T*wi> 
MM.) 

A FLAME 
IN MY HEART 
\faitiktu'\ 

With its low budgrt reflected hy 
scratchy black and white 
photography, Alain TanneKs all 
but plocicsA look at romantic 
agony among Parisian neo 
bohemians comes over aa a dire 
miscalculation For all tha 
frankness, it is Morphea* not 
Free who prewidre. 'Myriarn 
Mhilm, Benoit Regent I 

JANE AND 
THE LOST CITY 
* Blue Dolphin I 
Jane ' late of the wartime Daily 
kfirmr atripi attemfite to carry 
on Rumoming the Sian* hut 
winds up in a diopantuig romp 
through the leftover t id-hits of 
Gannon'* Allan ffooter main and 
the Last City of Gold.' Maud 
Adams. Jasper Carroc. Graham 
Stark, director, Terry Marcel > 

THE LONELY PASSION 
OF JUDITH HE ARNE 
(Recurtied K* busing» 
Suited romance and cynical lust 
mingle in the peculiarly awful 

atmosphere of a pious Dublin 
hoardiug-bcniNc Hr tan Mcwrv at 
his most melancholy; and 
Maggie Smith, a* Miw Hearn?, 
in the end wimilly turning wide 
from earthly happen***, at her 
moot knotted. Among some 
notable performances. Ian 
McNeice stands out as the 
land lady* npitefully ainUtor 
mummy’s boy. Jack Clayton 
direct* thu thill) tale with 
old fashioned exactitude 
'Boh Hoskins. Wendy Hiller. 
Mare* Kean i 

NUTS 
(Warner Bn*>, 
Ereryone in Nuts is supposed to 
think Barbra Streisand, a high- 
iwiiwd huAer who has killed a 
client, is not mentally competent 
to stand trial; u*e know that she 
is jus* a cany, loveable superstar 
being put on her I War-winning 
mettle. The supporting coal 
Richard Dreyium, Eli Wallach. 

Karl Malden* cope ably with 
permanent egg <m their Care 
(Director, kiartin RittJ 

ON THE BLACK IIILL 
\RFD 
.Adaptation of Bruce Chat win’s 
crystalline novel about the 
twentieth-century lifrepan of 
twin brotht*re who farm an 
unforgiving hilLidc on the 
Weldi border Hellfire 
performance from Bob Peck, aa 
ihn hoy* father and on* of great 
dignity from Gemma Jones, aa 
their suffering mother, but the 

: 
laughers' rebtUunahip evades 

director Andrew Grieve. 
Coldly handsome phrttogrnpliy 
h> ThaddeuaO'Sullivan. (Mika 
and Robert Gwilym.» 

ORPHANS 
• VKFD\ 
Effectively a three-hander fur 
two enfant* muiages - orphans 
loft to fend for themselves, now 
grown up in isolation as bixarre, 
introverted aciMnalH—and the 
Chicago gangster they* kidnap 
who tames them through his 
boundless instinct for 
fatherhood. Novyr shahlng off it* 
staae origins, it isn't exactly 
credible; terrific performances, 
though, and the game-pluying 
triaged with grecit intetwltyiTs 
(asntvating (Albert Finney, 
Matthow Modme, Kevin 
Andrrwoci; director, Alan J 
Pakula I 

OVERBOARD 
i Utt9* 
Wa4»h1 ashore from Ko>*bond * 
y:scht, unapeakobh rude heirews 
i Goldie Hawn i suffers ammuii; 
a carpenter (Kurt Ru»m^II», to 
whom •ho owvm money, dams 

her a* his wife and maid of oil 
work. Ians* btouurn*, inevitably; 
engaging but very knockabout 
i Director Gary Marshall I 

A PRAYER 
FOR THE DYING 
iGyjfcfi 
IlislIlnsiniiHd IRA man (Mickey 
llourke. spurting a pviuuaaure- 
accent ) got* an the run and 
becomes thepawn of London 
gangsters The lack of any 
politst*! dimension to lose 
regrettable than the picture's 
decline into a mawkish tale of 
redemption, though Alan Batai 
I lien* thing* up ns the nwdcUer 
chieftain lurking behind the 
undertakers facade (Director. 
Mik* Hodge* > 

PRINCE OF DARKNESS 
i Guild) 
Some resemblance* to Assault on 
Precinct 13 in John Carpenter a 
horror varn about a beleaguered 
crew of scientist* striving to 
ivpuloe Mime unfathomable 
aatanic a>n*corae> tend to 
eir*phoi.i*e the oonccumtant lack 
of vitality. Not undiverting, but 
mialeto in nvtiro thanjiau H* 
intention* Donald Pluawncv ( 

THE PRINCESS BRIDE 
i VestroM • 
A spmtcd and charming fairy 
tale, told by pandfather Peter 
Falk to a hturvddeu child A 
Zomwwf|iie avrenger, a 8poni*h 
pirate and a giant try to prevent 
the marriage of the heroine to 
oily prince Chns Sarandon. 
Inventively amiaung, but it 
know** when to play the romance 
and demng-do straight. The best 
screen Hwordfight since 
Riiihbonc and Flynn hung up 
thetr foils. 'Wallace Shawn, 
Cary Elsw; director, Rob 
Reiner I 

SOMEONE TO WATCH 
OVER ME 
(Columbia) 
Rlaborato lighting and decor are 
Tin substitute for tension in a 
feeble mix of cop thnller and 
romantic melodrama, in which 
homely married deUniive Tom 
Bcrongcr is amorously 
compromised by socialite key 
wiltwa* s how Tile he e aup|N»sed 
to be protecting. • Mimi Rogers; 
director. Ridley’ Scott.' 

STAKEOUT 
«Warner Bws) 
Cop falls for girl he has under 
surveillance; girl's swivel-eyed 
boyfriend, a jailbreaker, to not 
beat pUtfe^ui John Kadham 
directs this pared, hard-edged 
caper with practised ease; ami 
Richard Dreyfus run* through 
his engaging comic range. 
I Emilio Estevez.) 

TIME TO DIE 
(Artificial Kyc\ 
The first film from an ongmal 
-wreenplav Ire Gubreel Garcia 
Marques lorek* rather lika 
socond-hand Garclu Marquez: an 
old man returns to his hometown 
in Columbia; an ancient blond 
feud wtill poison* the air tlw 
creed of machismo and family 
honour ensure*, not a death 
foretold Uu> time, but on* re 
enacted. W’atchablc but basic 
revenge Western (Gustavo 
Angarita. Maris Eugenia 
Dsvila; director. Jorg* AN 
Trmiiui 



Some dates in the history of the School 

August 1965: The Rt. Hon, Jennie Lee MP.PC announced the 
appointment of a committee — 

To consider the need for a National Film School and to advise, if 
necessary, on the objects and size of such a School, its possible 
location and form of organisation, and the means by which 
it might be financed. 

October 1965: The Committee was established with Lord Lloyd of Hampstead 
in the Chair. 

June 1967: Jennie Lee published the Lloyd Report. 

June 1970: The National Film School was incorporated, with Lord Lloyd as its 
Chairman. 

October 1971: The School opened to its first intake at its studios in Beaconsficld. 

Since 1965 one person has guided the fortunes of the School — its Chairman, Lord Lloyd 
of Hampstead. On 31st May 1988 he retires. A generation of film-makers is in his debt. He 
will be succeeded on 1 st June by David Puttnam. 
Colin Young. Director. 

NATIONAL FILM & TELEVISION SCHOOL. BEACONSFIELD STUDIOS. 
BF.ACONSFIELD, BUCKS. Telephone: (04946) 78623 
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IVAN’S CHILDHOOD 
(Ivanovo Detstvo) 

A FILM BY 

ANDREI TARKOVSKY 
GRAND PRIX -BEST FILM 

VENICE FILM FESTIVAL 1962 
& 14 INTERNATIONAL PRIZES 

p/ui 

INGMAR BERGMAN’S 
portrait of his mother 

’Karin’s Face’ 
COMING SOON 

D C II I D ttUMElL SQUMt ruftt 
r\C. n\#ll%TiixF*«ofaa*7M0i 

_An_ 

Artificial Eye 
Release 


